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EDITORIAL

Editorial: AusAct 2019 – Being Relevant
Robert Lewis, Dominique Sweeney and Soseh Yekanians 1
The second AusAct: The Australian Actor Training Conference that formed the basis of
this issue of Fusion Journal, was held at Queensland University of Technology, 9–11
August 2019. The concept of the conference emerged as a result of discussions between
colleagues in the Acting and Performance discipline at Charles Sturt University, Wagga
Wagga. We were interested in the state of actor training in Australia and the most
effective way to discuss this was to create a platform for practitioners, academics and
pedagogues to celebrate, interrogate and showcase actor training methods that have
been created and developed in Australia.
Performance practitioners, directors, teachers, academics, postgraduate students and
performers were invited to attend to discuss and demonstrate their original pedagogies
and methodologies that have been developed in Australia and inspired by the
environment, land, the Australian performing arts industry, and Australian values and
culture. In general, presenters were encouraged to discuss the need for uniquely
Australian performer training pedagogy, the link between Australian values and culture
and actor training, the role that place, space, environment and land plays in the
development of training methods and, finally, the involvement of technology in actor
training.
The theme of the 2019 conference, ‘Being Relevant’, called for papers that considered
how actor training can maintain its relevance in Australia, as well as drawing upon
relevant methods, approaches and aesthetics that reflect contemporary and future
Australian actors. It highlighted the fact that not only do we need relevant content and
material to reflect the ever-changing social climate, it demonstrated the fact that
relevant artists who create works through which they can better connect to the world
around them, is needed.
The following points concerning being relevant in light of Australian performance
pedagogies were the starting point for paper presentations:
-

Relevance of Australian actor training
Relevance of training for performance
Relevance of international actor training methods in Australian performance
practice
Development of relevant performance training in Australia
Relevance of place, space and environment in Australian actor training
Relevance of technology in performance training
Relevance of health and wellbeing in actor training

 Robert Lewis: robelewis@csu.edu.au
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The 2019 conference hosted 21 paper presentations, 13 of which have been published in
this edition of Fusion Journal. The conference also included 10 workshops. Presenters
discussed intercultural fusion, actors’ health and wellbeing, youth theatre, integrative
practices, safe practices and technology in actor training.
Jessica Hartley, Keynote Speaker, discusses in her article Vulnerability in a Crisis:
Pedagogy, Critical Reflection and Positionality in Actor Training the crisis ensuing in
traditional conservatoire actor training which is creating a new market for smaller,
bespoke training programs with a solid identity. In her keynote, using two case studies,
Hartley calls for trainers to ‘lean in’ to their precarity by questioning their positionality,
their own training, their bias and their politics.
Jack Bradford, director of the Brisbane Junior Theatre, discusses in his article Brisbane
Junior Theatre’s Abridged Method Acting System the unique Abridged Method Acting
System (AMAS). AMAS is designed to prepare and equip actors with craftsmanship
based theatrical skills for a career in the performing arts. BJT’s unique actor method is
an abridged, condensed, refocused combination of internally driven Stanislavsky based
methods and the external action driven methods such as Meyerhold, Laban, Lecoq and
the classical acting method of British actors in the 20th century.
Kim Durban examines and celebrates the surprising aesthetic, textual, psychological
and comic relevance to actor training in an institution of the haunting of Richard the
Third by the ghosts he has murdered, in her article Haunted by Irrelevance?. Durban’s
deliberations are haunted by the ghosts of ideas and concepts that she may have
‘murdered’ on her way to building relevant program design that will appeal to acting
students, their parents, the arts industry at large and marketing departments.
In their article Encouraging Actors to See Themselves as Agents of Change: The Role
of Dramaturgs, Critics, Commentators, Academics and Activists in Actor Training in
Australia, Bree Hadley and Kathryn Kelly explore the role of ‘dramaturgs’ in actor
training, in particular focusing on Hadley’s personal experience. The first part explores
actor training institutions in Australia and their integration of critical or commentary
skills to understand “historically marginalised groups, such as First Nations people,
people of colour, and people with disabilities” (p. 51). The article audits the current
writing on the subject and suggests that to make training institutions more inclusive by
watering down the training is offensive to diverse theatre makers. Neutrality in training
is broached as a European stereotyping with a proposition that this type of training
diminishes marginalised voices, particularly First Nations artists. The dramaturg enters
into this environment to offer actors the potential to see themselves as agents of
change.
In their article ‘Part of the Job’: Actors’ Experiences of Bullying and Harassment, Ian
Maxwell, Mark Seton and Marianna Szabó revisit their 2012 qualitative data collected
as part of the Australian Actors’ Wellbeing Survey, in context to the impact of the
subsequent #MeToo movement, and the high-profile court cases involving allegations
of inappropriate behaviour in rehearsals. The in-depth explorations raise significant
questions surrounding the overall mental and physical wellbeing of actors. The unique
data collected facilitates establishing a baseline for understanding the complexity and
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pervasiveness of inappropriate rehearsal behaviour, grounded in an attention to the
experiences of working actors.
Robert Lewis, in his article From ‘Methods’ to ‘Approaches’: Integrative Practices and
Physiovocality in the Digital Landscape, takes us on an integrated journey into
physiovocality in the digital landscape. There couldn’t be a more appropriate time to
ask questions about actor training in a world that has retired to digital communication.
How do we assist in unlocking the potential and imagination of actors to work in this
world? When there are ‘zero walls’, what is it that actors can do to prepare? Lewis
elaborates with physiovocal exercises inspired by Butoh which focus on the ‘Space
Between’ and ‘Imagery’ and combines this with Laban’s shape qualities. The exercises
are demonstrated with Charles Sturt University Acting students connecting movement
and voice in the Lewis Integrated Acting Technique. Transformation and transition
through imagery is core to the integrated practice and using breathing Lewis invokes
‘Ma’ as the space between the breath. The aim is for actors, using these training
exercises, to open their imaginations and a capacity to achieve a physiovocal unity.
In their article How can Australian Actor Training be Relevant in a World of 86 Per
Cent Unemployment? Gabrielle Metcalf and Andrew Lewis look at the relevance of
actor training within the context of employment. They question the very real concerns
surrounding lack of employment/jobs that exist for students once their degree is over.
They suggest that, for some, there is never even enough work to pay off the HECS debt
accumulated over the three years. Therefore, “what does this signify for the relevance of
actor training, when most graduates can only look forward to a future of
unemployment or at best, underemployment?” (p. 96). This article explores ways in
which the Conservatoire model of actor training can be adapted and modified to
provide industry ready graduates who are better equipped to enter a profession where
high unemployment and dwindling arts funding are a sad reality.
Lola Montgomery offers a case study of mask training in burlesque performance in her
article Becoming Burlesque: Performer Training in Contemporary Burlesque. The
article sets out historically how the art of burlesque concerns an ‘intimate rapport’ with
the audience. While the author states that burlesque “indirectly engages acting skills”
(p. 112), the argument shimmers through a range of bricolage, through developments of
the genre until reaching the use of masks. And the story is about song and dance and
striptease but also essentially about ‘acting’. Masking is key to becoming burlesque. It is
not the adornments or lack of, it is the way actor training can improve the ability of the
burlesque performer.
Shane Pike’s explorations into the emergences of performative technology, specifically
Augmented (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) and how these advances challenge more
traditional notions of actor training, proves fascinating in his article Virtually
Relevant: AR/VR and the Theatre. The article not only looks at the evolving
collaborations of these newer technological developments with acting/theatre
practitioners, the industry and the audience in how they consume storytelling, but also
challenges the role that conservatoire actor trainers now have in training their students
to be industry ready amongst these advancements.
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Mark Seton’s article, Immunity to Change? Attending to Symptoms of Culture and
Cultish in the Actor’s Training Regime, discusses recent observations made into actor
training that uncover two main types of cultures. The first identifies a healthy learning
environment, yet the second worryingly uncovers a cultish master–apprentice ethos
that highlights a cult-like abuse of power by teachers, which undoubtedly leads not only
to the direct mistreatment of students, but inherently effects those students’ wellbeing.
Seton deeply questions actor training in direct reference to Kegan’s and Lahey’s ideas
around “immunity to change” and asks, “when is resistance apparently laziness and
when is it a sign of something more that needs compassion and patience? How might
both teachers and students participate together in meaning-making that respects the
challenges of transformative change as crucial to embodied learning?” (p. 129).
Dominique Sweeney, in his article Stomp in Australia, investigates The Stomp as an
exercise to interrogate what actor trainers do. The Stomp is known widely as an
exercise made popular by Tadashi Suzuki, and adopted in Australia by companies such
as Ozfrank Theatre and Zen Zen Zo. A much older stomp from traditional public
Aboriginal performance practices exists in styles like wangga and offers knowledges
that provide direct ways of appreciating the connection to country. The awareness
developed through traditional performance practices involves careful and detailed
observation of place. Sweeney, in essence, asks the question: how as actors and actor
trainers do we learn respectfully from the elders of traditional practices that live, walk
and breathe the country to tell our stories not as interloping invaders but as artists
alongside Aboriginal performers and potential future creators?
Angela Punch McGregor, in her article The Invisible Communicator: A Vocal
Workshop, demonstrates exercises that form part of her current voice pedagogy. Her
work as voice coach is constantly attending to this conundrum: applying the exercises
that might address the physical complexities, but also integrating such work into the
larger metaphysical expression of the human voice.
Mark Radvan asks: Can we refresh our praxis to better prepare acting students for
careers in film, television and theatre? The author sets out the way the current
Qualifications Framework has developed, defining the difference between a diploma
and a degree. The way teachers approach pedagogies and curriculum raises questions
about the way teaching is developed. Curriculum thinking means defining Acting as a
discipline as distinct from Drama and Performance Studies, and asking questions
pertaining to actor training. How are the skills developed in the application of actor
training so that students clearly demonstrate their autonomy with the knowledges
gained? Radvan proposes the need for a coherent and in-depth philosophical core to
actor training. This then ensures that the accumulated knowledge, and the
development of creativity and problem-solving abilities, offers acting students a
transferability of skills in addition to their actor training.
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Vulnerability in a crisis: Pedagogy,
critical reflection and positionality in
actor training
Jessica Hartley 1
Abstract
There is a crisis in traditional Conservatoire Actor Training. Large-scale bad press
about institutional racism, sexism, harassment and ablism is creating a new
market for smaller more bespoke training programmes with individual identity
placed at their heart. The impact of contemporary digital culture means that it is
no longer necessary for actors to go to the ‘big name’ institutions of the past:
aspiring actors can make their own work, and train themselves with readily
accessible masterclasses and technology; market themselves on social media,
create their own platforms on YouTube and access massive audiences. In this
keynote I call for trainers to ‘lean in’ to their precarity by questioning their
positionality, their own training, their bias and their politics. I utilise two case
studies of students I have trained to antagonise some of the hierarchical systems
that disempowered particular students. I argue that through a practice of critical
reflection and radical mentorship, teachers and trainers might begin to
reformulate training in the image of their students. By placing a care-driven
pedagogy at the heart of our work, we might reawaken training, inspire new
communities to work with us and focus on the sustained wellbeing of all the
actors who wish to train.

Keywords
Inclusion; Vulnerability; Equality; Neurodiversity; Race; Shame

We are facing a particular crisis in Drama schools in the UK that is representative of a
wider crisis in actor training in the West. That crisis is not from a lack of desire for
young people to enter the profession, but because the industry we are training for, and
the students who enter this training are changing. There is an increasingly industry-led
demand for diversity to be represented when casting in film, TV and on stage. It could
be argued that students of colour, trans and non-binary students and disabled students
are being marginalised within the system that educates them.

 Jessica Hartley: Jessica.hartley@cssd.ac.uk
1
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The Hemley survey in the UK from 2018 notes that ‘of the 600 drama, music and dance
students surveyed… more than half 51% had experienced inappropriate behaviour,
sexual harassment or bullying. Nearly two thirds (73%) of those who experienced some
sort of incident identified as female, and… (42%) revealed the perpetrator had been a
member of staff’. More than two thirds (67%) of respondents to The Stage’s survey who
had experienced inappropriate behaviour did not report it. At the 21st Century Actor
Training: Race and Inclusive Practice conference held at Shakespeare’s Globe in 2019,
this theme brought out stories of epistemological racism, racist bulling and microaggressions experienced by recent graduates from drama schools. The stories from
industry are similarly compelling.
Staff at drama schools need to wake up to the diversity they have in front of them, and
question the powerful narratives that have traditionally been at the core of training
practices. We need to really wrestle, reflect and listen to our conscience in order to
create effective programmes to train all students for what Anne Bogart would call the
‘muscularity’ that is needed within the creative industries (2019) and challenge racism,
sexism, homophobia, ablism and sexual harassment as it arises.
Most actor trainers (myself included) were taught to teach by apprenticing to a Method
and/or a Master-teacher and there is currency in the trainers’ ability to articulate their
lineage directly. Depending upon the form or approach, there is rarely a culture of
interrogating pedagogy and therefore I wonder how that might be playing into the crisis
we are experiencing. Moreover, as Amy Steiger (2019) and Rosemary Malague (2012)
articulate many of the key theorists and theories are built on exclusionary, and often
supremicist, patriarchal premises. Steiger continues that ‘presenting these texts
uncritically reinforces systemic racism and patriarchy’ (2019:np). As King and Akua
urge us, there is a need for criticality when we train actors.
unquestioningly accepting the status quo… which is identified as an
outcome of miseducation, prevents teachers… from questioning the
existing…order and leaves no room for them to imagine practical
possibilities for social change or their role as change agents. (King and
Akua, 2012: 14)
Dialogue and destabilisation is foundational to my research and practice as Course
Leader of the MA/MFA in Actor Training and Coaching (ATC) at the Royal Central
School of Speech and Drama (Central). On the programme we introduce students to
two distinct elements that we call Approaches to Acting, and Pedagogies in Actor
Training. I lead the Unit on Pedagogy. In approaches to acting we question the methods
used to create affective and effective practices on stage and screen. In Pedagogies we
question how the way we teach impacts upon the learning of the student actors in the
room.
A key process that is at the heart of my pedagogical work is conflictual consensus;
based on the work of political theorist Chantal Mouffe who argues that ‘democracy
demands conflictual consensus: consensus on the ethico-political values of liberty and
equality for all, dissent about its interpretation’ (2005: 5). On the pedagogy unit I lead,
I ask students to interpret their own vision of liberty and equality, to reflect upon their
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position, and how the power that this position affords them might be used to create a
different society. So this paper is a provocation. It asks you, the reader, to consider your
ideology, and wrestle with the way we as teachers of acting, might begin to embed
practices of egalitarianism into our work through robust cycles of critical reflection on
power and through a process of reframing vulnerability.
Last year, on placement 2 at a prominent drama school in London one of the ATC
students, who I am going to call Gareth, was put in a difficult position before he had
even started the work. He has given me permission to share this; wanting to raise the
issue of racial bias to a wider audience, but I have changed his name. Gareth had been
contracted to direct a second year production of a verbatim text that is written in
accent, and captures the experience numerous diasporic communities within London.
He came to me in emotional distress having been sent a copy of the text, and a list of
the students in the group along with their racial and ethnic profile in order to facilitate
his casting decisions prior to the first rehearsal.
“This is all so wrong” he stated. “How dare I reduce actors to their ‘race’ before I have
even met them? What does that teach them about the industry? How does that
introduce them to me? How can I move on from this?”
Six months earlier Gareth might not have come to me with this question in quite such
an emotional way. A highly accomplished screen and theatre actor, he was working in
drama schools employing the techniques that he had learnt when he was at Drama
school in the early 90s; and utilising his experiences in the industry to support the
curriculum. I would argue that Gareth is representative of many acting teachers, and
certainly many of the students on the ATC programme. He is a passionate and
successful actor wanting to stabilise his income and create a better work-life balance.
Through the course of the programme I introduced all the students systematically to a
version of this Venn diagram (above): which I utilise to frame the whole discourse
within the MA in Actor Training and Coaching. On the programme we talk about the
complex interrelated elements of the Political, Structural and Positional that we
powerfully embody when working as teacher-directors within Drama schools. As Mark
Seton articulates:
Students of acting and their teachers profoundly form each other and are
formed by each other, through their embodied interactions, within the
institutional processes of actor training. Yet this embodied formation
requires appropriate and sustainable ethical training practices. (2010, 1)

2

Students go on placement as a valuable part of the programme. They are invited to perform a ‘role’
within a course at a drama school, either as observer, co-facilitator, assistant director, trainer or in this
case director of a public production. They are assessed on this project as part of the programme. For
more details see the Course Specification: https://www.cssd.ac.uk/ma-actor-training-coaching
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Figure 1. Structures of Training
On the MA/MFA we support the student-pedagogues to encounter Critical Reflection
and Critical Pedagogy. We begin with the political and structural work of Karl Marx and
Michel Foucault, work through the critical pedagogies of Paulo Freire, Jacques
Ranciére and bell hooks 3; learning theories from Vygotsky, Bruner, Montessori, and
onwards to considering the work of Nicola Rollock and Sarah Ahmed on Critical Race
Theory in relation to Institutional Racism/classism/ sexism and ablism; We frame the
whole unit and most of the masters on the question of ‘How does your positionality
bias your epistemology?’ by David Takacs.
I enjoy giving this reading to students in the first week of the course (and I would like to
acknowledge that it was a student who introduced me to it in the first place). Primarily,
I enjoy the new students’ terror at the title that David Takacs uses as a provocation and
articulation of his argument and the useful way that this terror dissipates as they begin
to read. The article is a warm and easy read (despite the title) in which Takacs talks
through the way he works with a diverse cohort of Law students to demonstrate that a)
the law is not objective b) the law does not apply equally to every person within the
social justice system and c) how conversations about positionality can create a
compassionate community of students who value each others’ unique knowledge as a
lens through which to test their understanding of the ‘truth’. Takacs suggests that the
language of the law itself reinforces marginalisation of certain peoples and that this
language, is used as a strategy in order to relegate students to a subordinate position
within the field. In my classes I relate the language of the law to the language of
academia and to acting apostology. Michelle Fine (1994) would call this the ‘uppity’
voice favoured by the hegemonic system because it reinforces the dominant and current
system that favours specific types of people within academia.
3

The author and academic bell hooks resists capitalization of her name in order to reveal the way that
power proliferates around the ‘authority’ of grammar, naming and words on a page. She wants us to
deconstruct the way that a person is ‘known’ through name and the way that capitalization may support
an epistemological hierarchy that may marginalize people.
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David Takac’s article destabilises the student-pedagogues in a useful way. It reminds
them that academia and teaching are performances of something; and that they can
become more conscious of it, and therefore begin to understand their relationship to
the discourses of power that they hadn’t previously perceived in order to accept and to
change the system. Challenging a student teacher’s ‘positionality’ allows them to
question what they have always taken for granted about who can teach, and what they
teach. Once students have been introduced to the concept of a politics of discourse in
this way, they begin to change the way that they think about teaching as an act of
power. The article, alongside most of the reading I advise on the course, gives students
space to critically engage with their practice in solidarity with one another,
acknowledging the value that their inherent differences bring to the work. This is the
first stage when working to create conflicted consensus.
Together, in a tutorial, Gareth and I worked through the problem directly utilising the
theories that were useful to us. We worked together to support his practice, accomplices
to the shared pursuit of equality. Notice how I am using the term ‘we’ here. It is vital to
point out that I did not tell Gareth what to do. I did not do what my friend and
colleague Sylvan Baker calls ‘teachersplaining’ (2019). 4 Instead I asked Gareth: “What
is making you angry? Why is that a problem? What are you scared of? And I also asked
‘why is this a particular problem for you?” We critically engaged with the situation
directly through reflecting on theory; we used some of our brothers of political thought,
and sisters of intersectional feminism.
We turned to Karl Marx’s work in order to frame the question of what it as stake for the
school and the government within the interaction. We turned to a generalised
understanding of the post-structuralist Michel Foucault in order to think through the
way that power might be used to stop students from questioning the system in which
they are oppressed. After Brazilian pedagogue Paulo Freire we reflected upon how
aware the students are of the position that they are in, and began to think about how
dialogue might bring about useful engagement with their emancipation from the
system. The work of intersectional feminist bell hooks provokes us to reflect upon how
classroom rules may function to uphold a racist and patriarchal hegemonic system.
Chantal Mouffe reminds us that we can change the way that we perform politics
directly through use of ‘agonistic pluralism’ to create a better sense of the different
experiences and knowledges that are present within the room. Nicola Rollock reminds
us that our position of power, and of epistemology may create particular discourses
surrounding race. And Prachi Srivastava suggests that an intersectional vision of
protected characteristics i.e. the way that race and class might work against one
another – may afford the researcher or teacher to ‘grey’ their position directly and
usefully.
4

Baker is riffing on the notion of ‘mansplaining’ and ‘whitesplaining’. These two terms are rife within
intersectional feminism and articulate the massive tension when a privileged person tries to explain to a
person with protected characteristics how they should act or feel about their marginalisation. It is a
similar term to that used by Jacques Ranciere, when he calls certain teachers Master Explicators. For
Ranciere a Master explicator renders the student stupid ‘all the student learns in this dynamic is their
own ignorance’ (1992: 13).
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Each one of these theories would be useful lenses for Gareth to utilise when he was
reflecting upon his work and practice through conventionally academic modes. Each
lens gives us access to different, and sometimes conflicting methods to approaches to
rehearsal/training room pedagogy. But what they are all mindful of, is the impossibility
of relinquishing the power of our position as pedagogue practitioners in relation to
practicing equality.
For as Jacques Ranciére reminds us:
What matters is not that we are committed to equality, democracy and
emancipation, but how we are committed to these concepts and how we
express and articulate this commitment. (Emphasis in original. Ranciére
in Bingham and Biesta 2010:57)
Talking through the problem with Gareth, airing it directly, robustly considering the
laminations of power within his position, and within his embodied privilege as male,
white, older, cis gendered, straight and articulate – not in order to vilify these
characteristics, but to properly acknowledge their power. We were able to find a sense
of the space the students might be placed in if he followed the role directly as expected
within the contract of his placement. Gareth then took the brave decision to expose his
vulnerability; his not knowing; in order to raise consciousness (or “conscentization” as
the radical pedagogue Paulo Freire would call it) and begin to create dialogue and
potentially invite agency back into the hands of the students.
I was deeply privileged to watch an hour of his first day of rehearsals. As part of the
assessment process, students on the MA are observed for an hour on placement at a
time of their choosing. Gareth invited me in at the most significant moment of the work
in order to gain my mentorship. I arrived after lunch. The group had read the play in
the morning. They had looked at the text, read it aloud and been told that the afternoon
would involve a discussion. They arrived at the session in disarray. All the black
students were clustered together and one of the young men was clearly very angry. The
students were looking at Gareth as if he were a threat, and there was tangible
nervousness. A few of the white students looked baffled at their colleague’s anger. But
the mixed-race students, students of Asian heritage and international students were all
looking troubled. The material had landed like a cultural bomb in the room.
Over the next hour Gareth supported the students through a tense and politically
sensitive discussion of the text. He began with a destabilisation of the pedagogical space
in a direct an incisive manner. He stated:
“I know that you all have strong opinions about this text. I do too. I am fucking troubled
by it. But I want to hear what you see as the problems we face as an ensemble”. He
continued with “I want to spend the next hour really wrestling with what the fuck we
are going to do before we present this in three weeks’ time”.
He broke the group into small clusters for discussion on the subject matter. Again, this
threw him into a tense moment in terms of recognising diversity. He started by
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counting people out as group 1, group 2 – attempting to create mixed groups. The
students looked confused
“Can you see what I’m trying to do?” he asked.
“No” they responded with blank faces.
“Oh shit. I’m a white working class actor from Wales guys, and I have never talked
about this stuff before and it’s important – but now I’m going to have to name it.” His
whole body ached with the discomfort and the group began to giggle. “I don’t want all
the white people together. Can you put yourselves in mixed groups please?”
Gareth did what Brené Brown would call ‘rumbling with vulnerability’. Whilst also
(after Prachi Srivastava) he ‘greyed’ his positionality directly, speaking of his colour, his
heritage and his class. Brown’s practice is useful in the way it articulates the complex
relationship between power, shame, positionality, habitual cycles of dealing with fear,
and building processes of honesty and trust that comes from conflict. She addresses
precisely the same issues that Sara Ahmed talks about in The Cultural Politics of
Emotion. That fear stops genuine dialogue and creates anger, which further reinforces
cultures of ‘them and us’. Brown and Ahmed emphasise that caring, or being perceived
as passionate – is not only gendered as feminine, but also seen as an ineffective
management strategy.
Gareth did not over-share the situation he was in - that is not what constitutes
vulnerability for Brown. He didn’t express his nervousness and potential fear of being
or being perceived as racist – that would be over-sharing. But what he did was shift the
conversation into a directly self-reflexive mode by modelling it with the group. He also
modelled a ‘fuck the system’ approach when he said he was conflicted, and when he
admitted profanity 5, openness, dialogue and ignorance as a destabilising mechanism
within the space.
According to Brown a rumble is a wrestle, like an old-fashioned fight. In which leaders
reveal themselves and run the risk of being called out as ‘stupid’ or shamed by their
inability to handle the conversation, discussion or potential argument that might
emerge. Brown talks about this practice requiring bravery and most particularly,
emotional literacy.
In the session I saw the angry young black man, and the privileged white man with the
RP voice sit together with two women of mixed heritage. In the beginning of the
discussion, the white man talked and talked; he was angry about the play, he had read
all the newspapers about the events depicted in the text. He thought that the play was
giving airtime to criminals. Gareth stood on the periphery of the group with a
beautifully open, and tactfully alert presence until the first speaker had blown himself
out. After thanking him, he called the black student by name, he simply asked ‘I would
love to hear your perspective’ – ‘I’m not sure you would’ the student sighed, Gareth
laughed warmly ‘oh now, now I really want to know!’ and the young man spoke. He had
5

For more thoughts on the uses of profanity in education see Hartley, J. (2018) and (2017).
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been involved in the situation and he had a very clear reason to be angry. He recounted
a different perspective based on his heritage and on his direct experience of the events
depicted. He spoke at great length. During his speech – the others in his group started
to interrupt with a ‘but…’ and Gareth’s job was to remind them it was not their turn,
and that their job was to truly listen. To listen to how there are different experiences in
the room and to listen without judgment and without favour. He was embodying the
work of David Takacs, and Brené Brown as he did so. Gareth urged them to let
themselves be educated by each other, he thanked the young man and supported him,
“thank you for teaching me so much” he said.
I don’t need to give you a blow-by-blow account to assure you that this was tactful and
sensitive pedagogy at the height of ethical practice in the field. I watched the original
speaker ‘awaken’ to some of the subjectivity of his position during the session and I
know that his whole understanding of his epistemplogy was shifted because his posture
changed. He generously apologised and thanked his colleague for introducing him to a
different perspective. Moreover, the angry young man changed too.
The session actually moved me to tears. Gareth was flabbergasted by how this
discussion enabled the group to come together as an ensemble. After this, they
recreated the text together, cast it together. Sometimes their casting was gender and
racially inappropriate but their choices were always colour and gender conscious. The
students were awakened to dramaturgical power and particularly to casting and the
impact it has on their perceptions of society. They had a practical engagement with the
discourses of power at stake within artistic practices, and had been powerfully
mentored to be conscious of and to destabilise the tropes within it. They were taken to
the diagram above directly and consciously by a practitioner who was ideologically
positioned specifically towards equality.
Students are in a vulnerable position when they are learning. Learning is a complex and
layered process that generally involves fear and failure. However, failure itself is
something that is not tolerated much within the UK education system – there is a
rhetorical engagement with it – but also a shame associated with it. Students within
conservatoire drama schools are particularly vulnerable to the dominance of a riskaverse culture. They want to please their teachers, get it right, and not be perceived as
struggling. This is partly due to the way staff in schools are responsible for not only the
technical classes, and interim projects but are also part of the casting conversation
when students are being showcased. Students learn not to speak up and they also learn
not to demonstrate their struggle for fear that they will get bad castings or won’t be
recommended for professional employment if they speak up. This is juxtaposed with
contemporary complaint culture, those that don’t speak up are often ashamed that they
have not. And those that do are perceived as ‘rocking the boat’ for persons with their
characteristics, i.e. making it harder for women, making it harder for black students,
making it harder for people with disabilities. They carry the additional burden of
representation so that greater numbers of marginalised students are given credit, value
and voice in the future at the school: Teachers need to recognise and destabilise this
power.
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Let me return to the term vulnerability for a moment. The literature on the wellbeing
crisis for actors is numerous, and Australia is paving the way for the discussions. The
PhD work of Susan Taylor (2016) engages with conversations about well-being at the
heart of training; she offers us the recommendation that:
if the programming of acting courses became more explicitly conscious of
duty of care issues, then perhaps conservatoire training institutions might
be encouraged to rethink their scheduling, and even their curricula. If
incidents of ‘emotional overload’ as reported in [her] research could also
be perceived in the light of institutional policies on duty of care, more
specific strategies and procedures may be instrumented to ensure the
wellbeing of both students and staff. (2016: 262)
Taylor recognizes the interwoven reality of the actor training environment in which
actors in training, and staff, are made unsafe if well-being is placed beneath artistic
vision, profit or prestige in the pecking order of priorities within training institutions.
Care is a factor in our pedagogical practice that is often under-theorised and under
valued.
Maxwell, Seton and Szabo’s research on wellbeing and their most recent article has
given me much to think about. Maxwell et al assert a need for actor trainers to support
the cooling down elements of the work in order to prepare students for off-stage life of
an actor (2019). They articulate the strong correlation between ‘the [actors] capacity to
make [themselves] vulnerable’, synthesised with the ‘toxic and competitive nature of
the performing arts industry’ and ‘performance induced anxiety’ as a perfect storm to
produce a negative pattern with alcohol and long-term mental health instability (2019:
134). The evidence is hard to refute. They suggest that the actor’s identity is beholden to
the whims of the performing arts industry and that this negative patterning is utilised
and predated upon in order to create great works of art. Their conclusion is that actor
trainers should instil good practices of cooling down into the processes of training. This
is without doubt a significant and vital part of an approach in the conservatoire and I
welcome the way that courses and classes are building mental health practices into
their curriculum. There are however, tacit tropes at stake within much training theory
that considers the training method as primary. Alongside this, I am emphasising the
need for a conversation about training pedagogy, the relationship between the trainer
and the student and the aspect of care that we are charged with and that Taylor asks us
to place at the heart of our work.
I have been working with a young female actor who I am going to call Peni, who has
been told that she is ‘too raw’, ‘too available’ within the training room by her teachers.
She is also celebrated as a strong actor by her peers because she can cry on command.
The very thing that is being used as a badge of honour and which enabled her to get
straight through the audition, is the thing that makes it difficult for her to get through a
tough class, or deal with criticism. My task with this student was to support her to find
the approach to acting that she could apply that would develop her resilience and safety
so that she could build her stamina and give her the skills to control her openness.
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In my tutorial, I could barely get through the first questions without her crying. She had
just failed her stage combat exam. She had failed because for the first time since the
course was created, she had been deemed unsafe to even take part in the exam. She said
she was ashamed, humiliated and felt powerless. So I changed tack “Do you often drop
things? Bump into things and forget things?” I asked: on a hunch.
“What?” She had been expecting me to help her choose a character for her up-coming
project and to talk to her about theory. I destabilised her.
“I saw you bump into the chair on the way in. Are you always bumping into things?”
“Always!”. She stated. And started to cry again.
“Do you know what dyspraxia is? Can I ask you some questions?” I took her through
the neuroknowhow online quiz 6. The online resource suggested that there was a very
strong likelihood that Peni had dyspraxia and I sent her away to talk to our wonderful
dyslexia and disability coordinator to find out about support.
I began with observing the student’s positionality directly; and reflected back what I
had observed of her. I put it within the institutional context and was able to form a
hypothesis. 40% of the students at The Royal Central School of Speech and Drama have
a recognised neurodiversity such as dyslexia, dyspraxia or autism and that is just the
ones who have a diagnosis. Our Dyslexia Co-ordinator thinks the numbers are even
higher, because there are cultural biases and financial implications to getting
diagnosed.
In his 2018 article Losing Sight of Land: Tales of Dyslexia and Dyspraxia in
Psychophysical Actor Training my friend and colleague the speech and voice teacher
Daron Oram – witnesses the struggles experienced by neurodivergent students within
the conservatoire. He recommends that all trainers shift their model, away from seeing
students as needing reasonable adjustments to seeing how the curriculum itself might
be usefully shifted away from certain marginalising practices. He urges us to change
what has gone before in order to recreate curricular for students whose sense of identity
and self have been dehumanised because they ‘just don’t get it’ when faced with certain
tasks.
I suggest to the MA ATC students that they can never be too knowledgeable about
diversity and never too busy to ‘hear’ (and by that I also mean look, see, intuit) the
counter-narratives 7 of the students in relation to the rehearsal and practice room. The
student above was clearly struggling to manage the physical tasks within the work and
this was one aspect that was derailing her journey through the course, and throwing her
back into a negative cycle of shame.
6

https://neuroknowhow.com/dyspraxia/

7

Counter narrative is a term coined by Nicola Rollock (2011 and 2014) in relation to Critical Race Theory.
Her suggestion is that we need to look at the narratives that contradict the agreeable experiences of
students (of predominantly white students) in order to really understand what students of colour might
experience in institutions. These counter narratives tell the story of the 20%, the students for whom
education means marginalization.
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Research by Gershen Kaufman suggests that the feeling of shame motivates selfcorrection. He claims that when we experience a negative reception (often in public) for
the actions we have taken we feel shame. And we change our behaviour. Shame is
cumulative: it deepens as we encounter more instances where we perceive ourselves as
wrong. A cycle of shame leads people to stop participating in situations in which they
feel ashamed. And in Peni’s experience that meant she stopped using her body to its full
expression.
“Answers to the questions, “who am I, and “where do I belong” are forged in the
crucible of shame” Kaufman continues (2013: 5). Shame amplifies our experience,
heightening sensitivity to negativity and positivity – and under the wrong conditions
can become crippling. Shame is the affect of feeling inferior. Matthew Vess and his
team of researchers at Montana University suggest that negative shame decrease a
young person’s belief in the possibility of change (2014). The more someone feels
ashamed, the more they lose the sense of their own agency and power within a
hegemonic system. This understanding leads me to recognise that Peni’s experiences
were closing down her ability to participate, and were stopping her from understanding
the value of her own physical potential and knowledge.
Peni set herself the challenge of developing core strength and we chose the Suzuki
method because of its relationship to failure. Students really struggle with their
positionality when working with Suzuki method. As one of my colleagues asked: “Are
you setting her up to fail?”
I responded with: “yes. Gloriously. And we are enjoying every minute of it”. Because
Suzuki is a life practice it is setting Peni up to never succeed, there is no shame attached
to her failure. We differentiated between the approach to acting (Suzuki) and the
approach to pedagogy (kindness, attention, support, joy).
I also spoke to the student about her tears. “Why do you cry? What’s going on for you
when you cry?” I asked.
Her reply was simple: “I don’t want to prove her right?”
“Who?”
“My Mum”
“About what?”
“She says that I am too fragile for the industry…”
The metaphor of toxicity is at the heart of many debates in wellbeing. The notion that
we are training students for a toxic industry is pervasive. It similarly permeates
discourses on inclusion and reinscribes students and marginalised peoples as what
Frank Furedi would call ‘inevitably vulnerable’ (2006: 32). My pedagogic practice
forces me to look further and deeper into narratives of toxicity. Exploring the way that
these tropes have labelled elements of society, masculinity being the obvious one, as
toxic.
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Frank Furedi’s argument, is that this whole premise renders anyone without these toxic
characteristics as vulnerable. Moreover, he states that the presumption that a whole
industry, or a whole gender, are toxic ensures that the toxic practices are not
questioned. The part of society rendered ‘toxic’ feels angry and dispirited, further
binarising and distancing people from each other. Both those in control and those
rendered vulnerable or ashamed are put back to their ‘proper’ place; thereby favouring
only the hegemony.
The student had internalised this narrative of herself directly. She spoke about having
repeatedly failed to get into drama school – and how her mother had often told her she
was too fragile for the industry. Each time she failed, this narrative was further eroding
her sense of strength and purpose but still she came back. I have never seen such
resilience and I admire her greatly.
Through the course of our work together, this student and I reframed the narrative.
Within 3 months she was comfortable being physical on stage, and most essentially she
was comfortable failing to complete a Suzuki exercise in public. We made what Eve
Sedgwick would call a ‘reparative reading’ of the situation favouring the student’s
subtlety and self-awareness. Peni created a self-conscious engagement with strength in
order to reveal its power for her identity, and her ability to choose a path, through joy
rather than shame.
Each student demands that we work for their difference to be understood and valued.
The rhetoric of her being too fragile for the toxic industry rendered Peni vulnerable,
ashamed and lacking in any agency to change her situation.
Our job as actor trainers is to investigate each student to consciously position them as a
subject within a system that can either work towards their strength or to work towards
an ongoing and self-flagellating practice. Our process in pedagogy demands that we
consciously engage with our position, the institution we work in, the power we have
and the learning of the student. It also demands that we care.
In this paper, and in my work, I have exemplified some of the massive themes at stake
for us within actor training. On a microscopic level, I have thought about the nature of
our approaches to acting, and to pedagogy and how they might serve a hegemonic
system that is currently racist, ableist, patriarchal and capitalist, and perpetuate an
industry that might be considered toxic. I have reframed these narratives as practices of
dialogue, strength, courage and scripted vulnerability.
I want to leave you with a question. How does your positionality change your
epistemology?
And I want to talk about the legacy we have when training actors, and beyond to
thinking about what we might like to see within the field in future. In order to serve the
students of the future we must place onus upon ourselves to mentor new teachers who
are outside our own positionality. Studies show that most mentors work within their
own demographic (Murrelll and Blake-Beard, 2017) So typically I would be mentoring
white aspirational working-class women to apprentice the roles that I have been
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privileged to have. How are we ensuring that this changes? What systems are we
putting in place to train the black and disabled teachers of the future? It is my hope that
in inviting these questions, in ten years’ time we will be having a very different
conversation. How might actor trainers weather a crisis, by inviting new people to the
conversation, creating a community that critically engage with our positionality, listens
to the counter narratives of people who are not like us, and engage with conscious
conflicts in order to recreate the field in a different image? How might we support each
other to fuck with the hegemonic system, fail, laugh and go back to work again
tomorrow?
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Abstract
In Australian youth theatre there is a need to develop more quality theatre
opportunities for young actors and performers. This article is a practitioner led
exploration of Brisbane Junior Theatre’s methodologies, practices, performance
and training techniques, more specifically BJT’s uniquely developed and relevant
Abridged Method Acting System (AMAS), designed to prepare and equip actors
with craftsmanship based theatrical skills for a career in the performing arts.
BJT’s unique actor method is an abridged, condensed; refocused combination of
internally driven Stanislavsky based methods and the external action driven
methods such as Meyerhold, Laban, Lacoq and the classical acting method of
British actors in the 20th century. BJT’s acting method is like a gourmet “happy
meal” meant to be understood and used by performers from different stages of
cognitive development as well as experience. This article will begin by
demonstrating the need as well as the relevance and significance for developing
more quantity as well as quality professional theatrical technique for young actors
in Australia. The article will then will briefly introduce the work and training
methods and processes of Brisbane Junior Theatre including the “Abridged
Method Acting System”. The article continues by describing and defining
engaging motivational factors that lead young performers to seek and obtain
consistent theatrical technique training. This topic will be followed by a brief
discussion on the significance of developing craftsmanship for young people and
the implications of Piaget’s theory of cognitive development on youth training
methods. This will be followed by a brief overview of historical youth theatres that
have offered focused technique training from the 19th Century to the present. This
discussion will include research information on the benefits of developing
performance technique for young performers. The article will then define and
describe Brisbane Junior Theatre’s “Abridged Method Acting System” actortraining process identifying the basic elements, phases and processes used in
training and performance. The article will then discuss BJT’s basic elements
including “want feeling, action and point of focus” and will demonstrate the
process using these elements through the use of two document-based tools: The
“Beat Analysis Worksheet” and the “Dramatic Action Graph: A time over intensity
analysis.” The article will then draw some conclusions highlighting the
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significance of developing strategic youth theatre techniques such as BJT’s
Abridged Method Actor System.
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In order to demonstrate the need for youth theatre performance in Australia it is
important to reiterate this statement quoted in the article “Brisbane Junior Theatre: A
New Theatre Paradigm,” published in Fusion Journal in 2019 (Bradford, 2019).
The Australian Theatre Forum 2011 called on individuals, organisations
and agencies involved in theatre in Australia to commit to “Strengthening
young people in theatre,” increasing the scope of theatre and young
people, particularly on main stages; (and) increasing access to theatre for
young people. (ATF, 2011)

The problem and the challenge
The 2011 ATF conference has identified the need to develop youth theatre by creating
more performance opportunities on “main stages” as the top priority for theatre
practitioners. This would help create a much bigger base of youth theatre performance
at a higher quality level so that future generations of theatre practitioners in Australia
will be strong, numerous and healthy. In other words, it is important that Australian
youth have quality theatre performance opportunities that will engage them, creating a
greater interest and love for theatre. The implication behind this notion is that if
Australian society doesn’t provide these theatre performance opportunities in growing
numbers and in greater quality, then the Australian theatre community in the future
will suffer exponentially in growth and quality in the future. The challenge is therefore
to inspire and equip the Australian community, including theatre educators and
practitioners, with knowledge and expertise to create a wave of youth theatre
opportunities at the grass roots level throughout Australia.

Quantity theatre productions
The concept of “quantity” in youth theatre is a possible measurement of success. The
number of youth theatres in Brisbane as a snapshot sample of youth theatre quantity
might help demonstrate the need for more production-based youth companies in
Australia.
Brisbane currently has 14 organisations that call themselves “Youth Theatres, Youth
Arts Organisation or Drama Schools”, all with a variety of differing purposes and
processes; of these organisations, only two; Brisbane Junior Theatre and The Arts
Theatre in the Brisbane CBD have created regular fully resourced productions for the
longest time. This is possibly because they have developed human as well as physical
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resources that can meet the demand of their theatre networks and communities. The
Arts Theatre in Brisbane City is a not-for-profit community, arts organisation that has
been in in existence since 1936, producing adult and youth community theatre-based
shows. The Arts Youth Theatre is performing 8 productions in 2019 including
commercial based as well as non-commercial shows. Each of the shows is performed
over a four-week period giving great opportunity for performers to have actual stage
time to hone theatrical craft. Comparably, it is important to note that a regional US city
like San Diego in the US has listed (San Diego Youth Theatres, 2019) 28 youth theatre
companies consistently producing fully resourced productions. Based on population
and comparing this statistic to Australian Youth theatre, the U.S has a 14 to 1 ratio of
youth theatre companies in comparable regional cities. In contrast, all the San Diego
youth theatres are listed as having produced seasons of fully resourced shows. In terms
of quantity performance opportunities, Australian youth theatre is notably lacking.

Quality in youth theatre
Zig Ziglar (Ziglar, 2017) stated “If you aim at nothing you hit it every time.” Chicago
Sociologist Howard Becker identifies 3 distinctive levels of “quality” in his 1982 book
“Art Worlds” Great Art, Good Art and Poor Art (Becker, 2012). When considering
quality, it is then necessary to ask the question: What Determines Great Art?
Becker answers this question by determining five major factors (Becker, 2012) that
identify great art. The five include: The consensus of others concerning the art work,
the way the art makes people feel and think about themselves, the world and the art,
the level in which the artist is immersed and cooperates with the art world, the Je ne
sais quoi; that special something the artist has and delivers into their work and the
level of skill, knowledge, convention and consistency the artist brings to their work. The
first four factors are notably subjective and somewhat nefarious and rely on intangible
qualities of individual performers and may be hard to replicate and repeat. However, of
all these five factors, only the last factor “the level of skill, knowledge, convention and
consistency the artist brings to their work.” has a certain level of objectivity that allows
theatre practitioners to train, teach and develop technique, enhancing and building
levels of craftsmanship and knowledge in individuals and groups.

What is Brisbane Junior Theatre?
MTI and Hal Leonard recently referred to Brisbane Jr., Theatre’s significance as a
youth theatre in Australia by saying that “Brisbane Jr. Theatre has had the most youth
theatre performances in all of Australia and is known for its consistent quality
performances” (Stoddard, 2018). Brisbane Junior Theatre produces 4 to 5 commercial
based quality resourced musical productions per year, all with 4 performances during
the school holiday periods. BJT averages around 65 performers aged 5-18 per show as
well as weekly classes and workshops. BJT has produced 80 shows in 19 years using
only 3 directors. Using high quality shows and minimal directors has ensured quality
over a long period of time.
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BJT’s training opportunities
BJT strategically and intentionally uses productions, workshops and private lessons to
help train and build craftsmanship skills in its actors. BJT provides training through
consistent fully resourced productions. BJT trains actors in weekly workshops &
classes, using a production-based learning framework geared at developing youth
performers with quality actor training. BJT also offers private and small Group training
where actor methodology is broken down and emphasised. This training includes
SMAC: Serious Method Actor Training and SVAC: Serious Vocal Actor Training where
technique is explained and taught in greater detail through analysis, exercises and
improvisation. The primary acting technique is BJT’s uniquely Abridged Method Acting
System: (AMAS). Before we explore the AMAS system processes, it is be important to
explore what motivates youth theatre performers to seek and continue more serious
and advanced actor training.

What creates demand for youth theatre
involvement/engagement?
Basic interest and exploration alone are not enough to create a desire for a young
performer to pursue training in a more serious and prolonged way. The elements listed
below are areas of motivation for young people to pursue training and technique. It is
important for BJT to realise and facilitate these elements in strategic ways to assist
young performers obtain professional skills and experience.
Socialisation Sometimes students join a production because their friends are in the
play. In this situation, students are often wanting acceptance and inclusion and to be
part of a team. Socialisation alone is not normally a strong enough reason for young
students to continue with professional training, however it may lead young performers
to one day realise that their undeveloped talent is important enough to develop.
Fame and notoriety Some young performers aged 5-18 are driven by the desire to be
famous and gain attention from family, friends and the general public. Students driven
by fame will sometimes try and use their raw undeveloped talent to achieve their goals,
however unless there are greater values driving their careers, they will often drop out of
training because it is too hard, inconvenient or too expensive.
Passion and love of performance Performers are often driven by what they enjoy
and seem to be good at. Often, they discover passion and greater love for their art and
begin to realise they need training and the knowledge of professional processes and
techniques to be more successful at what they love to do.
Goal fulfilment/accomplishment Many times students are encouraged by parents
and mentors to have multi-faceted goals. They then become successful in the areas they
have identified through hard work and training. Sometimes students, who are good
scholastically, train in a certain sport as well as wanting the lead in the school play. So
they organise their time and train harder than most others to accomplish their goals.
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Competition Some students enjoy being part of a theatrical production and realise
they need to have greater technique in order to compete at a higher level and get the
parts they desire. So competition drives their need to work harder and gain better skills.
Often competitive students will also create trouble for themselves by developing
attitudes that keep them from being humble.
Sustainability/longevity Actors who begin to perform often realise that their body
gets too tired and their voices aren’t strong enough or dexterous enough to last over one
production schedule or over many productions within a short period. They then realise
that in order to sustain their vocal strength they need ongoing training using the proper
exercises and habits to maintain their physical and vocal ability.
Financial compensation (reward) Sometimes young performers, for whatever
reason are motivated by earning money or by being compensated by the art they
perform. These students have strong business acumen and learn how to turn everything
into moneymaking opportunities. These students may need to sacrifice their time and
energy for a time until they learn the craft of acting, sing or dancing and can make
perform because they have learned to be passionate about their art.
Craftsmanship/technique Is the process of learning unique “building” skills that
enables the student to have a sense of special purpose and sacredness to the art of
performing. Actors often seek out training from specialised dance, acting and music
teachers to help them develop special techniques that allow the performer to create
truthful beats and enable the student to be fully committed to their performance.
BJT is careful to note and cultivate young performers who seek training and experience
through performance. The author of this article suggests that through experience, it is
important to use combinations of the motivators listed above in an organic way to help
engage young actors to pursue training at ever increasing levels at different ages.
Perhaps the greatest long-term factor that motivates young performers is the efficacy
and confidence a young actor acquires through the gradual development of
craftsmanship.

The significance of craftsmanship
Bradford identifies craftsmanship as a cognitive accelerator that helps individuals and
ensembles raise their skill levels and quality of performance to ever increasing levels
because they are consistently executing learned technique and building artistic
confidence from play to play, class to class, and year to year. Craftsmanship is defined
as “an artist skilled in the techniques of an art or craft.” (Newport, 2017) identifies the
effects of craftsmanship as “the ability to hone and build artistic technique and skill,”
increases confidence and efficacy, increases levels of engagement, contributes to value
and meaning, and develops a deep sense of sacredness and specialness for individuals,
ensembles and productions.
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Piaget’s Theory: Limiting factors in youth actor
training
According to Cherry (2018) Jean Piaget’s theory of cognitive development suggests that
children move through stages of mental development. The implications of Piaget’s
theory suggest that BJT’s or any youth theatre training methods and techniques need to
adapt and cater to the growth level and cognitive abilities of young performers at each
stage of their development. Cherry (2018) further identifies three main stages of
development.

Preoperational stage
The preoperational stage according to Cherry (2018) involves children aged 2-7. This
stage is marked by children developing symbolic thinking and learning through roleplay because their reading abilities are limited. Another major learning technique at
this stage is for the child to mimic and copy. Children at the preoperational stage
usually can’t understand concrete logic and are egocentric, focusing on their own
perspective and not empathising with other points of view.

Concrete operational stage
In the second stage, the concrete stage Cherry (2018) also suggests that children 8-11
begin to understand logic and the concept of reversibility where actions can be
rescinded and reversed. Children in this stage also begin developing objectivity, become
less egocentric, and start to understand many parts of a problem.

Formal operational stage
In the formal operational age youth aged twelve to adult develop logical thought and
deductive reasoning as well as abstract thought. Youth above the age of 12 also develop
systematic planning abilities, conceptual balancing and ultimately hypothetical
thinking (Cherry, 2018).
It is important to note that although some scholars have discounted the work of
youthful performers because of their varied cognitive limitations, BJT, however, has
valued young performers and used the overall process of theatre production to drive
training to consistently create a positive ensemble environment effect.

Origins/influences of BJT’s abridged approach
According to Water, (2012) in field of “Youth Theatre,” there has been very little
research.” Water emphasises that this is primarily due to the attitudes of youth journal
editors and theatre researchers relegating the topic of youth theatre research as “Kids
Work” (Water, 2012). However, there have been several notable historical exceptions.
In London, in 1904, (Britannica, 2019) Herbert Beerbohm Tree created a school of
theatre training for youth; the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts (RADA) which today is
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known as the National Youth Theatre. In Paris, in 1913, Jaques Copeau and Suzanne
Bing founded the “Vieux Colombier” (Mason, 1973), a training school for young
performers. Both of these schools had daily classes for children and teens that included,
physical theatre and improvisation.
In America, the post WWII youth theatre movement emerged, possibly as a result of
increasing incomes, social tastes, the invention of Television and Movies and the
demand to create more entertainment in a new media-based world. San Diego Jr.
Theatre began performances and training in 1948 (San Diego Jr. Theatre, 2019) and
continues as one of Americas largest and most prolific youth companies. The
Minneapolis Children’s Theatre (Children’s Theater Company, 2019) began its youth
productions in1965 and is now noted as the largest and most financial youth theatre
company in the US All across the US with summer stock theatre and regional theatre
growing from 1920 to 1960, there was an awareness that training youth and providing
ever increasing quality youth-based productions was needed to increase the base of
knowledgeable and trained artists for future growth. In all of these examples, however,
there is no mention of strategic acting approaches or acting methods used to train
young actors, so it is assumed that actor training if any depended on the skill and
experience of the teacher/directors and no recognised or coordinated approach existed.
However, The La Guardia Arts School NYC “Fame School” (La Guardia Arts, 2019)
identifies its focus for actor training as “Meisner, Stella Adler, and the Michael Chekhov
Techniques.” It is important to note that though there is a demonstrated lack of focus
on youth actor methodology in theatre, there is an abundance of research on youth
theatre technique in youth voice training that may be significantly related to the
development of actor training technique.

Youth performance research
Research on youth voice technique related to youth acting in performance concludes
that basic techniques of pitch accuracy and breath control increase with graduation and
maturation (Hedden, 2012). Research also reveals that it is “important for teachers to
identify levels of ability” and that “consistent teacher feedback and knowledge increases
learning in students. Research also shows that “teacher techniques should be
established and proven, and that teacher modeling and student mimicking improves
technique through the use of immersion teaching and the use aural, visual and
kinesthetic learning approach. (Hedden, 2012). Research on youth voice technique
related to performance also reveals that in order to improve technique and ability
teachers should not move to more difficult tasks than the child is capable of doing in
order to “meet the child at the point where his or her skill levels are,” “Maintain
engagement and interest in singing, Allow the child to be successful with particular
tasks before moving on to more challenging ones and the child must be taught to hear,
judge and control their voice.” (Hedden, 2012) Comparing voice technique principles
with youth theatre training, it is important to note that technique and craftsmanship in
both young vocal and theatrical performers improves with better communication,
modeling, gradual development at the performers skill level and the teacher using a
variety of techniques that takes into consideration the students learning strengths.
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Because of the lack of research identified in youth theatre system approaches, it is
important to adopt these processes as possible starting points for teaching method
acting techniques in youth theatre because of the similar, comparable goals and
processes of vocal and theatrical performance.

BJT’s Abridged Method Acting System (AMAS)
BJT’s AMAS is a process of actor training that uses the basic elements of want, feeling,
action and point of focus and identifies, integrates, synthesises truthful beats in
sequences of dramatic action to engage and transform an audience in a theatrical
performance; with transformation being the ultimate goal of theatrical experience.
BJT’s AMAS requires that actor’s establish a given circumstance and a background to
the elements of want, feeling, action and point of focus as well as create depth of
meaning and understanding through analysis and developing underlying dialogue
before determining the dramatic beats through intensity over time graph analysis.

Two important principles to consider from BJT’s
experience
BJT’s approach advocates that the AMAS acting process must have one of the four basic
elements driving the beat. This is called the beat driver. It is important to note that the
beat can be driven by either want, feeling, action, or point of focus depending on
whatever works for the actor based on age, learning style or preference.
The director and teacher’s role is to facilitate the intentional creation and progression
of truthful macro and micro beats using text, subtext, movement, song etc. As
facilitator, the youth theatre practitioner creates a role of coach that builds trust in a
safe non-manipulative environment and shows the young performer that they are an
advocate, on the same team, building the character and performance together. This
team building relationship is vital to the efficacy of the young performer. In the AMAS
process, actor training as part of developing basic knowledge for young actors, it is
necessary to stress the basic tools of the actor as a pre-process before the analyzing and
phase work begins.

BJT’s AMAS process
BJT’s Abridged Method Acting System is developed by a process of analysing the script,
action, subtext, or music by first recognising four phases of the AMAS process;
Identification, Integration Synthesis and Transformation, and secondly by applying
three pre-process elements of “developing meaning”, “identifying given circumstance”
and “understanding context,” and thirdly by applying the four basic elements of Want,
Feeling, Action and Point of Focus through the four phases of the AMAS process. This
process is called a “Beat Analysis” and can be performed on a beat analysis sheet, in
shorthand on a script or by memory from experienced actors who have learned the
technique and apply it through automaticity. When the beat analysis is complete at a
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reflective stage of the process, it is also important to apply BJT’s time over intensity,
dramatic action graph as the final component of the AMAS process.
In the AMAS system, the process begins with chronological identification of truthful
beats in the dramatic action. Each beat is identified with a forward slash, titled and
numbered for identification. It is important to then identify and title all four basic
elements per beat. The actor must identify in one or two words, what the character
wants, feels, does (action) and focuses on and combine all these four elements in a
corresponding Beat Box. This process should be performed for the entire portion of the
script, action or the whole script.
Once this process of identifying elements and placing them together it is important to
integrate the elements chronologically using repetition and analysis to strategically
blend the elements to form the integration stage of creating truthful beats. It is
important to note that this is an active process that requires actors to move from phase
to phase as if they are working through a theatre production process. The identification
phase graduates into the integration phase just as actors learn their part, lines, and
movement and begin to build a character from the blocking phase to the working phase
of a rehearsal. This process can happen as part of a production or part of preparation
for a scene or performance, or just for personal study or study in a class.
The third phase of the AMAS system is the elements move from being integrated to
being synthesised. The synthesis phase is marked by full memorisation; more resources
like stage props, costumes etc. and the beats are usually played over a significant
portion of the play or whole play in a performance-based rhythm. The final
transformation phase happens when the play at a highly synthesised level of rehearsal
encounters an audience.
The transformation phase is earmarked by a new life and energy that only happens
when actors play and negotiate meaning in an audience actor-based performance. The
purpose of this phase is to transform the audience using the elements in the process.
Once the phases on the AMAS systems are defined outlined and understood, it is
necessary to begin to analyse the dramatic text, subtext and action of the performance.
As part of the pre-beat analysis, it is important that the actor identifies and titles the
given circumstances of each scene and tone goal (climax) of the entire performance
from the intent of the author, director and audience experience.

Given circumstances
The given circumstances of a dramatic performance have a beginning, middle and end
and may be scripted or un-scripted, textual or sub-textual. The actor needs to clearly
identify and state who, what, why, where, and when of the character and describe the
detailed situation they are in at the moment of the drama. The given circumstances are
always in the present tense and describe the circumstances and situation in the now. It
is also very important for the actors to create through their imagination or research, or
understand a detailed back-story to the characters life including past experiences,
economic, religious, cultural and social background.
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Background/context
The actor needs to clearly identify and build the character’s history, relational,
economics, status, religion, personality type, and significant experiences to create a
truthful past. BJT teaches its young actors that the more detailed this information, the
more truthful the character traits and responses. The development of context is a
powerful tool that creates confidence and craftsmanship in young actors. However,
young actors understandably lack life experience and the knowledge of life and
language and many times must rely on observation and imagination to create a
background to their character. It is important to examine the AMAS practice through
the use of the Beat Analysis Tool.

Figure 1. The Beat Box (reprinted with permission from Brisbane Junior Theatre).

The Beat Box as shown above in Figure 1 is a rectangle shaped box divided into 4
sections. The purpose of the Beat Box is to identify, title and isolate the basic acting
elements in a given beat for the purpose of then integrating the beats individually and
then corporately. The Beat Box should be placed strategically above or near the
identified forward slash on the script or worksheet as identified in Figure 2 below. The
Beat Box should be numbered and titled to correspond with the numbered beat written
on the script in Figure 2. The four smaller divided boxes in the Beat Box are labelled
(W) for want, (F) for feeling, (A) for action and (POF) for point of focus. These are the
four basic acting elements in the AMAS system and need to be identified and written
out in a few words at most.
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Figure 2. The Beat Analysis Worksheet
(reprinted with permission from Brisbane Junior Theatre).

BJT has developed a tool as part of its AMAS system; a beat analysis worksheet that
helps identify the acting process to help create a way for young actors to develop
accurate meaning in their dramatic action and language. For the purposes of this
article, a shortened version of the beat analysis worksheet using the first few lines from
Hamlet’s monologue in Shakespeare’s Hamlet Act IV scene IV has been used to
demonstrate how the analysis worksheet is used.
Actors at BJT are asked to write down or record the stage dialogue or subtext in their
own words creating an “underlying dialogue” to the dramatic action. This process of
writing down the underlying dialogue directly underneath the script helps the actor
cultivate the meaning, asking better questions of the text and developing deep
understanding. The actor needs to rephrase dialogue or subtext in his or her own
words, honing accurate and simplified meaning for the performer. In this process the
actor is confronted with gaps in their understanding and begins to grasp nuances and
inflections as well as word meanings that once had no meaning. In Figure 1 above, the
underlying dialogue is written out in red under the actual text from the play. Each of
the beats are numbered and marked with a forward slash in the position of the beat
change. A beat is a significant change of want, feeling, action or point of focus. When
the young BJT actor determines the beat, they identify and label its four basic elements.
The beat that determines the change is “the driver” and the other three elements just
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follow into the new beat even if they don’t change. It is important to imbed “beat boxes”
in the necessary positions near a beat on the scripted page to continue the analysis.

Identification: Basic acting elements
It is necessary as part of the AMAS process for young actors to identify, know and
understand the pre-process and the basic elements of the process. The first basic
element of want, also known as motivation, intention, or justification is an internal
acting element and according to basic Stanislavski methodology is the main primary
driver of beats. However physical methods such as Laban or Lacoq would argue that the
external acting elements of actions and point of focus can also be the drivers of want
and emotion. The second element of “Feeling” is also known as emotion and as an
internal element, is a primary factor of effective characterisation. It is important that
want and feeling both agree and grow together to maintain truthfulness. Young actors
need help to understand depth and subtlety of emotions. Actions, also known as
“doing”, “gesture”, “posture” and “movement” are external and require training for
young actors to experiment and develop subtlety and control to become skilled in the
art of acting. The fourth element, point of focus, an external element, is based on where
the actor is looking or directing their attention.

Integration
Integrating wants, feelings, actions and points of focus in a monologue, scene, song or
dramatic action requires clearly stating each element and then mixing and blending the
elements together to create a truthful beat. Processes that aid the integration process
include: analysing, repetition, isolating, grouping beat elements, rhythm at speed and
varying speeds, improvisation, memorisation, adding resources, props, sets, costumes,
lights, makeup, sound. The integration phase is usually part of the working stage of
rehearsals of a production between the blocking stage and run-through stage.

Synthesisation
Synthesising basic acting wants, feelings, actions and points of focus and creating
truthful beats as a follow-on phase from the integration phase of a production requires
performers to run through portions of the show at performance speed with growing and
full resources the shows require for an audience. Synthesisation is created when the
show is fully memorised and resourced at speed.

Transformation
The ultimate goal of theatrical experience is to achieve a level of transformation where
an audience is engaged and moved emotionally by the actor-audience relationship and
the tone goal (climax) of the play or musical. The transformation stage is the natural
end of the theatrical process and is the step beyond the synthesis stage. The figures
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below will demonstrate the AMAS process using three beats from Hamlet’s monologue
from Hamlet Act IV Scene IV.

Figure 3. Hamlet: Beat 1 (reprinted with permission from Brisbane Junior Theatre).

In Figure 3, the beat box above demonstrates the elements of beat number 1 clearly
identified in four boxes. The actual dialogue of the beat is written above the beat box.
The job of the actor is to number the beat and give the beat a name so they can easily
identify and apply it in further analysis. When the actor has clearly identified and
labelled the four boxes, it is necessary for the actor to speak the dialogue, integrating
the elements. The actor may want to start by integrating two elements, speaking the
line with want and feeling for example. Or it may be the actor’s choice to start the line
delivery with action and point of focus by reaching out to the world. This process of
integration using repetition and improvisation should be used until the actor is
satisfied they have made intelligent, truthful choices that graduate to the next beat.
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Figure 4. Hamlet: Beat 2 (reprinted with permission from Brisbane Junior Theatre).

Beat number two in Figure 4 above, is a graduated beat from the first beat, creating a
believable effect that suggest that they are acting as the character would in their
circumstances. Beat two in this beat box has made four changes in each of the basic
elements, due to the character of Hamlet asking a question of himself, and then
answering it emphatically. This self-exploration creates a great psychological dilemma
and strong dramatic tension. Again, the four elements of this beat need repetitive
practice to determine nuance in performance through improvised practice. It is
important to remember that the purpose of the phases of the AMAS process are meant
to help actors graduate to each phase by the use of integration processes and
techniques. For example, integration in this phase would graduate to synthesisation
when the actor moves beyond the integration phase and begins to speak the lines and
perform the actions of this portion of the script, fully memorised, in rhythmic runthroughs, with resources and the actor imagining the actor audience relationship
responses.
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Figure 5. Hamlet: Beat 3 (reprinted with permission from Brisbane Junior Theatre).

Beat number 3, identified in Figure 5 above is the final part of this analysis as an
example of how the AMAS system works. This figure again shows that each of the basic
elements have again changed and required contrasting want and emotion to express
truthful meaning to an audience. In this beat, Hamlet wants to apply God’s reason in
thoughtful emotion, yet Hamlet is clenching his fists intensely as he reasons with God
as his point of focus. It is important that young actors build and use these elements one
step at a time through repetition and improvisation creating meaningful dialogue as
well as truthful sub-textual pauses, infections, etc. Once this part of the AMAS process
accomplished it is important to map the script or a portion of the script using the
dramatic action graph: time over intensity analysis worksheet, as demonstrated below
in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Dramatic Action Graph: Time over intensity
(reprinted with permission from Brisbane Junior Theatre).
The final element of the AMAS process, the time over intensity dramatic action graph is
a necessary process tool that requires the actor’s subjective reflective analysis of the
drama to be performed. The actor needs to understand the intensity over time ratio,
and the use of truthful beats in the acting process to truthfully tell the dramatic story,
engage and transform the audience. The actor begins the analysis by labelling the beat
numbers and titles of the drama at the bottom of the graph. Each page should cover at
least a dozen scenes and measures the beat intensity by a vertically diagonal rising line
from left to right. At the end of each rising beat should be a short falling action line in
the same direction from left to right. Falling action represents the moment at the end of
a beat when the audience breathes and answers the question presented in the drama
before a new beat begins. At BJT, young actors are taught to maintain timing and play
beats with a minimum of pause to hold the audience’s attention. The dramatic action
graph can and should be used as an objective tool at any point in the analysis process to
help young actors assess their acting technique. The horizontal direction of the graph
represents the time of each beat and combination of beats. The angle of the vertical
level represents the level intensity, subjectively determined by the actor in the beats.
For example, the higher the stakes, emotions, wants, circumstances etc., the higher the
angle on the graph. The less emotional and engaged the character and the action are in
the beat, the lower the angle. In graph number six, Hamlet’s three beats are analysed as
being mapped in progression from beat one to beat three, with the dialogue underneath
acting as titles that identify the beginning of each beat. The downward lines represent
the pauses after each beat, before a new beat begins.
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Conclusion
At the beginning of this article the quote from the 2011 ATF conference for more “youth
theatre” on “main stages” demonstrated a clear and strong need for more quality
performance opportunities for youth in theatre. The author of this article also
impressed the comparison of Australian youth theatre production and the production
of youth companies in a regional US city, revealing by contrast that Australian Youth
theatre performance lagged well behind its American counterpart.
It was also demonstrated in this article that more quality youth theatre in Australia
would provide opportunities for developing greater technique based training strategies
for young actors and that Brisbane Junior Theatre as a model of quality performance
and training techniques could be a worthwhile example for other theatre and
community organisations to embrace a paradigm that overcomes notions that youth
theatre performance may not be significant because of cognitive limitations, financial
barriers and “kid stuff attitudes of researchers and theatre professionals. It has also
been demonstrated in this article that there are a number of factors that motivate and
engage youth to obtain craftsmanship based actor training and that theatre
practitioners and directors of youth theatre companies should embrace these
motivating factors and create opportunities for performance and teach technique
designed specifically for youth to enable them to succeed in an adult theatre world.
One technique this article presents as a successful model for youth theatre is BJT’s
(AMAS) Abridged Method Acting System. In this article, the AMAS system was
described, explained, defined and exampled through the use of two acting tools; the
beat analysis worksheet and the dramatic action graph; time over intensity graph. The
beat analysis worksheet used several beats from Hamlet Act IV Scene IV and described
the pre-process elements as groundwork for the basic element process and phases of
the system used in sequence.
Ultimately this article has emphasised that BJT’s unique actors’ method is an abridged,
condensed; refocused combination of internally driven Stanislavsky based methods and
the external action driven methods such as Meyerhold, Laban, Lacoq and the classical
acting method of British actors in the 20th century. This article has shown that BJT’s
acting method is like a gourmet “happy meal” meant to be easily understood and used
by performers from different stages of cognitive development as well as experience,
without prejudice. BJT’s (AMAS) equips students with a safe, effective, abridged,
quality technique to give students efficacy and confidence to build a lasting career in
the performing arts.
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Haunted by irrelevance?
Kim Durban 1
Abstract
In Richard the Third, the king is haunted in his dreams by the ghosts of those he
has murdered. As an experienced theatre director working in actor training, my
deliberations are haunted by the ghosts of ideas and concepts that I may have
‘murdered’ on my way to building relevant program design that will appeal to
actors and their parents, to the arts industry at large and to the marketing
department. Spectres appear, such as Ghost 1: Is it more relevant to actors’
employment prospects to focus on acting for screen?; Ghost 2: What is the
relevance of skills training in an arts environment where theatre companies
appear to have impoverished resources, limited textual experience, no ‘calling’
and prefer to cast television actors in order to protect ‘bums on seats’?; or Ghost
3: Is Australian actor training relevant when so many yearn for post-graduate
study overseas? In preparing rehearsals for The Northern Lass, a play by Richard
Brome written in 1629, and haunted by such questions, what relevance can I
claim for directing this classic play in Ballarat, Australia? I intend to examine and
celebrate the surprising aesthetic, textual, psychological and comic relevance of
making such a choice.

Keywords
Actor Training; Curriculum Design; Fear; Empathy; The Northern Lass; Richard
Brome

What I have is mine own, and I will be merry with it directly.
(The Northern Lass, Richard Brome, 3.2, 538)
This catchphrase becomes the mantra of Sir Paul Squelch, a character in Richard
Brome’s play The Northern Lass whenever he perceives a threatening situation. I would
like to have this attitude to curriculum design, which can be a threatening process. This
play from 1629 is a silly comedy that explores love, marriage, jealousy and debt. In late
September 2019 I am staging the first full production of this work since 1738. I imagine
some people might think this an irrelevant choice of repertoire for contemporary actor
training, especially in a regional city such as Ballarat, Australia. Students who were cast
in the play asked me what was going on, what it would be like? (July 29, 2019, Camp
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Street, Ballarat). They appeared vaguely threatened by its unknown nature. Unknown,
the play is a ghost in my imagination as yet, one that only the process of staging can
reveal. In another classical work full of threats, Richard the Third, the king is haunted
in his dreams by the ghosts of those he has murdered. The ghosts of enemies and rivals
build fears created by doubt and anger. The ghost of Buckingham, for example, exhorts
Richard thus:
Dream on, dream on, of bloody deeds and death:
Fainting, despair; despairing, yield thy breath!
(Richard the Third, William Shakespeare, 5.3, 172-173)
I have both fainted and despaired when working on course design, so I will adopt the
conceit of being haunted by enemies in order to examine the threats and possibilities
inherent in trying to design artistic training that is ‘relevant’. Immediately one can ask,
relevant to what? To the history of the art form? To the age and demeanour of
students? To the needs of industry? To the internal leaders in the University sector, and
then their overseers? Here is a conundrum. Whose should be the leading voice in this
process? Colleagues in other training institutions, be clear: you are not enemies!
However, we all swim in a common sea looking to fill up; in a marketing sense, all
institutions are compared equally by young people surfing the net, despite institutional
variations and contradictions. Glossy brochures and marketing speech operate in an
unequal political and monetised terrain and those working away from the ‘Big Smoke’
can feel this pressure keenly. And a survey of the latest Stage Whispers training edition
(July-August 2019) shows an array of seductive language: candidates are asked to
‘amplify your potential’ (Australian Institute of Music, 41), be ‘passion-driven actors’
(Perform Australia, 49), ‘find your voice’ (Griffith University Queensland
Conservatorium, 49) and ‘make your vision come to life’ (National Institute of Dramatic
Art,51). Indeed, passion is frequently mentioned whenever the word ‘career’ appears.
Meanwhile, anyone wandering around London's West End, as I recently have, might
believe that the most relevant training to offer a professional performer is a set of
generic mainstream skills. Yet, as Alison Hodge has shown, twentieth century theatre
directors developed drama school training in the West partly in order to reject these
values. She states that
Ultimately, many twentieth century practitioners have eschewed the
notion of a comprehensive system in favour of identifying first principles
within the context in which their training operates. These principles are
made manifest through specific actor training techniques and amplify
distinctive ethical positions, but do not in themselves constitute a ‘system’.
(2000:8)
Establishing such principles is essential in representing artistic work that is living
within an ancient art form. As an experienced theatre director working in actor
training, my deliberations are haunted by the ghosts of ideas and concepts that I may
have ‘murdered’ on my way to building relevant program design that will appeal to
various stakeholders, such as actors and their parents, the arts industry at large and the
marketing department. For example, the teaching team has spent hours designing
teaching modules for actors that provide them with a strong amount of knowledge and
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contact hours. Lately, due to the pressures of time and budget, disciplines such as
clowning, mask and animal studies (the core of an atelier approach to the development
of psychophysical acting skills) are preserved in a skeleton format of four classes per
discipline area over a twelve-week term. Although the ‘missing’ hours are filled with
other skills, to me, these could be the ghosts of effective training, perhaps as a leading
historical actor such as Jean-Louis Barrault would have designed it. Famous for
appearing in the original production of Les Enfants du Paradis, in his memoirs, he
remembers:
My impression is that, when I chose the theatre, I decided to attend the
School of Life. First I had become conscious of the Individual, the ‘Self’.
Then I had discovered the Others, both as nourishment and as obstacle.
Then I found the place where everyone meets to raise a quantity of
questions: a theatre. (1974:72)
Australian actor training curriculum design may look good on paper. It may appear
relevant, using buzz words like ‘contemporary’ in the brochures, that word so fraught to
our cousins teaching in the visual arts. But the voice of fear suggests that this model of
training is a spectre if it fails to advance the practices and deeper values of our
collaborative art form. It is a ghost of a practice if it does not enable the actor to engage
in their psychophysical discipline with strength, power and knowledge. Designing for
relevance may have murdered its spirit?

The ghosts of market forces
The curriculum designer haunted by ghosts tends to be working in an external policy
vacuum. For example, the Gillard Government commissioned the Lomax-Smith Review
into higher education base funding and the final recommendations, released in October
2011, were not adopted in full (VOCEDplus). This impressive document of 202 pages
represents essential statistics that were vital for the establishment of the future funding
of university courses across Australia. There were twenty-four recommendations, and
only 13 were accepted in full or part. Interestingly the report suggested that particular
disciplines should be separately funded, due to the complexity and high standards of
their practices and qualifications. For example:
The study, together with additional data from other reports and submitted
information, convinced The Panel that there are areas of underfunding in
the current base funding model. This report identifies three groups of
disciplines of concern:
- accounting, administration, economics and commerce;
- medicine, dentistry, agriculture, veterinary science, and visual and
performing arts;
- law and humanities.
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The Panel’s view is that the evidence supports the conclusion that the first
two groups are underfunded and require additional funding, while the
third group needs careful consideration for additional support. (2011:x)
The final report makes for sober reading and may have caused the hearts of actortrainers to momentarily lift, yet these particular recommendations were rejected by the
then-Labor government, and the subsequent damage created within a demand-driven
system of university funding is evident in the profile of changed and merged courses
across Australia.
There are other spectres when selecting courses for training. Ghost 1: Is it more
relevant to actors’ employment prospects to focus on acting for screen? It is inevitable
that a focus on screen will become only more relevant over time. Even Barrault had this
to say on the matter:
I was to put forward a report in which I made this point: the Society of
Comedie Francaise Actors would not recover its balance except by
gathering together, into a single activity, all the branches of the dramatic
art: theatre, cinema, radio, television. I still believe this, especially with
the development of cassettes and the prospect of recording on videograms.
(1974: 118-9)
In my experience, despite the excitement inherent in approaches to acting with
technology, trainers need to fight to retain the actor’s presence in cultural products, in a
climate where the pleasures of virtual reality could unseat them. Then there is Ghost 2:
What is the relevance of skills training in an arts environment where theatre companies
appear to have impoverished resources, limited textual experience, no ‘calling’ and
prefer to cast television actors onstage in order to protect ‘bums on seats’? This reality
is linked to the first. It is coloured by somewhat inevitable cultural changes in funding
and fashion, generational changes, thrift and poor memory of other models. I
remember an anecdote from discussion with a casting agent for a major theatre
company. They were struggling to cast a young actor for two classic plays because they
could not find anyone who could, in their words, ‘hold the stage’. This seems unrealistic
given the amount and depth of talent pouring through drama schools, but of course the
missing ingredient for these young actors was potentially a successful on-screen
following. Finally, Ghost 3: Is Australian actor training relevant when so many yearn
for post-graduate study overseas? In a global environment, this kind of cross-over may
be seen as inevitable and healthy. The dream of overseas training holds within it the
yearning for depth and serious attention to discipline, whatever the vast cost involved.
It is a sad truism for the Australian actor that it may be perceived as more relevant to
attain an overseas qualification.

Brome and The Northern Lass
Brome’s The Northern Lass disappeared from the stage from 1738 until 2008, when
the play was presented as a Shakespeare’s Globe Read Not Dead rehearsed reading.
There has been no fully-staged production for 281 years. Haunted by my questions, I
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struggle to articulate the relevance of directing this classic play in Ballarat with third
year actors, a play that no-one understands. I want to celebrate the surprising aesthetic,
textual, psychological and comic relevance of making such a choice. The plays of
Caroline playwright Richard Brome were largely forgotten in contemporary times
before the website Richard Brome Online (RBO) was created in 2010. My practice of
premiering the plays in Ballarat has taken place since 2007, providing a range of new
insights into the production of these texts and new grounds for a reconsideration of the
reputation of the dramatist. If we perceive Shakespeare as an ‘upstairs’ playwright, my
conclusion is that Richard Brome can be seen to occupy a ‘downstairs’ position in the
dramatic register. Noting a characteristic social investigation in these plays, I see that
Brome uses what I have identified in positive terms as a ‘downstairs dramaturgy.’
Brome’s downstairs dramaturgy can be characterised by a number of key theatrical
tropes, including: an interest in presenting the wealthy and the not-so-wealthy in
proximity and engagement with one another; examples of open, playful, extemporised
action; a detailed psychological portrayal of servants who often provide plot
development and revelation; a tendency to portray the inner freedom and sexual
character of women with relish and detail; and, especially, in a sophisticated
manipulation of metatheatrical devices, through which role-play and re-enactment
abound, inviting both characters and audiences to move downstairs with the common
people, shed their inhibitions and see the frame of the world and the theatre anew.
The evidence for Brome’s use of these forms is presented throughout my completed
PhD study based on performative examples taken from the productions of three plays,
The City Wit (directed in 2007), The Antipodes (directed in 2008) and A Jovial Crew
(directed in 2013). This project has exposed a characteristic looseness in Brome’s
writing and story-telling, including, for example, a remarkable fluidity in the
application of song to the drama of The Northern Lass that looks like early music
theatre. Julie Sanders suggests that
Critics such as R. W. Ingram long ago recognized the ‘semi-operatic’
quality of Brome’s play …but the embeddedness of song in the plotlines
and effects of this play, particularly but not solely in the Constance or
‘fake’ Constance scenes, suggests as well a more integrated understanding
of musical and song-based culture on the part of Brome that went beyond
pure theatrical effect or innovation. (Critical Introduction, Accessed
05.08.19)

Irrelevant? No, irreverent
What are the relevant training purposes and the meanings behind reviving a nearly
forgotten classic play in an Australian regional setting? This question would tend not to
be posed in the UK, where revivals are regular and normalised, and where a broad
range of English and European classic works form the basis of an extensive repertoire.
Far away in Ballarat, theatre artists and audiences more familiar with Shakespeare or
more sympathetic to contemporary playwrights have sometimes requested an
examination of this topic. There are some encouraging signposts for the
appropriateness of a Brome revival. Firstly, that Brome’s dramaturgy is democratised,
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as Helen Hirschfield has suggested ‘one dedicated, above all, to the exposure and
analysis of human humours, grievances, crimes and sins’ (Hoenselaars 2013: 240).
Brome’s plays, as staged in Ballarat to date, have proven to be entertaining in good
measure, with genuine comic strengths that have been celebrated by cross-generational
audiences. Brome is deliciously irreverent towards authority. Brome’s writing was
valued for this by Gerald Freeman, the director of the only contemporary Shakespeare’s
Globe revival of Brome’s The Antipodes:
Brome created a world of antic humour and anarchic suspension of
expectations that makes for a screwball comedy. The viewer is left
wondering: who are the doctors and who the patients? ... His imagination,
energy and theatrical suspense are unflagging. (Kastan and Proudfoot:
2000: viii)
A second reason to activate a Brome revival may be the opportunity to engage with the
question of fidelity to the text. In the words of Goodman, ‘How do we define the
relationship between texts and contexts?’ (1993: 239). Much has been written in the
press regarding the rightness of retaining all aspects of a script in a revival. Australian
director Simon Stone was taken to task by local journalists for his apparent disrespect
of the source material in his adaptations of The Wild Duck (Malthouse Theatre 2012)
and The Cherry Orchard (Melbourne Theatre Company 2013) and the estate of Arthur
Miller demanded the return of materials cut from his version of Death of a Salesman
by Belvoir Theatre in 2012. Yet if the text is unknown to its audience, who is to know
what indignities that text may have suffered in performance? Is it relevant? Does it
need to be? In my 2008 interpretation of The Antipodes, the text was trimmed,
something that Brome complained about even in his own time, and showing that
perhaps this ongoing struggle between writers, directors and performers has a transhistorical dimension (Haaker 1966: xi). This process, it seems to me, is perhaps parallel
to producing a new dramatic work. In my commissioned article for Richard Brome
Online, (taking my cue from Max Stafford-Clark writing to Farquar in Letters to
George), I have taken the liberty of writing imaginary letters to the deceased
playwright, just as I would if he really were an emerging writer. There are so many
things to discuss with him that only a practice-led investigation can begin to answer.
Richard Brome’s work therefore is almost new to the stage, given his ‘forgottenness’
and therefore I argue that it demands a degree of ‘fidelity’ to his text and stagecraft so
that we may meet, examine and enjoy the work of this engaging and clear-eyed social
commentator.
But a final reason for my interest has been to test the so-called ‘unperformability’ of the
work, so labelled by Stephen Jeffreys in his introduction to the 1991 version of A Jovial
Crew that he adapted by removing 45% of the Brome text (1992: unnumbered page). I
argue that not only is Brome eminently and gloriously ‘performable’, but that until
recently his dramaturgical talents have not been adequately explored or appreciated. It
is possible for Australian artists to perceive the Caroline period of theatrical history to
be indistinct and less well known than the Elizabethan and Jacobean repertoire, due to
the paucity of physical examples available for research purposes in the local
environment. It appears that, apart from a student performance of The Antipodes at the
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Studio Theatre, University of Tasmania in 1992, no play by Richard Brome had been
previously produced in Australia until a performance of Brome’s The City Wit mounted
with undergraduate actors at the Arts Academy (AusStage, Accessed 08.09.19). What I
am describing as his downstairs dramaturgy provides ‘cross-sectional’ thinking about
masters and servants that has its echoes in two novels successfully brought to the
Australian stage. The Playmaker by Thomas Kenneally, adapted as Our Country’s
Good by Timberlake Wertenbaker, is a re-imagining of the first colony as it mounts
George Farquar’s comedy The Recruiting Officer, an event that provides a context for
the intermingling of ‘upstairs’ officers with ‘downstairs’ convicts. More devastatingly,
the stage adaptation by Andrew Bovell of Kate Grenville’s The Secret River for Sydney
Theatre Company gives voice and language to the shadowy figures of our indigenous
people and shows the hollowness of the apparent superiority of the colonising forces.
Binary positions have a particular meaning in Australian culture and politics: Peter
Eckersall has characterised Australian performance studies as a unique mix, in his
persuasive description of a culturally off-centre focus here: he states
Wavering between various political-aesthetic possibilities for art, and then
countering them in the cultural “marketplace” is likely a feature of the
social role of art in advanced economies everywhere. However, this state
of affairs is enlivened in Australia by the composite of postmodern, postcolonial, centre-periphery discourses and tensions that permeate our
cultural history. (2011: 119)

Ballarat or bust
Because of his focus on status, Brome’s plays, emphasising the abuttal and conflict
between the classes, would have been understood in gold-rush crazy Ballarat:
She opened at Ballarat on 16 February in a series of sketches; greeted by
packed houses she invited miners to shower nuggets at her feet as she
danced. The Ballarat Times attacked her notoriety; Lola retaliated by
publicly horsewhipping the editor Henry Seekamp at the United States
Hotel. (Australian Dictionary of Biography, Accessed 02.09.19)
Lola Montez’s 1856 whipping of the Ballarat newspaper editor is known to many of its
citizens and approved for its cross-class and cross-gender power: in quoting a popular
ballad on this subject Claire Wright notes that:
Imperial anxieties about the state of social flux in the colonies in general,
and about the presumptuous, defiant behaviour of women in particular,
are summed up in the satirical analogy between women whipping men
and the military whipping the miners. (2013: 450)
Ballarat is a town of then and now, one that always harks back to its past to illuminate
the present, and as such, a place where the remounting of historical drama should be
able to find acceptance. This is a place where the descendants of the law enforcers
(nicknamed ‘trappers’) and the rebels (the miners), those who were involved in the
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Eureka Stockade in the nineteenth century, struggle right now over the best location for
the remnants of the Stockade flag, as it has bounced between preservation by the Art
Gallery, where it is seen as an artistic icon, and its long-term loan to the Eureka Centre
as a symbol of democracy (The Courier: 2012). I suggest it is no mere accident that I
have adopted Brome on Ballarat’s behalf, but something of an offer to the populace, as
the city also houses the first Museum of Australian Democracy at Eureka, which opened
its doors only four months before A Jovial Crew hit the stage in 2013. Don Weingust’s
self-reflection on original practices acknowledges the distance:
One of the games of history is trying to recognise the various lenses
through which one views one’s own period: which affect one’s perspective
in obvious discernable ways and which alter the view in ways one may be
unable, or unwilling to recognise. (2006: 191)
The Northern Lass is to be set in 2019 at the Melbourne Cup, a place of broad
demographics, giving us a rich repertoire of cultural tropes to draw upon. The Northern
English accent of our Northern lass, that was included in the text phonetically by
Brome, has been replaced by a North Queensland accent, broad Australian nasality and
contemporary slang. There are already challenges ahead, given that we have real
women playing the female characters instead of seventeenth century boys. This causes
some of the more sexist moments to go darker, something the actors are now relishing.
Their fears of the unknown are vanishing as they engage in the process of sailing in, as
one suggested, ‘The Brome boat’. She says ‘we may hit an iceberg but now we travel
together’ (August 2019).
Whether haunted by competitors, despairing of the market or ghosted by the loss of
ideal conditions for drama school training, I remain inspired by actors and their
practices. I ask actors at entry auditions why they think actors are important for the
world, and they give me an array of beautiful answers. I propose that actor training is
relevant to the world because it deals with a human art form and I believe only if it
engages with the work of the soul can it remain relevant. By the work of the soul, I
mean the daily engagement with artistic methods that refine perception, heightening
physical and emotional awareness in the actor, and equipping them for the generous
act of giving embodiment to stories in public. If this seems highly elevated as a purpose,
consider the opinion of Eugenio Barba that
The dialogue between the visible and the invisible is precisely that which
the actor experiences as inner life, and in some cases even as meditation.
And it is what the spectator experiences as interpretation. (Zarilli
2002:104)
The most relevant training looks after the well-being of the actor. In a recent discussion
with UK director Mike Alfreds, who is about to start a new ensemble to continue his
work, at the age of 85, he emphasised that actor training needs to focus on the body, the
feeling, and the thought. Like some of us, he was concerned about the impact of social
media on the mental health of actors (Personal discussion with the author, London
2019). Actors are important. In concluding a consideration of relevant training models,
I think it important to quote Mike from his seminal work, Different Every Night:
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In fact, actors are the reason for theatre. We go to the theatre because of
them. Actors are more than the executors of other people’s ideas. More
vitally, and in their own right, they manifest the extraordinary human
phenomenon of acting: the ability to embody and imagine oneself another
person. I believe that at the deepest level of our theatregoing experience,
we long to witness this special evidence of our humanity in action. Theatre
at its purest is a manifestation of empathy. (Alfreds 2007:12)
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Encouraging actors to see themselves as
agents of change: The role of
dramaturgs, critics, commentators,
academics and activists in actor training
in Australia
Bree Hadley and Kathryn Kelly 1
Abstract
How is the work of dramaturgs, critics, commentators, academics and activists
relevant to actor training? In this article, we will explore the role of dramaturgs,
critics, commentators, academics and activists in the contemporary contexts and
modalities of actor training in Australia. Through specific case studies and
examples from our past practice, we will highlight particular interventions that
may assist acting training conservators to support their actor/students in training
to: develop deeper understandings and relationships to diverse cultural
perspectives; grow the reflective capacity of actors through dramaturgical
training; and create authentic connectedness to the broader contexts of their
performance making practice, their industry, and their world. Through a
dialogue, we will broach issues, including broad suggestions about the best way to
apply these areas of knowledge into an actor’s training. In doing so, we will
propose that the concept of the entrepreneurial 21st century actor/performer
requires that entrepreneurship is understood in the broadest sense, as the
capacity to build career paths, and the capacity to build visions of a better world.

Keywords
Actor Training; Disability Arts; Dramaturgy; Activism in the Academy; Community
Engagement

In this article, we explore how the work of academics, provocateurs, dramaturgs, critics
and activists can be relevant to contemporary contexts and modalities of actor training
in Australia. Through examples from our own past practice, we hope to highlight
specific approaches that may assist actor trainers and actor training institutions in their
current efforts to support their students to develop deeper reflexive capabilities, deeper
 Bree Hadley: bree.hadley@qut.edu.au
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understandings of diverse cultural perspectives, and a deeper connectedness to the
broader contexts of their performance making practice, their industry, and their world.
The ‘we’ of this article are two practitioner-academics in dialogue – Bree Hadley and
Kathryn Kelly, both of whom have rich histories of working ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ of
actor and/or drama training institutions across Australia and internationally over the
last two decades.

Actor training conservatories
Contemporary actor training conservatories in Australia draw their legacies from at
least three critical cultural heritages: first, the professionally driven and predominantly
European models of actor training in which many of today’s educators themselves
trained; second, the burgeoning ‘New Wave’ theatre movement in Australia across the
late 1960s and into the 1980s that has been so pivotal in shaping the modern industry
landscape; and third, the evolving landscape of tertiary education, from the six initial
sandstone universities in the late 1800s and early 1900s, to the emergence of the
landscape we know today as trade and technical institutions became universities after
the Dawkins reforms in the 1990s.
The actor training that occurs within the four historical conservatory actor programs at
NIDA, VCA, WAAPA and QUT draws from the dynamic knowledge of a generational
and now increasingly intergenerational cohort of directors, actors and industry
professionals who have found their voice in a professional Australian arts sector. These
trainers pass on largely North American and European actor training methodologies
inherited by the settler culture of Australian performance, but increasingly draw on
relationships with practitioners in Australia, Australasia and Asia, which have been
used to develop distinctive national styles, to offer students distinctive training
experience. Interrelationships amongst Australian practitioners and trainers have been
essential in developing a distinctive Australian theatrical style. “We” have, as Geoffrey
Milne puts it, “largely Australianised our theatre through the energy … of Australian
drama companies, with mostly Australian creative personnel and with the nationalistic
focus of a new funding agency, the Australia Council” (Milne 1). Conservatory training
has consistently been an essential part of the ecology that has grown professional
theatre in Australian culture. Laura Ginters, in her interviews with contemporary
Australian directors in Catching Australian Theatre in the 2000s quotes director
Benedict Andrews describing this as a “singing line” of Australian theatre, “you work
with people who have worked with different generations” (53), and who pass down
their inherited practice, from teacher to student, collaborator to collaborator. Andrea
Moor’s comprehensive PhD offers an excellent snapshot of where this history of what
she describes as “dense” practice has evolved in the current actor training
methodologies embedded in the four longstanding leading conservatories of Australia
(National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA), Western Australian Academy of the Arts
(WAAPA), Queensland University Technology (QUT) and Victorian College of the Arts)
(Moor 147).
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Because of the intensity of this conservatory approach, in terms of the number of
contact hours and the intimate relationship between teacher and student, there has
been sustained debate about how broadly these programs should develop their
curriculum beyond core acting skills. This debate has often occurred within the context
of neo-liberal university bureaucracies questioning the sustainability of the expensive,
high contact hours model of the conservatory. In this way, the notion of ‘bringing in’
external experts or diverging from the core curriculum of voice, movement and actor
training methodology has had the potential to be conflated with the notion of ‘watering
down’ the conservatory model to replace it with the more generic and less skills-focused
liberal arts degree model.
How, then, can dramaturgical, community or activist arts processes work in these
intensive conservatory programs? In particular, how can actor trainers and actor
training institutions offer acting students the opportunity to develop the critical or
commentary skills required to understand the broader cultural impact of their work in
the public sphere, particularly on historically marginalised groups, such as First
Nations people, people of colour, and people with disabilities?
For, just as the historical evolution of Australian theatre, and Australian theatre
institutions is long, so too is the history of critique of this theatre and the way its
predominantly European cultural perspective represents and relates to First Nations
people, people of colour, people with disabilities and other cultural groups. Working as
academics, provocateurs, dramaturgs, critics and activists, we are aware of important
work done in this area, captured in Maryrose Casey’s Creating Frames, Rachel
Fensham and Denise Varney’s The Doll’s Revolution, Jacqueline Lo and Helen Gilbert’s
Performance and Cosmopolites, Jonathan Bollen, Adrian Kiernander and Bruce Parr’s
Men at Play: Masculinities in Australian Theatre since the 1950s and, more recently,
Bree Hadley’s own Disability, Public Space Performance and Spectatorship and The
Routledge Handbook of Disability Arts, Culture, and Media, amongst other books. As
these books attest, mainstream Australian theatre, and mainstream Australian theatre
training, has consistently failed to understand the worldview of the ‘Other’, the stories
‘Others’ might wish to tell about themselves, and offer ‘Others’ the opportunity to
represent themselves, and has consistently placed ‘Others’ who do attempt to enter the
industry in difficult, vulnerable, and precarious roles. As a result, a whole countercannon of culturally diverse theatre making and training practices has grown over the
last several decades, largely parallel to the mainstream industry and its training
institutions. While Casey, Fensham, Varney, Lo, Gilbert, Bollen, Kiernander, Parr and
Hadley have been teaching this now internationally renowned body of work in broader
drama, theatre, performance and dance programs, cultural studies programs,
indigenous studies programs, and other programs for decades, their scholarship is
rarely taken up within actor training programs – even when these scholars work in
parallel drama, theatre, and performance programs in the same institutions. It has
been seen as more relevant to the makers, producers, and community facilitators
taught in broad-based drama programs, and less relevant to actors taught in auditionbased conservatory programs.
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This article does not claim expertise in any or all of these areas, or claim to provide
expertise in any or all of these areas, a task already being addressed by these scholar
practitioners and the artists they write about – and, in many cases, also collaborate
with. Instead, we take up the challenge set out by the theme of the AusAct Conference
2019, on “Being Relevant”, and consider how our skill sets, methods and approaches –
or those of others like us – or the skill sets of the diverse artists and communities we
collaborate with – might be relevant to contemporary Australian actor training. In
particular, we attempt to highlight how critical, activist and dramaturgical skills might
assist actor trainers and actor training institutions in encouraging their students, and
their eventual graduates, to develop the skills required to navigate diverse cultural
perspectives, negotiate the needs, interests and desires of diverse cultural stakeholders,
and take responsibility for how their stage representations impact diverse people and
communities. In the current industry landscape, equipping actors with the skill to be
good allies to diverse people and communities is not just a moral imperative it also has
a practical urgency. The world is changing. Audiences will no longer accept the
stereotyped, and for many diverse people and communities very traumatic,
representations of the past – the poorly conceived, poorly executed representations put
forward by writers, directors and actors who didn’t have the skills in dramaturgy,
criticism and cultural analysis to understand where their responsibilities lie with other
people’s stories. Much of Bree Hadley’s professional life has involved mapping and
holding to account such representations and much of Kathryn Kelly’s work has been
helping artists and makers challenge these often intractable stereotypes in the fulcrum
of the development of new Australian performance. Rich and provocative discussions at
the AusAct Conference indicated Australia’s actor training institutions are ready to take
up this work too, with conversations, presentations and points of tension repeatedly
returning to various recent experiments actor trainers had undertaken to broaden and
diversify training beyond its historically racist, sexist, heteronormative and ablest
legacies.
Our aim, here, will be to draw on key examples from our own practice to suggest that
the answer to broadening the actor curriculum lies not – or at least not only – with a
focus on new content, new technique, or new ways of doing things. Indeed, suggestions
that technique needs to be changed, or ‘watered down’ to make training institutions
more inclusive can be offensive to diverse theatre makers, who want to be judged on
standards of excellence, like anyone else. Rather, it lies with relationships, and with
acknowledging long held bodies of expertise, which are often held, vested or found
outside the walls of the conservatory at this point, in artists trained and working in
community, independent, or experimental contexts, due to the inequitable history of
access to Australia’s mainstream theatre and theatre training institutions. It lies, thus,
in bringing artists and professionals (who already have skills, networks and wisdom to
help actors in training to develop these broader skills) into the institution, not simply in
one-off or casual roles, partnerships or consultation meetings, but as authors of
curriculum and content, for 21st century actor training.
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What ‘we’ do
In white, Western, European contexts, asking who you are and what you do is usually
the first step in any encounter. In the white, Western, European theatre industry, it is
certainly the first step in any encounter.
In answering this question of ‘what we do’ – and thus ‘what we could do’ for
contemporary conservatory actor training – however, we need to start by noting a
distinction.
For Kathryn, the question of ‘what she does’ is comfortable: she is a freelance
dramaturg and academic, who has worked fairly consistently in the last decade as an
external dramaturg, both in industry, and in the acting and broader drama, theatre and
performance training programs at tertiary institutions (WAAPA, Southbank Institute of
Technology and Flinders University). In this sense, her employment has often been
explicitly linked to the changes in Australian performance in the millennial decade
which has been characterised by
institutional reform, generational hand-over and the rise of contemporary
performance … [a catchall term] for long established artforms such as
physical theatre, cabaret, circus and dance theatre, to new postdramatic
artforms, driven by technological change, hybridity and theoretical
inquiry (Kelly 2, Post-Millennial 79).
In response, broad-based drama, theatre, and performance training programs, and to
some degree actor training programs, have expanded beyond the notion of training
actors for mainstage theatre and film into training programs designed for performers.
This is perhaps best characterised as shift from actor to performer and indeed from
performer to maker. Many of the most famous acting alumnus of Australia’s acting
conservatories now work fluidly across and between roles as diverse as playwright
(Brendan Cowell); director/producer (Joel Edgerton) and Artistic Director (Cate
Blanchett). Kathryn Kelly has worked in two such programs as a freelancer – Fran
Barbe’s performance making course at WAAPA and Lisa O’Neill’s Suzuki-infused
program at Southbank Institute of Technology – and now teaches in this area full time
in the BFAs in Drama and Acting at QUT. In each course, dramaturgical skills are
offered for the emerging actor/performer to develop skills in textual analysis,
collaboration, feedback, critical discourse and in the making of their new collaborative
work.
For Bree, the question of how to name ‘what she does’ is less comfortable. Bree has
tried out rather a lot of roles and labels with a lot of different companies in a lot of
different contexts over the last 25 years. Accordingly, that long list of dramaturg, critic,
commentator, academic and activist roles in the abstract is largely her CV. And it is not
all of it. Bree went through a stage, early on, where she tried out the ‘dramaturg’ title
Kathryn now holds. She took on dramaturg, writer, and director roles with independent
theatre companies, and arts facilitator roles with community groups. She also, and as
she went on increasingly, took on producer and manager roles, again with independent
theatre companies, but also with other bodies – a city council, and a number of
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membership-based peak bodies. She has also worked as a critic and commentator for
The Australian and other news outlets, an evaluator for a number for multi-arts
companies, festivals and events, a teacher across a range of artforms at Monash,
Deakin, Swinburne, Victoria and now QUT as well as a number of international
universities, and now a researcher. In one sense, what she has done, and can do – for
the industry, and for the individuals in it – is diverse. In another, though, it has also
been incredibly consistent. If it could be given a title, then ‘facilitator of processes that
make people think about how they are doing things’ would be the most accurate. This
role is where she is most comfortable – in practice, in teaching and in research.
Because, for Bree, representation matters, and the power relationships that drive and
determine representation matter, and she mainly wants to create platforms – in the
studio, in the classroom, in conferences like the AusAct conference, and in publications
like Fusion Journal – that enable people to think about how they are doing their
representations and relationships. Particularly when it comes to representations of,
relationships with, and impact on First Nations people, people of colour, and people
with disabilities and other historically marginalised people.
Together, both of our portfolios of skills, our engagement with actor training
conservatories, and our engagement with other industry contexts, has helped us
develop some useful observations that could help trainers and their students think
about themselves as agents of change with personal responsibility to shape the work
they are inhabiting as actors, performers, or any other roles in industry. To see
themselves as cultural makers that entertain, educate, politically activate, connect or
alienate communities. It was clear, from the rich and productive discussions at the
AusAct Conference that actor training institutions are rethinking curriculum, balancing
skill development and genuinely questioning how to develop relevance to broader
creative and cultural skill sets. Bringing them to a point where our skill set becomes
more relevant to the actor training curriculum than it has ever been.
Our position is an interesting one. Or, rather, a series of interesting ones. We both work
to facilitate processes which help actors, directors, and others involved in making
theatre or making meaning of theatre to think about the methods, approaches, and
aesthetics used to tell other people’s stories. We work outside the intimate daily
workings of conservatory actor training – but are also engaged with these contexts in
our place of work in the Drama area of QUT. We develop methods for facilitating
reflection, understanding and cultural change, individually, but also in dialogue with
others we encounter in roles that bring us into contact with theatre makers working in a
range of different contexts. It is what we have learned from this latter work, in
particular, that makes our skill set relevant for actor trainers, actor training institutions
and their students.

Why would this be relevant to actor training?
Why would a ‘facilitator of processes that make people think’ be relevant to actor
training? The best way to demonstrate the relevance of our work, and the skills,
methods, and approaches we have learned in our work, is via examples. Or, rather, via a
comparison of examples – cases where the racism, sexism, heteronormativity and
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ableism of the Australian theatre sector and the institutions that train for it has had a
negative impact on people, communities and/or culture at large, versus cases of
practice that have a more positive impact.
There are, unfortunately, a great many negative examples to choose from in recent
Australian theatre history, and indeed in recent international theatre history. Chris
Hay, a fellow academic and director wrote an article about assumptions about race in
an Australian actor training institution. In it, he gave an account of a production in
which students, wanting to “critique the assumptions of racial neutrality that underpin
their training,” (Hay 58) decided – with full understanding of the provocativeness of
the gesture – to wear whiteface make-up for a performance of The Importance of Being
Earnest. In doing this, students drew attention to what American disability arts
academic and artist Carrie Sandahl has called the “tyranny of the neutral” (256) in actor
training. In the European actor training traditions from which contemporary
Australian conservatories derive their foundational principles, the framing of the
actor’s body as a ‘tabula rasa’, upon which character, style and story can be mapped, is
absolutely key. “Actors who cannot be “cured” of their idiosyncrasies to approach
neutral may be considered physically and emotionally “inflexible,” unable to portray
anyone other than themselves or those like them” (Sandahl 256). White, cisgender,
straight, able – and, until recently, also oftentimes exclusively male – bodies have
traditionally been the tabula rasa onto which Western theatre mapped its stories. The
actors who presented the stories, as well as the directors, writers, and producers
decided how those stories would be presented. Resulting in limited and limiting
stereotypes that bear no real relation to the lived experience of the ‘Other’ people
represented. But the efforts of others to enter training institutions, and ultimately the
industry, to tell their own stories, have consistently been stymied by a perception that
their non-white, non-cis, non-straight, non-able bodies cannot sufficiently disappear
into a fictional role, without disrupting the illusion, upon which mainstream dramatic
theatre (though not newer postdramatic theatre forms) is built. The historical
institution has consistently, at least until very recently, been incapable of “embracing
their difference as a source of dramatic power” (Hay 58). At best, actor training
institutions have rejected such students for fear they will not secure roles postgraduation. At worst, actor training institutions have rejected such students for fear
they cannot work with them at all within the scope of their current techniques – or,
indeed, never opened the door to their participation at all. Beyond training, the ongoing
difficulty racially and culturally diverse artists have in securing roles other than those
that directly mimic their own sex, gender and race is well documented. Hay’s article,
like that of Sandahl and others in other contexts, “contributes important insight to the
perceived neutrality of actor training” (256). “If conservatoire-style training is to
endure in the twenty-first century,” he says, “I argue that it must take seriously the
specific cultural context of its students, as well as the historical context in which the
institution operates” (58).
In recent years, First Nations and non-First Nations artists have been engaged in a
clear re-negotiation about the cultural “neutrality” of Australian mainstages. We are as
an industry, joyfully, a part of a cultural resurgent movement of First Nations artists
who are producing content within non-First Nations institutions but are also calling for
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reforms to long-standing artistic practices that they see as culturally disrespectful or
unsafe. Indeed, there is a call from many First Nations artists like Alethea Beetson,
Artistic Director of Digi Youth Arts in Queensland, for the development and support of
“sovereign” theatre institutions that are creatively controlled by First Nations artists
and that encode and deploy First Nations cultural protocols (Kelly, Community
Engagement 56). This echoes longstanding calls by Wesley Enoch and others including
Rachael Maza and Megan Wilding for a National Indigenous Theatre Company (Ross
and Whitfeld).
This played out visibly in 2018 with the ongoing debates in the media around cultural
collaboration and appropriation between First Nations and non-First Nations artists on
Australian mainstages. First Nations playwright, H Lawrence Sumner called out nonFirst Nations theatre director Neil Armfield for the changes he made to the script, The
Long Forgotten Dream, during a recent 2018 production for the Sydney Theatre
Company (Ross and Whitfeld). His call was supported by First Nations colleagues but
also critiqued by a First Nations actor in the show, Wayne Blair. There was a great deal
of social media debate and The Guardian Australia asked a series of First Nations
leaders for their commentary and responses. Regardless of opinions or analyses of
Sumner’s challenge, and this specific case, what was heartening was the way in which
the debate was framed and carried by First Nations artists, again highlighting the
tension, difficulty, and trauma that can arise when issues of cultural representation are
not managed with due care during the theatre making process.
However, the pertinent issue for our analysis is how theatre makers – not just
producers, writers, and directors, but all involved in the culture machine, including
actors – respond to these questions with regards to who decides what is represented,
when, and how, and what impact it has in the broader public sphere. Theatre training
institutions like those Hay describes, and the theatre companies they go on to work
with, manage and lead, must become better at negotiating cultural safety. And at
recognising that negotiating cultural safety is everyone’s responsibility – not just that of
the producer, writer, or director, but the actors, and the crew, and the critics, and the
audience, and all other stakeholders involved. Clearly, the advice about how to proceed
must flow from First Nations artists and colleagues. The interesting thing about how
Kathryn’s work in the fulcrum of new performance work is grappling with these issues,
however, and what makes it relevant to actor trainers, training institutions and their
students, is how it facilitates people-centred models of collaboration between First
Nations and non-First Nations artists that draws from First Nations’ knowledge
frameworks. In other words, how it creates and holds space for these conversations to
unfold, in safety, and allow reflection and understanding to occur, ideally before and/or
without hitting points of contestation, controversy, or trauma, as in some of the other
examples we have cited.
In Kathryn’s practice, she describes a complex cultural negotiation around an
autobiographical work by Belloo Creative that became a collaboration between First
Nations and non-First Nations through “relationship and serendipity” (Kelly 2 57).
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Part verbatim, part fictive memory, Rovers draws on feminist tropes of
the road movie and the notion of the ‘wild woman’ to celebrate the power
of two extraordinary female performers – Roxanne McDonald and
Barbara Lowing – who hadn’t been onstage together since an iconic Mabo
inspired revamp of The Taming of the Shrew in the mid-1990s (Kelly,
Community Engagement 57).
Belloo Creative is an award-winning all-female theatre company that is currently
Company in Residence with Queensland Theatre. The critical issue for the company
and for the First Nations artists collaborating in building the story (performer Roxanne
McDonald) and supporting the cultural process (cultural consultant Nadine McDonaldDowd) was ensuring that the cultural collaboration of the performance-making process
was mirrored by trying to offer a culturally safe space for audiences during its Brisbane
Festival season. Kathryn worked in collaboration with First Nations artist Emily
Coleman, drawing from First Nations’ Knowledge Framework, 8 ways, to develop a
community engagement to firstly reach out to First Nations audiences with a tranche of
free tickets negotiated from the Festival, and then to make them feel welcome and safe
in the space. While Belloo Creative leveraged resources for the project, it was shaped
and framed by Emily and by the company’s relationship to her.
It was our relationship to Emily that was important and hers to those
community members and it would be maintaining both of those webs of
relationships that would enable us to build an ongoing connection (Kelly,
Community Engagement 58).
The Rovers case is a compelling example of cultural negotiation. It is but one in a series
we could cite. In Bree’s recent work, for example, she has been involved with The Last
Avant Garde, a project in which Eddie Patterson, Sarah Austin, and Kath Duncan in
Melbourne, Gerard Goggin in Sydney, Katie Ellis in Perth, and others are attempting to
examine the aesthetics and approaches of disability theatre across Australia (Austin et
al). As part of the project, disabled, queer, Indigenous, and culturally diverse artists
have led a series of workshops, demonstrating a decades-long body of established
knowledge in acting, performing, and performance making techniques existing outside
traditional institutions, how readily it can be leveraged through respectful,
interdependent partnerships between disabled and non-disabled artists, and how much
capacity could be built by inviting these artists into conservatories in continuing and
decisional – rather than one off casual – roles.
If there’s a consistent emphasis across these examples, it is on an approach that is at
once simple and complex. An approach that centres around people. Not on single
meetings with people, to symbolically ‘tick the box’, but on serious engagement, which
might result in substantial change to the actors’, directors’ or playwrights’ work, to
avoid conflict or trauma to people or communities or other stakeholders impacted by
the cultural representation. One that relies on continual analysis and reflection to come
to nuanced understandings of the implications of our work (as actor, performer,
dramaturg or ‘facilitator of processes that make people think’) in the performance of
other people’s stories. The challenge, of course, is how to take this simple principle and
integrate it back into our daily conversations, processes and decision making, during
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various practices, at various institutions. And the question, of course, is who we decide
or empower to teach our actors to do this, to draw on their own lived experiences, and
the knowledge of networks and their allies, to create respectful cultural
representations? Traditional actor trainers who have begun only recently to experiment
in this arena? Academics, provocateurs, dramaturgs, critics and activists with a longer
history of facilitating reflective practice? Diverse theatre makers with decades-long
bodies of theoretical and practical knowledge? Or collaborative combinations thereof in
people-centred processes? Our preference, by this point, should probably be clear.
Would programs want this?

Conclusion
At the AusAct Conference, Australia’s actor training institutions, and those working in
them, indicated a clear desire to open their doors to First Nations people, people of
colour, and people with disabilities and other historically marginalised people. A clear
desire to move beyond historically racist, sexist, heteronormative and ablest practices
in their training techniques, industrial relations and representational practices. Many
shared recent experiments, in which they attempted to expand their practice, to make it
more inclusive. The focus, however, often remained on methods, approaches and
aesthetics, deployed by those already working within the institutions. In partnership
with students on a one-off and ad hoc basis. Or in partnership with a diverse theatre
maker or company on a one-off basis. Whilst experiments with methods, approaches
and aesthetics led by an institution’s extant staff may be valuable, the deployment of
our skill sets also reveals another opportunity, to engage in a more people-based
practice, drawing on decades-long legacies of practice held by diverse theatre makers
operating outside the institution. Our work as academics, provocateurs, dramaturgs,
critics and activists has enabled us to develop – the reflexive capabilities,
understandings of diverse cultural perspectives, and connectedness to the broader
contexts required to pursue other alternatives, such as this people-focused alternative.
This ability to reflect, flip perspectives, and pursue other alternatives, is ultimately
where our work is most relevant to the actors of the future. In this article, we have
outlined how our skill set is relevant to the currently pressing question of how we
redress the racist, sexist, heteronormative and ablest history of the theatre industry. In
the future, who knows what questions will arise, and require reflection? Who knows
how actors may use them? With training that enables them to see themselves as agents
of change, capable of having an impact on spectators, society and the public sphere at
large through their work, they will at least be better equipped to meet these questions,
whatever they may be.
Enabling and encouraging actors to see themselves as agents of change, responsible for
the representations they create, will not necessarily be an easy, comfortable or quick
process – it will definitely make rehearsal and production processes longer and more
complex in some cases, for instance. But it will also make the actors feel more
connected to the broader world, the bigger picture, and cultural change they might
want to see – or might want to engineer and entrepreneur. It will thus help actors grow
as humans, not just as a commodity for stage or screen consumption. Which, from our
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perspective, with a full understanding of the challenges all theatre makers face, on a
range of personal, social and economic fronts, in a fast-changing career environment,
seems like a relevant and valuable goal for all involved in actor training in the long run.
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From ‘methods’ to ‘approaches’:
Integrative practices and physiovocality
in the digital landscape
Robert Lewis 1
Abstract
Interdisciplinary and integrative practices have become international buzzwords
in recent years; however, separation of voice and movement in actor training is
still evident. Many studies exist examining the significance of physiovocal
approaches, but as technologies develop, actors need to draw from a wide variety
of sources to be able to deal with the ever-changing digital landscape. Voice and
movement teachers have agreed in principle for some time that more integrated
methods of training are essential, but in practice, little progress has been made,
especially when incorporating digital technologies. Every actor’s training is
unique, particularly when working with Motion Capture (MoCap); therefore, rigid
‘methods’ as opposed to ‘approaches’ may inhibit the actor in developing their
own individual way of working in this context. Actors training in MoCap need to
be provided with interdisciplinary and integrated, diverse approaches in order to
be fully rounded artists as opposed to training in theatre contexts, where the
parameters such as architecture and audience/actor relationship, are set. This
article outlines several original exercises that have been designed for MoCap
contexts inspired by Butoh. This forms a solid basis to unlock the physiovocal
potential, and imagination, for the MoCap actor.

Keywords
Motion Capture; Voice; Movement; Butoh; Laban

Introduction
This article demonstrates several examples of original physiovocal exercises which has
been deeply inspired by Butoh for MoCap and digital performance situations, which
have been implemented in collaborative workshop sessions with Animation and Acting
students at Charles Sturt University, Wagga Wagga, NSW. It is imperative that actor
trainers look into building multi-skilled actors who have a 360˚ awareness of body,
voice and space, using various approaches as opposed to rigid methods. With the
 Robert Lewis: robelewis@csu.edu.au
1
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integration of acting and performance for new and emergent media such as VR, 360
film, MoCap, Performance Capture and animation, it is important now more than ever
to exercise the actors’ imagination in performance training. Being aware of the 360˚
space in performance training allows the actor to connect with the entire body
including being aware of the sonorous capabilities in the space around, between and
beyond the physical body.
The core essence of any form of performance is the ability to transform: transform from
one image to the next, one thought to the next, and to physically transform from one
imagined space to another. What is ‘not there’ in the context of the performance is also
crucial, e.g. the ‘fourth wall’ concept established by Constantin Stanislavski; an
imaginary concept to ensure the actors main focus is to remain on the performance
space and not anywhere else in the theatre. By understanding the notion of a Zero Wall
concept in MoCap and Performance Capture (i.e., the abolishment of the concept of the
‘fourth wall’) the actor has an infinite amount of possibilities in terms of
transformations. The absence of any form of ‘wall’ or physical restraint allows the actor
to have ultimate freedom to transform in a void.
The Zero Wall concept demands imaginations to physically and vocally communicate
the narrative of the performance. This means maintaining a ‘character’, or the ‘essence
of a character’, and clearly transitioning between images through an awareness of their
physiovocal range in a new performance and performance training environment. It is
important, therefore, for actors to train in these spaces in order to prepare them for the
capture itself, and to expose them to alternate performance spaces.

Methods and approaches
Due to the inherent variables or space and contexts, methods may be restricting and
sometimes relevant to specific performances. Joan Melton stated in an interview that:
With a solid technique, the actor is free to respond to environment and
other changes [and further recommends] not doing away with methods
[altogether, but suggests that] no method has it all, and that [acting
teachers] should strive to understand and teach the simplest possible
routes to healthy and efficient performance. (Melton, Joan. Email
interview. 3 September 2017)
MoCap is an ideal platform for visualising objects and people moving in a 3D space
with lifelike weight, space, flow, velocity and acceleration. The MoCap truss, and its
Volume provide an effective space for actors to experience performance training
without the awareness of the fourth wall, or camera lens. Actors, therefore, need to be
flexible in their approach and have a hyper-awareness of their physiovocal connections
to their space and place.
MoCap frees an actor from their current physical state and allows them to change age,
sex, height, colour and even species with complete creative control. In addition to the
physical state, the actor needs to connect the voice to all of these changes. Spatial
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awareness, alongside more exploratory physiovocal exercises inspired by Butoh, is
necessary to move from the pragmatic to the experimental. This dichotomy heightens
the awareness of space and shape while encouraging abstract imagery.

The Training
The following exercises are inspired by Laban’s Shape Qualities: Pin, Wall, Ball, Twist
and Pyramid. Actors are encouraged to go through each shape quality and physiovocaly
explore an unlimited amount of possibilities in a 360˚ environment, not allowing any
corners, walls, angles or audience perspectives hinder the creative potential. The
exercises began by focusing on the self in relation to the actors’ own kinesphere before
gradually shifting awareness to the wider space and volume. Some Laban Movement
System (LMS) exercises were used to connect the actor to self and the environment for
this project. Laban, one of the most influential choreographers and movement teachers,
who ‘came into the field of dance from the visual arts, where he had studied anatomy
and proportion’ (Moore, p.126) developed an interest in the relationships between the
body and the surrounding space. The body and all its movements were viewed by Laban
as ‘a kind of “living architecture” (Laban, p.94). This architecture is depicted in several
layers: firstly, the practical nature of the human body and how this relates to the
concept and nature of architecture, meaning the human body must be balanced;
secondly, the performer must acknowledge that the form and shape of their bodies
follow a coherent pattern that is evident in architectural forms; lastly, the body must
acknowledge that the architecture around them works as a continuum within (and
from) their own bodies.
Two categories of the LMS were explored throughout the digital training process:
Shape and Space. Shape is often an integrating factor for combining the categories into
meaningful movement. There are several elements for Shape, however, for this
investigation, Shape Forms (static shapes the actor makes in their immediate space)
and Shape Qualities (describing the way the body changes in an active way, e.g.,
Opening, Closing, Advancing, Retreating and so on, which refer to specific dimensions
of spatial orientations) were explored. Although not common, vocal exploration was
also implemented throughout the training in order to increase their vocal awareness
and allow the subsequent sound to be affected by the physical shapes. This original way
of incorporating body, space and shape was an integrative approach designed to
connect imagination and the actors’ physiovocal instrument. The Space category of the
LMS is referred to as revealing the body’s approach to kinesphere.

Shape forms: Pin, Wall, Ball, Twist and Pyramid
Actors were asked to explore individual Pin, Wall, Ball, Twist and Pyramid shapes as
well as transforming from one shape to the next. For the Pin (see Figure 1), actors
imagine that their entire body was made of straight, rigid lines and while standing in
one spot, they would transition from one line shape to another, for example, having
arms by the side, up above or directly in front of them, including legs.
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As they were moving through variations of the ‘pin’ shape while standing, they explored
various vowel sounds, consonants, and aspirant sounds; allowing the sound to imagine
it was initiated from the ground and moved up through the feet and spread across the
body while having a 360 awareness.

Figure 1. Charles Sturt University Acting students practicing the Pin exercise. Left to
right: Geraldine Cutler, Laura Flanagan, Francis Kamara. (Photo by Robert Lewis)

When the actors explored various versions of a ‘pin’ shape physically and vocally, they
were asked to move around the space while maintaining the quality of the shape,
allowing the shape and movements to affect the sound, whether it was smooth, jarring,
percussive, angular or rigid. It’s not only what they were doing with the body that
determined the sound, but also how they were moving their way through space that
affected the sound. Finally, they were asked to speak some text while maintaining the
quality of the ‘pin’ sound. Immediately after the actors explored the Pin Shape, actors
were asked to investigate the Wall (Figure 2). They were asked to stand comfortably in
one area and explore various wide and block-like shapes with the body, either
imagining that they were trapped inside two layers of plaster in a wall, or that the entire
body forms a strong, solid wall.
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Figure 2. Charles Sturt University Acting students practicing the Wall exercise. Left to
right: Geraldine Cutler, Laura Flanagan, Francis Kamara. (Photo by Robert Lewis)

The Ball Shape (Figure 3) allowed the actors to extend the body, forwards, backwards
and sideways, with each option creating different emotional, and intellectual responses.
For example, when they were curled over (which restricted the abdomen), the actors
felt defeated, unconfident and unhappy which had an effect on the breath and resultant
sound. When they were curled the opposite way, leaning backwards and exposing their
abdomen, they felt overwhelmed and exhilarated.
The actors were asked to imagine that they were either a ball, or leaning on, or beside a
large inflatable ball that is the size of their body. They explored three forms of Ball
Shape, that is either rolling forwards, backwards, or sideways. Although they were
essentially physicalising a ‘ball’ shape through the entire body, it was still important not
to lose sight of their curvature of the spine and the natural breathing pattern.
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Figure 3. Charles Sturt University Acting students practicing the Ball exercise. Left to
right: Geraldine Cutler, Laura Flanagan, Francis Kamara. (Photo by Robert Lewis)

Like the Pin and Wall shapes, it was important to sense what areas of the body were
open and what areas responded to the breath. Contrary to the Wall Shape where the
torso was exposed and breath can be felt simultaneously at the front, sides and back,
the Ball Shape exposed one area of the body while restricting the opposing side. For
example, when bending forward, they restricted the breath in the belly area and
exposed the back allowing the breath to flow freely in that area.
The Twist (Figure 4), a curved shape that turns around an axis at a constant or
continuously varying distance while moving parallel to the axis, further extends the
body in the three-dimensional realm as performers explored spiralling shapes, turning
the body and moving around in a circular direction. There were two possibilities here,
twisting in the same direction (clockwise or anticlockwise), or twist the legs in one
direction, the hips in another, shoulders in another, and head in another (alternate
twist).
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Figure 4. Charles Sturt University Acting students practicing the Twist exercise. Left
to right: Geraldine Cutler, Laura Flanagan, Francis Kamara. (Photo by Robert Lewis)

The Pyramid (Figure 5) was by far the most complex out of all the other shapes
practised as it can be seen as a combination of a Wall (legs/feet), a Twist (torso) and
Pin (arms). In this exercise, the actors were exploring physiovocal dichotomies: torso
and arms were unstable, but they are supported by a stable foundation formed by the
legs. When undertaking this exercise, the participants felt confused in terms of what
emotion the pose evoked, as it was a combination of the confident Wall, the
unconfident Twist, and the reserved notion of the Pin. This complex emotional feeling
ultimately had an effect on the voice and revealed the subtext of the lines. The weight of
the legs, resembling the grounded Wall, assisted in breath centring and allowed the
actors to feel grounded overall which resulted in a centred, weighted voice.
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Figure 5. Charles Sturt University Acting students practicing the Pyramid exercise.
Left to right: Geraldine Cutler, Laura Flanagan, Francis Kamara.
(Photo by Robert Lewis)

When the actors explored various versions of these shapes physically and vocally, they
were asked to move through the studio while maintaining the quality and essence of the
shape, allowing not only the shape to affect the sound, but the movements as well,
whether they were smooth, jarring, percussive, angular and rigid.

Space: The Physiovocal Vowel Chart
One of Laban’s major contributions to the LMS are his theories of Space. In this
category, actors moved and vocalised in connection with the digital/MoCap studio
environment. The aims of the following exercises were to amalgamate the pharyngeal
space (i.e., the various sounds created as a result of the altering of the space within the
mouth) and the physical external space. The exercises seemed very prescriptive,
however, actors were encouraged to explore variants of the exercise once the basics
were practised.
Space should not be restricted to just the area outside the actors; space also exists
internally. Actors, in order to fully understand the synergy between the space outside
and inside, must be aware the correlation between the space in their mouths, and the
kinesphere that surrounds them. By manipulating the pharynx (i.e., changing the
position of the tongue in the mouth, altering the shape by opening and closing the jaw,
and narrowing and widening the lips), actors can ‘place’ the sound in various parts of
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the mouth. This ‘placement of sound’ alters the tone and timbre of the voice. The
following exercises demonstrated below, describes how in this investigation, these
synergies were practiced. A means of creative visualisation was used by which the
actors imagined that they were standing in the middle of their mouths, on the centre of
their tongue, and that the walls of the mouth corresponded to the walls of the room. At
the same time, they were fully present in the room itself; having an awareness of
physical and spatial duality.

Figure 6. Physiovocal Vowel Chart. (Drawing by Robert Lewis)

Most trained actors are familiar with the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and the
IPA chart. The image above is an adapted standard IPA vowel chart with only a selected
number of vowels. The vowels represented on the chart above are vowels that are
formed with the articulators in extreme positions. The vowel symbols in the chart
represent the areas in the human mouth where these sounds are formed. If a person is
facing towards the left-hand side of the image and the head is dissected in half, what is
seen is a visual representation of the space in the mouth. The Front to Back (top)
represents the sounds made by shifting the space in the mouth through lip and tongue
movements and Close to Open (left) represents the opening and closing of the mouth
and flattening of the tongue.
In order to explore the physiovocal connection between the physical space of the mouth
and the surrounding space of the actor, the performers needed to imagine that they
were standing in the middle of their own mouth; in the centre of the cavity on the
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middle of their tongue. The sketch of the figure in the image above stands
approximately in the middle of that space with the /ɛ:/ and /ə/ vowels being around the
middle of the body. If participants stood comfortably in the space, they should sense
these centre vowels around their belly, or between their groin and belly button. Slightly
above the eye line, they should imagine where the /i/ vowel would be, and directly
behind them is where the /u:/ and /ʊ/ is located. Both /a/ and /æ/ are on the ground in
front of them and /ɑ:/, /ɒ/ and /ɑ/ are on the ground behind them. In between are all
the other vowels running vertically in front going up and down, and also behind.
The actors were asked to explore the /ɜ:/ and /ə/ vowels as they bounced comfortably
on the spot, then starting with the /i/ at the top front corner, they swept through the
vowels starting from closed front, down through to the open front vowel /a/, back
towards the /ɑ/ vowel and right up to the closed back /u/ vowel covering all the vowels
in between with one arm, or both. It was important to sweep through these vowels in a
smooth motion and allow the body to experience the openness and closeness as it
moved though those areas. They allowed the sound and the quality of the vowel to
affect the body, for example, having an awareness of how an /i/ would look like if it
were expressed through the body when vocalising it, or what a /u/ looked like as the
arms reached out above and behind them. Various other combinations of sound
placement were explored as well.

Shape Form Qualities: The Cube
When the actors were familiar with both the IPA and the various physiovocal sequences
of the vowel chart, they explored Shape Form Qualities. Physiovocality progressed out
into the immediate (MoCap/digital performance studio) and internal (pharyngeal)
space and created physical shapes within the body. The resultant sound was also
shaped by the changing space of the mouth. The other form of inner space is the breath;
the body shrinks and expands with each inhalation and exhalation and the voice.
The baseline of Shape Qualities (demonstrated by Figure 7), which is an indication
toward where the body is changing shape, is Opening/Closing (which in the figure is
not listed, but is practised by staying in the centre at the /ɜ/ and /ə/ and expanding
arms and energies outwards to the sides of the external space while vocalising those
vowels), Rising/Sinking, Advancing and retreating. These exercises were oriented
towards process, which is, in a sense, a process of growing toward, as opposed to
exploring space in the IPA chart which is destination oriented. This was practised in
order to familiarise the actors with the volume they inhabited in the MoCap studio, for
example, the corners of the room, the walls that surrounded them, and the space in
between themselves at the parameters of the space itself.
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Figure 7. The Physiovocal Cube. (Drawing by Robert Lewis)

Figure 7 demonstrates these Shape Qualities and their relationship within the IPA
chart, which are contained within a cube in order to give it context. The actors were
asked to stand centred in the middle of a cube (physically established by the MoCap
truss in the studio obtaining a cube shape in itself). The studio itself was the imagined
cube and actors positioned themselves in the middle of the space. As the actors moved
through the sagittal and horizontal planes, they were asked to shift vowels based on the
positioning of the vowels and corresponding plane.
Although the Laban inspired exercises are physiovocal in nature and prepare the actor
for digital performances, it is important to note that Performance Capture, as opposed
to MoCap, utilises the entire performance aspects including the voice during the
rehearsal and capturing process. Voice is captured alongside movement to increase
synergy and performance quality. While the environment is very different to a
conventional theatre or screen environment, the actors instrument remains the same.
All voice training methods fundamentally have similar aims and objectives; they are to
a) free the voice from any unnecessary tensions that inhibit breath, sound and
communication; b) to uncover and develop the ‘natural’ voice of the performer (natural
referring to a voice that is free from the tension mentioned above); c) to exercise the
voice so that it is flexible; d) to develop the connection between breath, thought, feeling
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and the word, and; e) allow the voice to be adaptable to deal with multiple
environments, situations and contexts. These points are vast generalisations and there
are many variants of these objectives depending on method, approach and pedagogy.
Two additional points have come to the foreground in recent years, these: f) to be able
to connect the voice with the body in a deeper, dynamic sense so that the performer can
move and speak/sing/vocalise in any position at any time, g) to allow the voice to
further adapt to the ever increasing demands of technology in performance; and h) to
be flexible in exploring various perspectives, or approaches rather than rigid training
methods due to the ever-changing nature of performance and technologies.

Butoh
Once the pragmatic mapping and framing of the body and the space is established
through Laban inspired exercises, a more explorative and freeform approach was
explored to free the actor from the inherent psychological and physical boundaries. The
physiovocal exploration of internal and external imagery inspired by Butoh, form a
solid basis to unlock the physiovocal potential and imagination for actor training for
digital contexts. By adapting selected philosophies and practices of Butoh with voice
work through training for current and emergent technologies, the performer connects
with their deeper impulses, trains and develops interiority while at the same time
develop awareness of their bodies and voices in a 360˚ environment. Defining and
categorising the core elements of Butoh dance can be as ambiguous and arbitrary as the
style itself. I have identified two main elements of Butoh that assist with this
investigation: Space Between, and Imagery.

Imagery
In the early days of physiovocal training development for MoCap and Performance
Capture, aspects of Butoh and voice integration, particularly image-based work was
explored. Some elements of Butoh are largely based around the continuum of internal
and external abstract or concrete imagery; an internal image can be inspired from
external sources such as a picture, painting, symbol or any object. The most influential
in terms of this research is Tatsumi Hijikata’s Butoh-Fu (or Butoh score) practice,
which he used extensively in his choreography. Hijikata used words to unlock
something from within his dancers, and the image can be drawn from more than just
visual sources. I am influenced by the way Hijikata, in his choreography and direction,
would stream off abstract words and the dancer would move these images, which
culminated in a final performance piece. In training, performers begin to slowly add
various images through the body, layering them one by one while integrating voice.
Hijikata’s imagery was drawn from a wide variety of sources, especially words. A
student of Hijikata, Yukio Waguri documented his words and claimed that ‘Hijikata’s
attempted to “awaken and embody physical images through words” is considered a
kind of ‘method’’ (Barbe, p.10). Images are multi layered in Butoh dance: from the
choreography (as in Butoh-Fu) to the dancer moving the images and transforming from
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one image to the other, and the audiences’ perception of these danced images. The
danced image is not, after all, a physical (or in this research a physiovocal)
representation or imitation of that object, word or image, it is the ‘essence’ of that
specific image. It does not matter if the audience does not understand the dancers’
image; the audience cannot usually discern what this internal image expressed is, nor
should it. Like a Rorschach test, Butoh audiences read their own narratives in the
actions.
An example of Hijikata’s Butoh-Fu choreography ‘You Live Because Insects Eat You’,
was documented by Waguri:
A person is buried in a wall.
S/he becomes an insect.
The internal organs are parched and dry.
The insect is dancing on a thin sheet of paper.
The insect tries to hold falling particles from its own body,
And dances, making rustling noises.
The insect becomes a person, who is wandering around,
So fragile, s/he could crumble at the slightest touch.
(Fraleigh, p. 135)
In the training DVD, ‘The Third Space’ (Artfilms 2013), Voice Theatre Lab participants
demonstrated solo and group imagery. These exercises influenced further
MoCap/Performance Capture work. In relation to theatrical performance training,
Chris Jackson, a core member of the company, utilised a piece of text from an
adaptation of Christopher Marlowe’s Dr Faustus called Profuge (2011). The text was as
follows:
Settle thy studies, Faustus, and begin
To sound the depth of that thou wilt profess:
Having commenc'd, be a divine in shew,
Yet level at the end of every art,
And live and die in Aristotle's works.
Jackson observed at the given text, and developed his own Butoh-Fu score based on the
imagery behind the words. This would manifest itself as words, pictures or symbols
written alongside the performance text. Jackson then moved the image, and then
voiced the image through movement, then somewhat spoke the dialogue. Logic or
pragmatism was abandoned; the subconscious and initial impulse from the word is
encouraged. Jackson’s image for each line, in bold italics:
Settle thy studies, Kettle coming to boil
Faustus, Mouse in maze
and begin to sound the depth of that thou wilt profess: Gathering
string/Burping swamp
Having commenc'd, Coin into slot machine
be a divine in shew, Shadow disappearing when light arrives
Yet level at the end of every art, Waveform: Radio being tuned
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And live and die in Aristotle's works. Tectonic plate collapsing under
the weight of the Himalayas
An example of imagery (omni-central) used in training for digital performance was as
follows: Left arm moves like a snake: vocalise that image; Right arm is molten lava:
vocalise that image (both arms are moving); Legs are like a stick insect: vocalise that
image (arms and legs are moving); The face is pulled in all different directions by
hooks: vocalise that image (arms, legs and face are moving). At any point in time, actors
were asked to speak a line of text allowing the images to affect the quality of the voice.
At times, it was best to take an image to the extreme so actors had a deeper sense of
understanding and connection to the images.
Although these exploratory exercises demonstrated was implemented in a certain
sequence for the purpose of training for MoCap, it is purely a guide. The important
factor is to develop the performers’ imagination and physiovocal potential in the
training process.

Imagery feedback
Participants encountered two main issues throughout the process of undertaking these
exercises. Surprisingly, they were not content related, rather, imposed elements such as
the technical limitations (which in itself is rather contradictory, considering technology
has limitless potential) and attire. Physical freedom was somewhat compromised due
to the MoCap suits worn by the actors. The skin-tight outfits, although flexible and
durable, had MoCap markers (or ‘dots’) attached to certain parts of the body. This
awareness contributed to the somewhat tentative commitment of the actors when
asked to execute dynamic movements in fear that these markers, adhered to the suits
with Velcro, could come off. In addition to this limitation, the actors also had difficulty
training in a space with no clear audience, or focus point, however, the ‘zero wall’
awareness provided them with a certain amount of freedom. In terms of the overall
concept of the physiovocal concept of the exercises, participants, to begin with,
struggled to grasp the abstract concept and physiovocal application. Butoh is a style
that has infinite possibilities, much like MoCap performance; its style and aesthetic is
too broad to define.

Physiovocal transformations
As the MoCap system defines a specific volume, giving actors a set boundary to work
with, certain training, which challenges the actor/audience relationships of
conventional forms of camera/stage perspectives, is necessary to exercise various forms
of transformation. The space between the actor and the MoCap truss is paramount in
understanding the transformative potential the actor has on their bodies and spaces.
The initial inspiration to create this exercise came from the spirit of Butoh in order to
explore the ‘Space Between’, almost a decade before adapting it to MoCap contexts.
According to Tadashi Endo, a Butoh dancer and longtime collaborator with Kazuo
Ohno, ‘Ma’ means “emptiness” and “the space between things”, and ‘is the moment just
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at the end of a movement and before the beginning of the next one’ (Tadashi Endo
2006). According to Tamah Nakamura, the co-author of ‘Hijikata Tatsumi and Ohno
Kazuo’, ‘Ma in communication and in movement, is not an empty space but one filled
with energy and meaning’ (Nakamura, Nakamura. Email interview. 5 April 2007).
Transformations play an important role in imagery as ‘[t]he skill [Butoh] values most
highly is the ability of the dancer to transform’ (Barbe, p.3). They allow the performer
to experience diverse images and indulge in the centre point – the midway point
between one image to another. Transformations from a beautiful image to an ugly
image is very typical in Butoh, and these ‘occur as disquieting transmogrifications and
might also take place between animal and human bodies, or imagined as thousands of
bugs attacking the body’ (Fraleigh, p.29) therefore having no boundaries in terms of
image choices.
The ‘Ma’ therefore lies in the space between the inhalation and exhalation, the action
and reaction, two words, the thoughts, the impulses and physical actions. In terms of
the actors’ relationship to the environment, the ‘Ma’ refers to the space between the
performer and the periphery of the performance space, or the MoCap/Performance
Capture truss and cameras. The voice in training and performance fills the space in
between in a sonorous sense; this is the only place in performance or training where the
voice and imagination have an opportunity to fill the ‘Ma’.
In Butoh dance, transitions, transformations and metamorphosis play an integral role
in depicting the environment through the human form, which is in a constant state of
flux. It is very common to see a Butoh dancer physically transform from one image to
the next, and for some dancers, the half-way point between the two (often opposing)
images is where the ‘Ma’ lies. A synergy with the body and voice in expression is always
evident as thought, emotion body and voice work as one entity. Of course, in all drama,
there is a physio-vocal connection instigated by the organic urge to communicate
thoughts and emotions through the given text which are implemented through action.
These physiovocal actions are expressed through gesture, vocal tone, speech pattern
and dynamics. Nonetheless, this physiovocal unity is abstract in nature and moves
beyond the conventional means of physiovocal actions, and the images expressed are
far beyond the conventional representations.
The physiovocal actions are dictated initially by the opening image, and both voice and
body, in unison, reach the final. Both body and voice go on a journey exploring the
minute detail of transformation from one image to the other whilst speaking the line of
dialogue. All conventional textual interpretation is abandoned and intonation and
operative words are ignored. The important details, however, is the opening and closing
images located at the polar opposites of the chosen line or phrase, and the physiovocal
journey the performer experiences. The centre point balances the two discrete images,
and this is indicated by the star symbol in the above image. No transition is complete
without the performer experiencing and momentarily immersing in the centre-point.
These exercises were used in the training and rehearsal process of Voice Theatre Lab’s
early productions of Dr Faustus/5 (2008), Alchemy (2010) and Iam Nocte (2010),
Profuge (2011) to name a few. A vocal exercise, developed by core members of Persona
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Collective (formerly Voice Theatre Lab) has in recent years been implemented in
physiovocal training for MoCap/Performance Capture, is called ‘Transformations and
the Internal Image’. Actors must be in a neutral state to begin with and then explore
physical transformations from one internal image to another. The image, conceived by
the actor, should come from an inner place, without the leader or director calling out
the images. Actors must start the physicalisation on the first image, hold the image,
then slowly transform into the next image. They would freeze half way between the first
and second image, hold it, then lowly transition to the final image, hold it, then return
to a neutral state letting the images go.
As voice is a crucial aspect of the transformation, it should be integrated from the very
beginning. Actors must start the physicalisation on the first image, hold and vocalise,
allowing the shape and the physical space to influence the sound, then slowly transform
into the next image, and so on, vocalising throughout the entire exercise. The body,
overall physical dynamics, the placement of limbs, curvature of the spine and breath all
have an effect on the voice.

Transition exercise
Actors were encouraged to read a text, then find pivotal images in the given text.
Images should be written in accordance with the structure of the text, for example, a
strong image at the start and end of each line, verse, or paragraph. A line/text goes on a
journey, so the idea is to find the start and end point of that journey. Images could be as
simple as possible, and can be one object; it can also be a colour or shape, it can be
literal or abstract. Actors practiced by moving from one image to the other; the idea is
to slowly transform from one image to the next, then focusing on the mid-point
(halfway between the two images), and indulge in it for a while before moving to the
final image. Actors need to experience each image transition evident in the entire text.
Voice was integrated as actors moved through each transition in various ways by
initially sending only air across the different places of the vocal terrain: the larynx,
uvula, soft palate, tongue, hard palate, allowing the speech organs (lips, teeth, tongue)
effect the outgoing and ingoing breath, varying force by inhaling or exhaling,
continuous or stuttered. The main idea was to try one way of channelling the air and
then listen for the place where the aspirate sounds change: gasps, changes in pitch,
creaks, vibrations, gurgles and stutters. Actors were encouraged to discover more ways
in which the air can be changed through the vocal terrain and to feel how very small
changes in the anatomy begin to affect sound, for example, the lifting of the uvula,
narrowing of the hard palate, movement of the tongue. Actors were asked to perform
the physical aspect of the transition exercise incorporating the voice in all its nuances,
colours, textures and dynamics, predominantly focusing on the mid-way point.

Transitions feedback
There were little or no practical alterations made transferring this exercise, which was
predominantly designed for stage, to digital performance contexts, apart from the
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kinaesthetic and spatial awareness. In conventional theatre training or rehearsals, the
actor is aware of the audience and the theatrical performance space. In digital
performance, there may be no ‘audience’, or fixed focus point, therefore the actor must
be aware of the total space around them. The elimination of the ‘fourth wall’ calls for a
new term coined ‘zero wall’ performance training; a physiovocal awareness of a 360˚
vacuum. This awareness allows the actor to imagine that they have ‘eyes’ all around
their body and focus on using their entire body as an instrument: their backs, front, top
and bottom are a sonorous soundboard. Actors would ‘send’ the sound to certain parts
of the body, including the back.
The actors agreed that this experimental physiovocal work complemented previous
conventional physical and vocal work undertaken in their undergraduate studies.
Aspects such as relaxation, imagery and awareness are extremely common throughout
most conventional voice practices, but the added element of physiovocality contributed
to the freedom and holistic experience. Changes in kinaesthetic awareness were also
discovered throughout the process. The exercises increased awareness of unconscious
movements and sound and their effect on the overall performance. The complexity and
involvement in the physiovocal action allowed the actors to bring their focus away from
the technologically heavy MoCap environment and back to their bodies. However, some
felt conscious of the space around, and above them and found that they felt some form
of organic element in their awareness, while still maintaining pre-emptive cerebral
connection to the action and image.

Conclusion
Although the physiovocal exercises demonstrated throughout this exploratory process
were performed in a certain sequence, in a specific space, utilising particular
technologies, it is purely designed as a guide. Imagery is subjective and also specific to
the context. Fundamentally, it is designed to develop the performers’ imagination
through body, voice and space and the ‘zero wall’ environment demands imaginations
to depict and communicate the internal image held by the performer. In order for
actors to successfully achieve a physiovocal unity, they must be able to immerse
themselves fully in the action, and the training/performance space at all times. This
means clarity in terms of imagery, and transitioning between images through an
awareness of their physiovocal range in a digital capture environment.
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‘Part of the job’: Actors’ experiences of
bullying and harassment
Ian Maxwell, Mark Seton and Marianna Szabó 1
Abstract
This article revisits qualitative data collected as part of the Australian Actors’
Wellbeing Survey in 2012 in context of the impact of the subsequent #MeToo
movement, and the high-profile court cases involving allegations of inappropriate
behaviour in rehearsals. In so doing, the article raises questions about the
visibility of a range of behaviours, and the meaning attributed to those behaviours
once they are brought into visibility. We argue that understandings of
inappropriate behaviour in rehearsal are caught between the Charybdis of a
judicial system predicated on a positivist demonstration of corroborated truth on
one hand, and the Scylla of anecdote on the other. Analysis of the data collected
in 2012 mediates this opposition, establishing a baseline for understanding the
complexity and pervasiveness of inappropriate rehearsal behavior, grounded in
an attention to the experiences of working actors.

Keywords
Actors’ Wellbeing; Rehearsal; Bullying and Harassment; #MeToo

Introduction
In the May 2019 issue of the British theatre weekly The Stage, as a promotion for
Mental Health Awareness Week, British Equity president Maureen Beattie is quoted as
having been “horribly bullied by a couple of people” while working for a major theatre
company (Hemley 2019). “I didn’t mention it for about six months” Beattie explains: “I
believed what they [the bullies] told me and thought I must be doing something
wrong”. The article continues: “the actions of the people involved had led [Beattie] to
believe she was ‘spoiling rehearsals’ because of her ‘negative attitude’.” When she
“finally” approached the director, Beattie frames the exchange in terms of her making
an apology for “being so negative”, the director responding: “Maureen, I have no idea
what you are talking about.”
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The ambiguity in the reporting—the director seems to be referring to Beattie’s concerns
about being a negative presence rather than to the substance of the alleged bullying—
points to the complexity of the situation in general, and in particular to the problem of
perception, both in terms of what is visible, and to whom, in the context of rehearsal
(and the range of contexts associated with rehearsal, and the significance and meaning
of what is perceived. This, in turn, is exacerbated by the framing of theatrical rehearsal
as a collaborative enterprise, shot through with professional and industrial pressures
and anxieties, in which the individual actor is likely to misrecognise and to introject a
situational problem—I am being bullied—as a personal shortcoming, in order not to
rock the boat.
Theatre professionals, Beattie observes, suffer “very particular kinds of vulnerability”,
drawing particular attention to the ways in which “body image and the pressures to
look a certain way could affect people’s [read ‘actors’] mental health” (adding that “we
used to talk about this as a very female thing, but it’s just as bad for guys now”), and
“how daunting it can be for people touring with shows to live in unfamiliar
environments, with people ‘you’ve never met in your life before’”. Her recollections are
framed within a call for actors “talk about their concerns and to share their anxieties,
adding that often others will have experienced the same.”
Indeed. However, while there is no shortage of anecdotal accounts attesting to actors’
experience of bullying and harassment, no scholarly work has been undertaken to
establish the prevalence of such experiences. The Australian Actors’ Wellbeing Survey,
conducted in 2012, collected responses from 782 performers by means of an extensive
on-line survey, developed in collaboration with the Equity Foundation, the professional
development arm of Actors Equity, within the umbrella of the Media, Entertainment
and Arts Alliance. Results from the study have been presented in a number of
publications (Maxwell et al 2015; Prior et al 2015; Maxwell et al 2018; Seton et al 2019;
Szabó et al 2019).
The second half of this current article returns to a body of qualitative data collected in
that survey, fleshing out a headline quantitative finding reported in Maxwell et al.
(2015), in response to a question about respondents’ experiences of bullying and
harassment: 26.3% respondents answering in the affirmative. It does so, however, in
context of the impact of the #MeToo movement, and in particular in the wake of the
successful legal proceedings mounted by the high-profile Australian actor, Geoffrey
Rush, against the publisher Nationwide News, who were held to have defamed Rush in
a series of articles published in 2017 alleging sexual misconduct. Our findings flesh out
the middle ground between the abundance of anecdote on one hand, and on the other,
the legal system’s demand for a positivist standard of truth over and above hearsay,
offering evidence of a wide range of experience of inappropriate behaviour across the
sector.
The aim of the article, then, is fourfold: first, to establish a base-line of prevalence of
certain kinds of behaviour; second, to propose a provisional typology of predatory,
bullying and harassing, and inappropriate behaviours; to attend to respondents’
narratives of their experiences, and to the ways in which respondents to the survey not
only wrote about those experiences, but how they reflected upon the nature of the
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working life of actors; and, fourth, to reflect on the visibility of these kinds of
behaviours in light of the #MeToo movement, and a series of high-profile legal cases,
phenomena which unfolded in the years immediately after the collection of the 2012
survey data. Indeed, the higher proportion of respondents to the 2017 Media,
Entertainment and Arts Alliance “Sexual Harassment, Criminal Misconduct & Bullying
in Australian Live Performance” survey who reported experiencing and witnessing
sexual harassment—40% of the 1,124 respondents—might be interpreted in terms of a
raising of consciousness about the issue (MEAA 2017). The data collected in 2012, then,
in effect constitutes a control sample in the context of which future research might
better understand the complex relationship between various kinds of behaviours,
perceptions, interpretations, and understandings of those behaviours, and the effect of
a heightened culture of awareness of the former upon the latter.

Making harassment and bullying visible: The
#MeToo paradigm shift
In October 2017 American actor Alyssa Milano, in response to allegations of predatory
sexual behavior on the part of Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein, took to Twitter.
“If you’ve been sexually harassed or assaulted” she tweeted, “write ‘me too’ as a reply to
this tweet” (Milano 2017a). In doing so, Milano had unwittingly taken up a phrase
coined, originally, by the civil rights activist Tarana Burke in 2006, through her work
for Just Be Inc., a nonprofit she founded in 2003 to support young women of colour
who had suffered sexual violence (see Russell et al 2018).
The rest, as they say, is history. Following Milano’s tweet, the #MeToo hashtag went
viral: 200,000 retweets within 12 hours; half a million within 24 (Sini 2017). By the end
of 2017, Time had named “the Silence Breakers”—women across a range of fields, but
principally actors and screenwriters, who had taken up the spirit of Milano’s tweet and
shared stories of sexual abuse in the film industry—as the “person of the year”
(Zacharek et al 2017). 2
#MeToo constitutes something of a watershed, not only in terms of the revelations that
have ensued, but in the fault-lines that have become visible in its wake: fault-lines
manifested in terms of visibility itself—who sees what—and the meaning and
significance attributed to what it seen, or what becomes visible. For some, there is a
generational dimension to the logics of these visibilities (see Pelly 2019, Neill 2019),
complicated in turn by the economics of scarcity and precarity which pervade the
industrial context of the actors’ world.
Prior to #MeToo, however, two other cases involving high profile Australian
performers, raised public awareness of sexual misconduct, harassment and assault in
2

Milano did reach out to Burke within days of the hashtag going viral (Milano 2017b). Despite Burke’s
own original misgivings—The New York Times reported her as saying “I felt a sense of dread, because
something that was part of my life’s work was going to be co-opted and taken from me and used for a
purpose that I hadn’t originally intended” (Garcia 2017)—the two have frequently shared platforms and
media appearances since.
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the entertainment industry (a third case involved the lifestyle program host Don
Burke). Perhaps the more familiar to international readers is the prosecution and
conviction of Rolf Harris on 12 charges of indecent assault, and his sentencing to five
years and nine months of imprisonment. Most of Harris’ offences took place in the
context of meetings with fans: an autograph hunter; a waitress; and against the
daughter of a family friend, as well as a young actor touring with a youth theatre group.
In sentencing Harris, Justice Sweeney in the Southwark Crown Court observed that
Harris “took advantage of the trust placed in you, because of your celebrity status, to
commit the offenses against three of your victims” and had shown “no remorse” for his
crimes (in Walker 2014).
The investigation into Harris’ conduct followed hard on the raft of allegations and
revelations of predatory sexual conduct with regard to minors on the part of the late
British television host, Jimmy Savile, within the British Broadcasting Corporation in
the 1960s and 1970s, as uncovered by a Scotland Yard investigation, Operation
Yewtree. The scale of Savile’s alleged misconduct is immense. A review established by
the BBC itself, led by former High Court judge Dame Janet Smith, reported having
been in contact with over 720 people and conducting 140 witness interviews (Smith
2016). The investigations into Savile’s behaviour, and that of another BBC employee,
presenter Stuart Hall, point not only to a culture of abuse within that organisation, but
to systemic management failure to identify and to address any risk to the victims; the
alleged misconduct characteristically took place on BBC premises, and involved
‘guests’: audience members, visiting artists and the like.
Closer to home, on 16 May 2014, the actor Robert Hughes was convicted in a Sydney
court on two counts of sexual assault, seven accounts of indecent assault, and one of
committing an indecent act. The jury was unable to reach a verdict on an eleventh
charge, that of committing an indecent act with a child under the age of 16. Hughes was
sentenced to 10 years and nine months of imprisonment.
Hughes’ offences took place both in domestic contexts, where the victims were the
children of family friends, and in the workplace, specifically in the studios of Channel
Seven, in which the sit-com Hey Dad, in which he played the lead role between 1987
and 1994, was filmed. In sentencing, Judge Zahra of the NSW District Court observed
that Hughes had engaged a “systematic pattern of sexual abuse by upon young girls
over a number of years”, and evidence was tendered of his “regularly and repeatedly”
exposing himself to under age cast members. Psychiatrist Olav Nielssen, in evidence,
observed that while most offenders in Hughes’ position “fell to pieces” he had remained
“stoic”; “Generally there’s something quite creepy and distressful about child sex
offenders”, Nielssen claimed. “I didn't detect that anything of that nature from Mr
Hughes. I qualify that by noting that he's a professional actor” (Bibby 2014). The
qualification here is important, construing actors as unreliable witnesses.
In November 2017—less than a month after Milano’s #MeToo tweet—the actor Geoffrey
Rush filed a defamation suit against Nationwide News, the publisher of Sydney
newspaper The Daily Telegraph, in the Federal Court of Australia, alleging that the
tabloid had “made false, pejorative and demeaning claims” in a series of articles
published in October that year. The Sydney Theatre Company had confirmed to a
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Telegraph journalist a complaint against Rush from actor Eryn Jean Norville, involving
allegations of inappropriate touching without consent during rehearsals for the
Company’s 2017 production of King Lear; the Telegraph ran the story, which was taken
up subsequently by other mastheads in the News stable. Rush initiated his action, and
Nationwide News, relying on the defence of truth, called Norville as a key witness. The
Statement of Claim filed by Rush’s lawyers referred to the “notorious facts” of the
Weinstein case and the Spacey case, which, in “the weeks preceding the publication” of
the allegedly—and subsequently affirmed by the Court as—defamatory articles, “had
portrayed [Weinstein and Spacey] as ‘sexual predator[s] who had committed acts of
sexual assault and/or sexual harassment”. It also pointed to “a number of famous
actors and movie and television executives, including in Hollywood, portrayed in the
media and on social media as sexual predators”, and finally, “[i]n the days preceding”
the defamatory publication, the same portrayal of Australian television personality Don
Burke in the media (Rush 2017, pp. 3, 6 and 9), carefully laying the grounds for an
argument about trial by association.
Justice Wigney found in Rush’s favour, agreeing that he had been defamed by The
Daily Telegraph. In his judgement, Wigney rejected Norville’s evidence in toto, finding
it uncorroborated, questioning her “credibility and reliability” as a witness, noting her
“propensity to exaggerate and embellish” (Wigney 2019, 419). Norville had claimed, in
evidence, that a number of actors called by Rush to support his denial of any
inappropriate behaviour during rehearsal, that “[w]e’re from different generations;
maybe we have different ideas about what is culturally appropriate in the workplace”
(414). Wigney disagreed: “[t]hat submission is rejected. There is simply no basis for it
[…] it appears to have amounted to little more than speculation” (415). For the Justice,
the case was cut and dried: the actors who “denied that they saw or heard Rush do in
the rehearsal room that Ms Norville claimed he did” were telling the truth. They were
reliable witnesses, whose accounts were consistent and corroborated, and, importantly,
were not challenged in cross-examination. Norville’s claims of a ‘normalised’, ‘enabled’
culture of transgression in the rehearsal room, as well as her arguments about the
hierarchical nature of the rehearsal room, were rejected. Her evidence, Wigney
concluded, “was entirely uncorroborated” (504), and “tantamount to an allegation [that
the witnesses in question] had lied” (409).
Much was made in evidence of Rush’s persona in rehearsal: his “buoyancy and sense of
optimism, his general cheerfulness and enthusiasm” (Robyn Nevin quoted at 401);
“ebullient, enthusiastic and playful”, approaching rehearsal, on his own account, as a
“playpen” in which to do “cheap jokes” (Rush quoted at 466). Wigney accepted this
version of things: “[t]he evidence as a whole […] suggests that Mr Rush’s playfulness
and ebullience during rehearsals was appreciated and seen by the cast and crew as a
positive thing” (466).
As Justice Wigney was preparing his judgement, one of the witnesses who had
supported Rush in the case, director Neil Armfield, appeared on the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC)’s Q&A program. Asked about his “observations” of the
“chilling effects” of the Rush allegations upon rehearsal practice. Armfield explained
that
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the rehearsal room is a place of...of play and experiment. I think that […]
in the act of playing […] and acting, there is […], sexual energy […] which,
in a sense, is part of an actor's way of connecting to the audience, as much
as connecting […] within the cast (Q&A 2018).
Another panellist, actor Nakkiah Lui responded:
But that assumption of sexual energy, I know as a young girl walking
home from school and getting wolf whistles from passing cars, as if people
have entitlement over your body, that's an assumption of sexual energy. I
get what you're saying completely, but I do think ...
Armfield: Yes, I'm not ... I'm not talking about ... I'm not talking about
harassment.
Lui: No. But I think that sometimes it's not a clear line between what is
harassment and what isn't. And sometimes I think that, you know, a lot of
the perpetrators ... don't ... And I don't want to make an assumption of the
perpetrators either, but sometimes, you know, some people, they don't
even ... they're being ... How do I say this? It's scary to say this, to talk
about this stuff to be honest.
Armfield: Yeah.
A few weeks later, actor Yael Stone appeared on the ABC’s flagship current affairs
program, 7.30, in an interview recorded in New York, beyond the jurisdiction of
Australian Courts. (Nationwide had failed in an application to have Stone appear as a
witness in the Rush case). Stone offered an alternative interpretation of her own
experiences of Rush’s behaviour during the run of a production in New York, observing
that “sexual energy was couched in this intensely sort of intellectually flirtatious façade
[…] so you almost didn't notice what was happening.” “If you're constantly being told
certain behaviour is OK,” she reflected, “and no-one ever stops it, there are no checks
and balances on it, then it's right to assume that you can continue with that behavior”
(Sales 2018).
At the very least, we might conclude that things are not as cut and dried as Wigney’s
judgement might have it. Rehearsal (and the various sites surrounding it) are complex
cultural worlds, calling for understandings that mediate the demands for
uncontrovertible evidence demanding by the legal system on one hand, and the risks of
anecdotal hearsay on the other. In the second part of this article, then, we return to the
data collected in the 2012 survey—importantly, prior to the paradigm shift of
#MeToo—in attempt to better ground those understandings.
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Returning to the 2012 data
“Performers”, observed one respondent to the AWS survey,
push the limits and at times cross them, never usually in a malicious way,
but in an industry where running around naked backstage is part of your
job, it’s hard to say what and when constitutes ‘bullying’ (male, 25).
This actor points to a certain fuzziness in performers’ conceptions and expectations of
interpersonal conduct in their professional context, suggesting a level of acceptance for
behaviour that would, in other contexts, be unacceptable. The discourses of ‘limits’ and
‘boundary-pushing’ are familiar tropes in actor training, and it is no surprise that
training institutions often struggle with reconciling broader societal values with what
might be perceived as the legitimate demands of training actors, particularly within, for
example, traditions in which the evocation, manipulation, and sharing of strong
memories, sometimes of trauma, is a key aspect of training.
One response to this observation might be to assert that, actually, it is quite easy to
identify ‘what and when constitutes bullying’, and that what is as stake is an acceptance
or tolerance–and, in extremis, a valorisation–of practices that are quite plainly
bullying, and would not at all be acceptable in any other context. These practices
involve not only the abuse of hierarchical power—“I can recall”, another respondent
commented, “many occasions of small humiliations at auditions and castings”—but
operate in peer-to-peer contexts:
It is usually subtle or what I would call ‘passive aggressive’ bullying.
Colleagues can make comment on your performance or rehearsal process
which is undermining but can be slim[il]y passed off as ‘colleague banter’.
It is an industry in which we are constantly judging ourselves and others.
Some people verbalise their thoughts . . . ‘bullying’ in our industry can be
difficult to define (female, 49).
Not surprisingly, there is a gendered dimension to the experience of harassment and
bullying. “I work predominantly in comedy and live television” observed one actor,
“both of which are aggressively male dominated. I’ve been slapped on the bum, ignored,
ridiculed etc. etc. It’s part of the job” (female, 40).
Against this background noise of endemic ‘small’ humiliations, there are, of course, the
high-profile cases that grab the attention of tabloid headline writers, as discussed
above. Anecdotally, more stories circulate amongst actors, occasionally reaching the
media when associated with cases of domestic abuse, and actors ‘going off the rails’,
sometimes under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol. This is not the place to reprise
those particular narratives; at the same time, notwithstanding the attention these
episodes attract and the oft-repeated anecdotes of abusive directors and up-staging (or
worse) co-stars, there has been no systematic research addressing this aspect of actors’
working lives. Ethnographic accounts of theatrical rehearsal have tended to focus on
creative collaborative processes. While they may register instances of artistic conflict,
ethnographers have in general trodden carefully when dealing with issues involving
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interpersonal conflict, not least out of ethical concerns, but also because it could be
assumed that the presence of an ethnographer outsider in a rehearsal room might
militate against the kinds of transgressions that might constitute bullying and/or
harassment.
The most interesting exception is perhaps a recent PhD dissertation completed by
Adelaide-based actor, director and acting teacher, Terence Crawford, who placed what
he calls the ‘Political Compass’ at the centre of his conceptualisation of the rehearsal
room, in order to focus upon what he frames as the ‘industrial’ aspects of acting
practice (2015). While his ethnography does not highlight specific transgressive
episodes, Crawford makes it clear that rehearsal rooms are fraught with–and indeed,
on his analysis, predicated upon—the delicate, pervasive play of hierarchical authority,
experience, age and gender.
In Australia there is very little explicit regulation for actors of, and few guidelines for
the conduct of, workplace relationships. Agreements negotiated by the Media,
Entertainment and Arts Alliance (MEAA) include limited provisions about workplace
safety, codes of practice for the conduct of auditions and for working with children, and
a standard contract, under the terms of which undertake to perform consistently with
directions established in rehearsal, and are subject, in theatre, to the over-sight of stage
management throughout the run of a production. Individual employers—theatre
companies, producers—may or may not have an internal code of conduct. It should be
noted that Workplace Health and Safety (WHS) is generally evaluated by employers in
terms of physical risk, rather than psycho-social risks, which do include bullying and
harassment.
Perhaps most compellingly, interpersonal conduct between actors is over-determined
by the logics of the marketplace: the risk of being perceived as a potential problem. The
attendant threat to reputation and future employment functions to regulate behaviour
and relationships in all but the most extreme cases. At the same time, such an
atmosphere might lend itself to the kinds of passive aggressive behaviours referred to
by the respondent quoted above.
With a view, then, to establishing an understanding of the prevalence of bullying
behaviour in actors’ workplaces, we asked respondents to the survey a broad question:
“Do you ever experience any bullying or harassment (sexual, racial, etc.) during your
work as a performer?” If the answer was yes, respondents were then invited to offer an
elaboration of the circumstances of those experiences: “in what contexts have you
experienced bullying or harassment (sexual, racial, etc.) e.g. training, coaching, casting
sessions, auditions, rehearsals, backstage?”
In retrospect, we acknowledge the ambiguity of the initial question, which does not
specify that the respondent themselves was the object of the experience of bullying or
harassment, leaving open the possibility of the experience being that of a third party.
We are therefore reluctant to draw too many conclusions from the data collected. At the
same time, the responses suggest a typology of experiences of bullying and harassment,
and point towards opportunities for further research.
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In the broadest terms, of the 782 respondents, 206, or 26.3%, answered the first
question in the affirmative. 473 answered ‘no’, and 103 made no response. Women
were more likely to respond in the affirmative: 130, or 29% of the overall female sample
(for men, the figure was 76, or 23%). Of those reporting experience of bullying or
harassment, 63.1% were female.
The 201 written responses amount to nearly 8,000 words. Some wrote at considerable
length: litanies of working lives punctuated by sometimes petty and sometimes acute
experiences of abuse. Analysis of those responses yields typologies of the modalities,
themes, perpetrators, and places of bullying and harassment.
‘Modalities’ refers to the kind of behaviour identified by respondents. Analysis of the
responses identified five broad modalities, here in order of prevalence:
-

verbal abuse/comments (including heckling);
bullying;
forms of passive aggression (including psychological manipulation and gossip);
physical threats and violence; and
forms of industrial pressure.

The seven themes of bullying and harassment identified, again in order of prevalence,
were:
-

gender;
sexual;
sexual orientation;
race;
body;
age; and
health (including mental illness).

The range of perpetrators of these behaviours spanned both those involved in
hierarchical relationships with actors, and peers.
-

Hierarchical: teachers; agents; casting directors; directors;
producers/management; audiences and members of the public.
Peer-to-peer: other actors and performers; crew.

Bullying and harassment took place across the full range of places in which actors train
and work:
-

At school; in training; auditions; rehearsals; during performance, including
backstage; and on tour.

A handful of respondents made specific reference to the film and television industries
in this context.
Many respondents reported multiple experiences. “Most of the above from time to
time” wrote one in response to our cues (female, 67); another wrote of “bullying by
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coaches, directors in rehearsal, management . . . Sexual harassment almost everywhere
in one form or another” (female, 49).

Modalities of bullying and harassment
Verbal abuse. Actors reported being yelled at, called names, subjected to put-downs,
and being sworn at most frequently by other actors, occasionally by directors, and often
in situations of high pressure: “tight schedules and unrealistic expectations . . . The
result was a lot of yelling and put downs. I actually did not do another theatre show for
3 years after than experience” (male, 30). Sometimes the verbal abuse takes the form of
heckling from audiences or passers-by, the latter in the context of actors working in
marketing and promotions or in corporate entertainment. “Pedestrians” explained one
such actor, “believe they have the right to tell you how shit your job must be” (female,
20).
Over 20 respondents—almost exclusively female—used the term ‘bullying’ or its
cognates to describe their experience, usually referring to being subjected to a pattern
of behaviour by directors, and, most frequently, fellow performers, over an extended
period.
Forms of passive aggression. This includes feelings of being excluded, or being
subjected to ‘light-hearted’ banter, as we saw above with the example of ‘undermining’
comments passed off as ‘colleague banter’ (female, 38). Another recalls being “bullied”
by another actor who “employed tactics such as ignoring me, excluding me, and trying
to shock me by running around naked after shows” (female, 52). Both these
respondents offered rationales for the behaviour to which they had been subjected: the
first explaining that “[i]t is an industry in which we are constantly judging ourselves
and others. Some people verbalise their thoughts”, while the second noting that “I
found out later that she was threatened by me.” A third referred to “low-level bullying
during rehearsals [. . . ] probably driven by the competitive nature of the industry”
(female, 28). This kind of excuse making, in which the victim takes on responsibility for
their having been abused and effectively normalises the behaviour, is not limited to
women: one male explained that he had experienced “bullying”, but that it was “usually
[…] as a response to an unconscious mistake on my part” (male, 74).
Actors encountered what they identified as industrial harassment, including the
inaction of management to rectify bullying issues. One wrote of being “repeatedly
bullied by theatrical producers […] threatened […] by my work with the MEAA”
(female, 42), while another encountered bullying “by theatre company owners and
promoters usually surrounding queries regarding pay and work conditions including
verbal threats and abuse, withholding pay, loss of work and badmouthing me to other
performers” (male, 48), and yet another through “negative comments from
management about union membership” (male, 37).
Physical threats and violence. Although only a handful of respondents reported
physical threats and violence, those reports make for unsettling reading. Four women
and three men referred to actual or threatened violence, ranging from encounters with
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“out of control” fellow students (female, 40), and being “thrown across a room by an
artistic director who was my direct manager” (female, 37). Two male actors reported
having been stalked; another referred to “physical and psychological harassment from a
sociopathic director” (male, 46).

Themes of bullying and harassment
As perhaps might be expected, by far the most prevalent themes reported were those
associated with gender and sexuality, with around sixty mentions. These included
comments and behaviour discriminating on the grounds of sex, shading up towards
what some respondents reported as pandemic levels of sexual harassment, and to
issues of sexual orientation. The severity of complaint ranged from experiences of
offensive and demeaning banter, through to attempts–some apparently successful–to
secure sex in return for career opportunities (“implications of benefits for sexual
favours” explained one (female, 29)), to actual sexual assault.
Frequently responses traverse the range of these sub-themes, painting a picture of
endemic experiences of casual sexism and acute episodes of predatory behaviour. Many
women referred to purportedly joking behaviour, some using scare quotes to indicate
their concerns with “‘light-hearted’ sexual harassment in rehearsals” (female, 35); “the
sexual banter that flies around my workplace can make me uncomfortable” writes
another (female, 37, trained). Other women implied that the “casting couch” is a real
phenomenon, as in the case of the actor quoted above, and the actor who reported
“sexual harassment during a meeting with a feature film director. [I] declined to
audition” (female, 33) Another referred to having been “sexually compromised when
younger” (female, 61), while a third explained that “when I was younger I certainly felt
older men were very predatory around me” (female, 40, trained). An older actor
suggested that in the past, things had been even worse:
[i]n the 1990s there was ALWAYS [caps in original] the presence of sexual
“bullying” … especially in the Theatre. Casting sessions still rely on “that
special twinkle” … when I was a Drama student I was pressured to have
sex with a well-known actor because he good be a “good contact” etc. etc.
… he basically raped me. This was standard practice back then and of
course it was never reported. (female, 59)
Associated issues included concerns with protocols for rehearsing and shooting nude
scenes: being watched by crew members (female, 33), or being forced to receive notes
while naked (female, 35).
A handful of male respondents lamented forms of ‘reverse sexism’: it is “not easy being
a man in this world sometimes” explains one. “I am not a ‘‘politically correct” animal,
and if I ever dare disagree with my colleagues’ racist/sexist rants (all against men
and/or caucasians), I have been ostracized” (male, 46). “Often being a male,
heterosexual, over 30 years, caucasian performer” complains another,
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leads to ostracism. At most gigs I am treated as if I have a silver spoon in
my mouth because of these things, and am actively excluded and
discriminated against. I cannot enter many play and film festivals due to
these factors, including my religion (or lack of). I was excluded from a
particular event due to my sexuality, and this has been the case because of
my gender, race, and age many times in the past ... and continues ... it
happened again YESTERDAY! [caps in original]. (male, 45)
Race was reported as a theme by twenty actors, ranging from reports of racial
exclusion, to conversational vilification and racist jokes, to what one actor referred to as
the “systemic problem” of racial casting, which took her “to the point of tears and
despondency” (female, trained, 30). Three others made similar observations about
casting and auditioning processes. One referred to racism as being “prevalent in most
workplaces” (male, 56).
Age was reported as a factor by eight women and one man (the one quoted above). In
most cases, the issue was the youth of the victim: a sense of being sexually abused and
condescended to by older peers: ‘being spoken to like I was a work-experience girl’
(female, 43). A 23-year-old actor pointed to the systemic nature of ageism she has
encountered, explaining that
I have sometimes felt during rehearsals that I have been targeted by
directors because I am the youngest. I’ll be the first one called in to
rehearse, and the last one to leave. I have felt a strong presence of a
hierarchy or food chain and felt very much at the bottom (female, 23).
On the other hand, one respondent recounted that
when I was employed to do a play last year I felt I was unfairly treated by
the younger producers and performers in the production because of my
age, being the eldest and not being able to remember my lines for various
reasons. With verbal abuse and by how they fired me (female, 51).
Eight women, and no men, reported being harassed about or receiving unwelcome
commentary about their bodies: from photographers advising diet drinks (female, 28)
and agents telling an actor to lose weight (female, 25), or overhearing a director making
disparaging comments (female, 27).
Only one respondent reported bullying on the grounds of health, but the details are so
disturbing as to be noteworthy: “I have experienced severe bullying over 5 years in a
theatre company when someone found out I suffered from severe depression” she
explains: “this made me suicidal” (female, 37).

Perpetrators
Fellow performers and students were the most frequently mentioned perpetrators
of abusive behaviour, with 68 mentions, while directors were mentioned 44 times.
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As we have seen, fellow actors are reported as engaging in casual sexism, racism and
homophobia, and explicit sexual harassment. We have also seen the invocation of the
competitive nature of “the industry” as a rationale for other kinds of bullying
behaviour, including systematic campaigns to undermine others’ performances. “[I]
once had another female cast member try to sabotage my performance”, explains one
respondent; “she would put thumb tacks in my ugg boots” (female, 28). More
experienced actors were reported as “throwing their egos around” (male, 55):
a lead actor treat[ed] me like rubbish, not speaking to me, spoiling my
work on stage for the audience by upstaging. I still can’t bear her (male,
53).
One actor suggested that this kind of peer sabotage is “a common thing in TV”:
too many times have I experienced a fellow actor, quite often in an
elevated role, using her or his power to direct the scene in a fashion that
suits them best, whilst deteriorating your own [sic]. This is a very common
and insidious occurrence in acting work that strikes me both as deceitful
considering acting requires people to react off one another, and harmful to
personal work because this is a job that requires increased levels of
sensitivity–for without being sensitive one cannot reveal any emotional
connection with the audience outside utter falsity. There is a harmful
competitive nature amongst Australian Actors that is based on inflated
ego, and an industry that unfortunately procures and mollycoddles such
actions (male, 38).
The strongest language was reserved for directors, however, who were variously
described as “psychopaths”, “ego-driven”, “passive aggressive”, “clueless”,
“patronising”, “belittling”, “degrading”, “humiliating”, “lecherous”, “aggressive”,
“sociopathic”, “threatening”, “manipulative”, “insecure”, “demonic”, “slimy”,
“misogynistic”. “Some directors”, one actor drily observed, “have average methods”
(male, 40). Another singled out “directors who use verbal and emotional abuse as a
motivational technique in rehearsal”, who “ultimately drive talented and dedicated
people out of an industry that needs them” (male, 44).
Casting directors were also singled out, with one actor offering a particularly revealing
narrative, referring both to “disrespectful, bullying or belittling comments”, and to
business practices:
demanding that performers keep available days on hold for performances
that the agent is yet to confirm casting in: i.e. they keep multiple
performers on hold for the same role, before a contract or deal memo is in
place, with veiled threats of no further castings if the performer does not
comply (male, 48).
Management was mentioned by 22 respondents, largely with reference to industrialrelated issues: pressure to be available, to acquiesce to requests, to take the deal, of
favouritism, and failure to act upon issues raised in the course of work. “Some tip-
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toeing is required around management at times” advised one actor (female, 31). “I was
told by a producer” another recalls, “that he knew I would be trouble because I was a
mother” (female, 47).
Teachers received ten mentions, responsible for “belittling, patronising, undermining,
punishing and humiliating” behaviours (female, 21); others taking “what I’d call a ‘hard
line’ approach to coaching” (female, 33). Another recalled that her training was
characterised by “constant sexism”, and that “bullying was a daily part of the training
style” (female, 31). However, the main problem identified in relationship to training
was peer-to-peer harassment and bullying by other students.
A dozen respondents reported issue with crew with four women writing about the
presence of non-essential technicians during nude scenes.
Audiences and/or the public were identified by four respondents, reminding us that
actors sometimes feel like common property

Sites of bullying and harassment
Rehearsal and Performance (including backstage) were mostly frequently cited as
the site of experiences of bullying harassment (50 and 46 mentions respectively).
Training and auditions were raised around 20 times each, while television and
film shoots were specifically mentioned twelve times. Seven respondents (all women)
referred to being on tour.
While the nature of bullying and harassment across these sites has been covered in the
discussion above, the circumstances of tours of live performance bear some brief
reflection. The circumstances of touring: the relative isolation, living in close proximity
with others, frequently in less than salubrious circumstances, and with the pressures of
changing venues and being away from normal support mechanisms, all raise the stakes.
One actor reported taking on a one-year contract on a touring show straight out of
drama school. The experience, she explains, was “awful”: she was bullied by an older
actor (details unspecified) but “didn’t want to jeopardize anything”. The director
“unfortunately did not have the confidence to know how to handle it” and placed the
onus back onto the actor herself, asking her “when was I going to do something about
it” (female, 44). This actor also presents the pattern of extending a kind of sympathetic
understanding to her bully: “on reflection” she wrote, he was “young and had some
problems going on”. Three other women report sustained bullying of a sexual nature
while on tour; another explained that
a company manager took a dislike to me during a tour in Asia and made
my life very unpleasant. [They] reported lies about me to the producer
which got back to my agent (female, 41).
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Conclusion
These accounts, and this analysis, present a compelling picture of the workplace
context in which actors pursue their practice. Aside from any arguments about the
relative prevalence of bullying and harassment in this particular line of work, and the
very general nature of the question to which respondents provided their comments, the
value of the data lies precisely in the insights they provide to the working experiences of
actors, and the constraints within which those experiences unfold: the competitive
pressures which create the opportunities for subtle (and not so subtle) interpersonal
friction on one hand; on the other, the profoundly hierarchical industrial structures, in
which directors, teachers, casting directors, and company managers—and more
experienced actors—have extraordinary levels of authority and power over those who
are working under them. The importance of not rocking the boat, or, as one respondent
put it, once she had raised concerns about shooting a nude scene, being told that she
was “unprofessional”, that she should “suck it up and be ashamed of herself” (female,
30) is palpable: the implicit message is that there are always more actors out there if
you cause trouble. We have also seen the willingness of actors to tolerate such
behaviour, or to engage with it empathetically, attempting to understand and even to
exculpate those responsible for inappropriate practices. These ambivalences appear,
too, in the results from the MEAA 2017 survey, which reported that “[w]hen asked
whether the nature of an actor’s work makes it difficult to know what is appropriate and
what is not, approximately 48% agreed while 41% disagreed” (MEAA 2017, 4).

Epilogue
One actor, already quoted above, wrote over 600 words detailing a series of experiences
of what she referred to as “bad behavior”, which “jeopardis[ed] my work my income,
my employment.” She confesses to mismanaging various situations: “I didn’t
understand what was going on”, she explains; “I thought if I just kept my distance and
[was] polite, professional and respectful it will all just dissipate, but that didn’t work.”
She admits that “when I was younger I was slow to find my own voice and speak up for
myself’, and that ‘I should have spoken up sooner”. “[M]y lack of voice” she reasons,
“made me too tolerant.”
Even as she labours to understand and to accommodate her experiences, in the process
accepting responsibility for her victimhood, this respondent goes even further, moving
to reassure us that it was not all bad. “This might all sound quite dismal”, she
concludes,
but keep in mind these are separate incidents over 23 years. I have had
loads of other positive experiences in between and I can happily report
that I have worked with some of those people again in a more productive
and mature way (female, 44).
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How can Australian actor training be
relevant in a world of 86 per cent
unemployment?
Gabrielle Metcalf and Andrew Lewis 1
Abstract
Completing a University degree in actor training may have become a practice in
absurdity. There is not enough work for most graduates to even pay the HECS
debt that they would have accumulated over their three-year degree. What does
this signify for the relevance of actor training, when most graduates can only look
forward to a future of unemployment or at best, underemployment? This article
charters territory for the Academy to navigate in order for actor training to
become more relevant and its graduates better equipped to meet the challenges of
the high unemployment rates in the arts industry. A starting point is to examine
the pedagogical components of Conservatoire actor education and ask the
question, “How can we enhance the preparation of students for the industry?”
Two main areas of inquiry will be explored: firstly, the new triple threat; actor,
writer, producer, where students are given specific tools as part of their training
to become creators and producers of their own material. Secondly, we argue that
actor training should include professional preparation units of study that teach
students entrepreneurial skills and how to transfer their drama training to other
areas of industry.

Keywords
Actor Training; Actor Unemployment; Actor as Triple Threat; Transferrable Skills;
Professional Preparation; Actor as Entrepreneur

Introduction
A personal Facebook post by Jonny Hawkins, an alumni of The Western Australian
Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA), outlines the reality for many of Australia’s
acting graduates. He posts,

 Gabrielle Metcalf: g.metcalf@ecu.edu.au
1
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It’s getting harder to put things in perspective. I’d very much like to have a
full and realised career in the arts. But without a government that
supports the arts, being around a professional scene can feel pretty
stitched up, and not knowing of any philanthropic cause to support artists
just to get by, I’ve lost some hope. I’ve worked hard each time I’ve been
given the opportunity, have won awards, but still can’t support myself on
my career. My projects have been recognised internationally, but still I’m
having to prove that I’m deserving to fill roles here, even very small ones.
We work for free. Your tickets pay for sets, lights, sounds, rents and
royalties. I once got $50 for a two-week season; it was mostly sold out. I’m
constantly very busy, steadily gaining momentum, but often am isolated
by being time poor and live on a few hundred dollars a week. I can’t afford
my union fees. They call me fortnightly. Each time I feel a little smaller. I
feel that in 10 years, my ambition will look more like desperation and it’ll
stop being cute and I’ll still have a huge university debt. (J. Hawkins,
personal communication, July 15, 2019)
Hawkins’ post highlights the vagaries that acting graduates face when entering the
industry. According to American actor and commentator Brendon McMahon (2012),
completing a University degree in actor training has become a practice in absurdity
since there is rarely enough work for most graduates to even pay the debt they’ve
accumulated over their three-year degree. In a report about the State of Education in
Australia compiled by WithYou-WithMe (2019), the future for Creative Arts graduates
is bleak. In 2023 there is expected to be 174,000 Creative Arts University graduates and
there will be 23,000 jobs, this means that 151,000 people or 86% won’t find
employment in their field. The figures are alarming and a call for action is needed. The
financial future and mental health of our graduates needs to be addressed, because the
sustainability and diversity of the creative industries is at risk if we fail to respond.
This article explores ways in which the Conservatoire model of actor training can be
adapted and modified to provide industry ready graduates who are better equipped to
enter a profession where high unemployment and dwindling arts funding are a sad
reality. Exploratory research was undertaken at WAAPA in a bid to actively respond to
the cultural landscape graduates are encountering. Informal interviews were conducted
with over twenty alumni of WAAPA and related colleagues to assess what structural
changes could be implemented in the curriculum to better prepare graduates. The
participants that were interviewed consented to being formally identified in the
research and it was decided that this would give the argument greater potency and
relatability.
Two methods to combat the current climate are presented. Firstly, the new triple
threat; actor, writer, producer, where acting students are provided with the skills to be
able to write and produce their own material. Tim Minchin and Eddie Perfect, both
alumni of WAAPA, are examples of how the actor can become writer-producer and
create work for themselves. Secondly, actor training could potentially include a
professional preparation component where students are taught entrepreneurial skills,
how to view and manage themselves as a business and the means to transfer their
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drama knowledge to other areas of industry. What would the outcomes be for graduates
if actor training diversified to include these additional areas of instruction?

The new triple threat: Actor, writer, producer
Traditionally, the Conservatoire is focused on graduating highly skilled actors, trained
to gain employment across radio, television, theatre and film. The industry still
demands this, however other factors have come into play as the viewing habits of
audiences respond to new technologies. For example, digital media, web series,
YouTube and online streaming entertainment have opened new entry points for actors,
meaning the traditional avenues of performance are shifting. The impact of technology,
coupled with continued restrictions such as limited public and private sector funding
leads to us asking how we, as a training institution can better equip our graduates to
respond to the altering cultural milieu. This shift prompts us in the Conservatoire to
seek out strategies to train student actors to be able to successfully navigate these
changes. Analysing the data collected from the interviews, it became apparent that
there were significant benefits in developing actors who can write and produce their
own material. This has led to an argument for the inclusion of writing/producing units
in the actor training course at WAAPA.
Western actor Conservatoire training predominantly utilises extant texts. This is an
essential part of educating actors, who learn to analyse and perform classic and
contemporary scripts to develop a traditional theatre knowledge base. However, as the
industry responds to the digital age, hybrid forms are evolving across theatre, film,
television and online platforms; there has never been a more important time for artists
to diversify. There is the opportunity for the Academy to challenge the long-established
methods of training actors and respond to the digital age with diversifying content and
broadening the skill base of students.
Enabling the student actor to find an ‘authentic’ voice, and to be involved in writing and
collective creation in their undergraduate years is one response which could have
untold rewards following graduation. By offering more diversity in the curriculum, the
industry is enriched with graduates who have broader artistic expression and
knowledge. Writing can also break the agony of unemployment and offer much needed
visibility for actors. Plans to broaden the training that is offered to acting students at
WAAPA will include new curriculum to foster the development of the new triple threat:
actor-writer-producer.
According to Peter Zazzali (2018), from Kansas University, the key to creating work is
that the process relies on students’ creative imaginations, which forces them to be
entrepreneurial because they are not relying on an existing text. This in turn, empowers
them to be an artist with agency, “rather than a commercial entity for material
consumption; an actor who sits around waiting for the phone to ring” (Zazzalli, 2018,
p.18). Developing an actor’s imagination and ability to convey ideas through writing
can broaden their perspective. Actor/writer Jane Watt (personal communication, July
15, 2019) became discouraged with having to rely on other people to cast her, and so
began creative writing as a measure to counter her frustration,
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Writing is enormously empowering. As an actor you are always bringing
to life someone else’s ideas. As a writer, it feels more like contributing to
the conversation, allowing you to bring your own ideas to the table. It also
takes away from the all too common feeling of powerlessness that comes
from having to wait to be cast in work.
While Jane identifies writing as an empowering act which inspires her to develop her
own ideas, fellow WAAPA acting graduate, Liam Maguire (personal communication,
July 15, 2019) finds writing liberates his creativity, “writing my own plays and then
creating them really strengthened my perspective as an artist because I was no longer
contained by someone else’s imagination so I had to figure out what mine could do”.
Maguire’s comments suggest that writing broadens his artistic vision. Michael
Abercromby (personal communication, July 15, 2019) flags the same theme, suggesting
that by “practicing writing, you realise you are an element of a whole, literally just ‘a
part’. I think this has changed how I analyse a scene and approach a character”. These
revelations from playwrights Maguire and Abercromby could be beneficial for the
student actor, to see themselves as part of a bigger whole.
In a similar vein, Australian playwright Reg Cribb explains that writing allowed him to
“appreciate and understand that my character is only part of the bigger mechanism of a
larger story. It’s not just about me!” (personal communication, July 12, 2019). Cribb
argues that “Actors make the best writers. Character and dialogue are their best
strengths. And an innate sense of theatricality”. TV writer and actor Josephine Dee
Barrett agrees, stating that the skills she acquired as an actor informed her
“understanding of character, objectives, obstacles and provided more depth in creating
characters and relationships. It's also provided me with a good ear for dialogue and
understanding of pace” (personal communication, July 10, 2019). Barrett highlights the
mutually positive links between acting and writing. By adding a writing component to
actor training it may allow for a greater comprehension of story structure.
Playwright and actor, Will O’Mahony positions writing as a skill that can enable the
actor to appreciate narrative elements,
Learning to write gives an actor a stronger understanding of where they
may be in a story, how to pace a performance, and perhaps most crucially
how to give focus to what is being said rather than the character saying it.
(personal communication, July 15, 2019)
O’Mahony believes he is not only a stronger actor for his writing but he is also enabling
himself to understand the craft of writing in a more nuanced way. Ian Meadows echoes
O’Mahony’s sentiments and elaborates on this theme, “as an actor I’m more inclined to
look at how my character and scenes fit into the run of an episode or arc of a play before
I make offers. Knowing the function of a character in a piece of work is really
important” (personal communication, August 1, 2019).
The connection between acting and writing that Meadows refers to is also on the radar
of screenwriter, Sarah Smith. Smith explains her process, “Acting gave me a good ear
for dialogue. I always read aloud what I’ve written and if I can’t say it, then I know
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there’s something wrong” (personal communication, July 19, 2019). Smith clearly
describes how her written material needs to be performable. Conversely, Canadian
actor, playwright and producer, Sydney Herauf describes writing that she doesn’t want
to perform, and why that inspires her to create her own material.
Throughout my time as an actor, I’ve been in a lot of plays and student
films (always, always, always the fucking (pardon my French) student
films) with terrible writing. And it pisses me off. I don’t think there’s any
excuse for bad writing, so when my agent sends me an audition where it
sounds like the dialogue was written by a team of keyboard equipped
monkeys locked in a basement - it’s frustrating. But inspiring. Because it
lights a fire under my ass and makes me want to create jaw-dropping
work that if (as an actor) I was handed, I would be excited to be a part of
it. (personal communication, July 10, 2019)
Herauf takes responsibility for creating her own material and also producing it. She
states “I started producing my work in high school, in the eleventh and twelfth grade. I
wrote fifteen minute plays - they were my first big opportunity to take something from
my brain and put it on the stage” (personal communication, July 10, 2019). In the
traditional acting Conservatoire structure this “brain to stage” realisation that Herauf
describes is not apparent for student actors if they are only performing pre-existing
works. Graduating actors need to be visible and actor/ writer/ producer Michael
Abercromby suggests taking personal responsibility for getting your work seen, “As an
emerging artist you must accept that no matter how good you think you are, it’s easier
to open a door yourself than wait for someone to open it for you” (personal
communication, July 10, 2019).
Abercromby’s call for artists to take action is echoed by actor/writer/producer Emma
O’Sullivan who says, “I’ve always believed that no matter how talented or gifted you
may be, this industry owes you nothing. If anything the question should always be,
what have I got to offer the industry?” (personal communication, July 10, 2019). As an
acting graduate without any formal training in producing, O’Sullivan learnt how to
produce on the job,
A good friend of mine who happens to be a producer offered to produce
my first show. By the second and third leg I was doing a bit more
producing work than before so it was more co-produced. I just learnt
more as I went along and took more responsibility upon myself to get
things done.
O’Sullivan’s comments highlight the need for graduating actors to comprehend the
commercial, practical and logistical components involved with writing and producing
their own work.
The artists included in this research were asked whether they felt writing and
producing needed to be taught in Acting Conservatoire programs. This question was
met with a resounding ‘Yes’ from ninety per cent of the respondents. In summary, they
all felt it was important to express themselves and believed that the ‘act of writing’
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helped the actor to understand and appreciate good writing. Further, respecting form,
structure, themes and dialogue can be realised by writing but more importantly, the
participants suggested that it released their imagination and gave them a sense of
ownership over the material. Many understood that not everyone graduating from an
acting school would become a gainfully employed writer but that the act of writing
could be a vehicle utilised in many aspects of an arts career and in related jobs and
tasks, including not only scripts but reports, grants, press releases and pitches. The
interviews revealed that the skills of acting and writing enriched each other. It was
apparent from the responses that many actors felt empowered by writing and enjoyed
the channel for creative expression, whilst also gaining ownership of their own
material.
The digital age has provided rich opportunities for the actor, writer, producer where
actors can now establish themselves by creating their own material; webisodes, short
films, creative videos and even stand-up comedy are examples, which can be posted on
YouTube, Vimeo and web-sites. Performers can attract a fan base on Twitter and
Facebook. Phoebe Waller-Bridge is an example of this with her Fringe show, Fleabag
(2016), which was adapted into an award-winning BBC television series. BoninRoidriguez (2012) argues for the term ‘Artist-Producer’ which describes the artist as an
“individual who makes her work and cultivates the conditions to bring her work to
anticipated markets” (p.15).
The advice to acting graduates, according to Glynn Gilliss (2018) is
Create your own product—play, film, web-series, stand-up. Find a friend
with a camera. Get your crew together and shoot. Use social media to
publicize and gather 50,000 or a million fans. It’s so much easier than
building a theater or going on the road. You guys in this century have it
easy! (para 13)
Whether actors choose to express themselves in theatre or on digital platforms there is
enough evidence to suggest that acquiring writing and producing skills in their training
could greatly enhance their creative expression, employment potential and importantly,
their sense of agency, thus empowering them as artists.

The actor as entrepreneur
A report into the psychological wellbeing of actors by Maxwell, Seton and Szabo (2015),
identifies considerations for performers that require urgent attention. In particular
that, “Actors’ financial literacy and capacity to engage in career planning should be
addressed as a priority both by training institutions, and by industry stakeholders” (p.
91) and “The urgency of raising actors’ awareness about the industry-specific challenges
of depression, anxiety and stress, and alcohol- and drug-use (p.91). That about 80 per
cent of the actors in their study are active users of either legal or illegal drugs rings
warning bells. How do we as actor training schools respond to these disturbing
findings? Higher education, according to Toscher (2019) is calling upon arts
entrepreneurship to “prepare artists for sustainable careers” (p. 3). There is an
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invitation to training institutions here, to become part of a solution to discover ways to
enable student actors to prepare to enter the industry with some hope of sustaining a
healthy professional career.
If we include financial literacy and career planning as part of Conservatoire training
then changes must be made to the current curriculum. A study conducted by Beckman
(2007) into arts curricula and program development in the US, revealed that the
development of innovative career strategies for arts students is a growing priority in
higher education. According to Beckman (2007), empowering students to self-develop
new and innovative outcomes as practitioners is an outcome of teaching arts
entrepreneurship. Traditionally there has been resistance from the Academy to
business-based training for artists, which lies, according to Abbing (2008) with the
longstanding romantic notions of the sacred, high-minded artist who is inspired to
create and who shouldn’t be concerned with the economics of art production. However,
Essig (2009, p.119) argues that to “teach arts entrepreneurship to artists means to
teach them to recognize or create opportunity, manage and direct their careers, and
launch their artistic “enterprise”.”
While four out of five Australian actors are represented by an agent, acting graduates
can become frustrated by the lack of audition opportunities and many reach out to their
own networks of industry colleagues to find or create openings for themselves. This has
led to actors needing to manage themselves and their finances, as a business. Thus,
teaching students’ basic business skills like the value of having an Australia Business
Number, invoicing, tax, Goods and Services Tax, superannuation, worker’s
compensation and insurance, would give actors more agency over their careers. This
allows them to acquire the necessary skills required for dealing with their finances and
encourages them to consider how to economically sustain their career over time. For
example, a WAAPA graduate who was cast in a television commercial for a bank - their
first job out of acting school, was paid $30,000. This sounded like a huge sum of money
for a newly graduated student. However, this was the only paid acting work he had for
the next 18 months. Teaching students how to manage the sporadic payments and lump
sums they may receive and what the implications this has for taxation would be part of
improving the financial literacy of acting graduates.

Redefining what an actor does: The ‘actorfacilitator’
If the actors that are graduating from our Universities and training institutions are
going to have a life that does not revolve around unemployment, depression, substance
abuse and feelings of rejection then understanding what an actor does, needs to be
appreciated in much broader terms. How we define an actor is largely based on a
narrow understanding that the person performs in theatre, film, television and
advertisements. However, this definition fails to take into account the enormous
contribution and capacity that actors have to make in areas not generally associated
with being an ‘actor’, such as leadership and communication training.
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Many organisations are recognising the value that actors can bring to professional
development programs. The attributes an actor has in terms of presentation skills and
delivery, are transferrable and can be utilised to develop the leadership and
communication competencies of staff. Further, actors are used in role-play scenarios to
simulate situations and conversations that employees may find themselves in. Roleplaying offers them the chance to practice ways of communicating and interacting so
that they feel better equipped to deal with the ‘real’ scenario. The term we have used to
describe this role is ‘Actor-Facilitator’, where acting skills are used to create a character
and then proficiency in facilitation helps the trainee to gain insight into behaviours and
communication styles that may or may not be serving them in their role. We asked
eight ‘Actor-Facilitator’s’ all who had some degree of actor training, how they felt about
using their acting craft for the training and development of others.
All the respondents reported that they enjoyed their job and got satisfaction from
“helping others to learn” and “stretching their acting muscles” (M. Carpenter, personal
communication, August 4, 2019). David Mitchell describes how the work he does as an
actor in the corporate training space forces him to “stay present in each moment.
Because you are a part of somebody's training, it is the ultimate reminder that the scene
is not about you as an actor, but rather about the learning of the client, similar to how a
play's understanding relies heavily on the audience's understanding” (personal
communication, August 6, 2019). Charlotte Dee notes that she gets to “practice creating
interesting characters with rich back stories” and that she is able to utilise her acting
skills by “presenting various characters to participants and then being a very real part
of their learning” which she finds satisfying (personal communication, August 5, 2019).
Barbara Calligan enjoys working with a creative team to develop and produce a scene or
play for a training program. She also describes the “versatility of the work” as
something she gets satisfaction from (personal communication, August 7, 2019). One
participant summarised the benefit for the actor working in training and professional
development, “This can be a wonderful job – performing not for an audience waiting to
be entertained, but for an audience that values the learning they receive from their
interaction with the character you are playing. This role involves another skill set on top
of being an actor, for example being able to give evidence based, informed feedback”
(n.a, personal communication, August 1, 2019). It is apparent that for trained actors,
working as an ‘Actor-Facilitator’ can have many positive outcomes.
An essential part of actor training is learning how to communicate using the voice, body
and imagination. Effective communication techniques also form part of many job
descriptions. Providing opportunities for student actors to understand how to train
others in communication skills in a variety of contexts would add to their employability.
Being an ‘Actor-Facilitator’ would require students to feel confident to conduct a
workshop. This is an important skill that can be applied to a wide range of situations
and contexts. Acting graduates gain a lot of experience being a participant in workshops
yet few have the underpinning pedagogical skills needed to be the facilitator of a group.
This part of their training would investigate fundamental pedagogical practice, such as,
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Structuring a workshop: introduction, setting goals, the teaching points – and
what associated activities are going to allow participants to acquire the skills
being taught.
Motivation – how to keep participants motivated and engaged in the topic
(depending on the age, behaviour management can also be taught). Students
could do practical application of these skills during school holiday and public
workshops.

A report by the Australian Council (2017) into the economic position of professional
artists describes how the average total incomes for artists remains 21% below the
Australian workforce average, and income from creative work has decreased by 19%
over the last seven years. WAAPA acting graduate, Alex Steffensen acknowledged the
implications of the limited financial earnings of the artist, “You are going to have to
have another income source. Make sure that it is something you enjoy and is
stimulating and nourishing for you as an artist. I worked in a call centre and as a
barista but as I moved into my early 30’s these jobs were not feeding my creative soul”
(personal communication, 31 August, 2018). The ‘Actor-Facilitator’ is a way for actors
to have another income source where they are still using their craft and developing
their skill set.

The impact of diversifying actor training in the
Academy
Including professional preparation units in an actor training degree would consume
time that may otherwise be spent in acting classes. However, in the Conservatoire
teaching structure, there are a large amount of contact hours which far outweigh most
other degree courses. While these hours are necessary to develop the highly skilled
actor, introducing writing and arts entrepreneurial units of study could actually provide
the students with a way to consolidate the skills they are acquiring in acting classes and
realise how these skills can be applied in real world contexts.
The reality of the industry they are going into is, if they sit and wait for the phone to
ring, they will most likely be part of the 86% unemployed actors. They may not even
have the opportunity to use the craft they have applied themselves to mastering over
the course of their degree. While most acting students ‘know’ that actors spend a lot of
their time unemployed they have no lived experience of it. As one graduate notes, “I
came down hard after showcase. I knew the stats but they only seemed like something
everyone said, when I moved to Sydney and the phone didn’t ring and my agent didn’t
respond to my calls, this was difficult” (n.a. Personal communication, April 2, 2019).
The arts academy has a responsibility, according to Beckman (2010) to “support the
efforts of future generations” and argues that teaching professional success cannot be
considered separate from the teaching of the production of art” (p. 297). If we are
serious about graduating students who are not going to suffer from substance abuse,
depression, poverty and 86% unemployment then we have an obligation to adequately
prepare them so they are able to transition from University to the Profession with a
plethora of skills that are going to give them the best chance of sustaining a career.
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Professional preparation will counter “longstanding romantic notions of artists as
creative geniuses who are unconcerned with commerce” (Bonin-Rodriguez, 2012, p. 9).

Implications for the future of the Academy
Taking into consideration the exploratory research outlined in this article, WAAPA has
begun to implement changes to many of their performing arts courses. Selfdevised/actor-written works will be created by acting students in their third year of
training. Titled New Voices, students will develop, direct and produce their own
creative work. A Professional Preparation: Business Skills unit will be introduced so
that Acting students learn how financial and business skills such as writing grant
applications, seeking sponsorship, developing and producing theatre and on-line
content can assist them. They will also learn how to transfer the skills they have
acquired as part of their creative training, to other contexts such as corporate training
and facilitation.
The education that acting students receive has the potential to be very relevant and
create a generation of artists who are empowered with the knowledge that they can be a
triple threat; actor-writer-producer, create and produce their own work, have a degree
of business and financial literacy to manage their economic life and harness an
entrepreneurial spirit that will enable them to reach their artistic goals and sustain
their artistic practice.
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Becoming burlesque: Performer training
in contemporary burlesque
Lola Montgomery 1
Abstract
This article examines a case study for training the burlesque performer-as-actor
using neutral mask techniques. To do so, it is also necessary to set the scene by
examining the existing and emerging modalities of burlesque training over the
last 15 years, both internationally and within Australia. Utilising the methodology
of the bricoleur, I will use the materials “at hand” by mobilising a case study from
my own performance and teaching practice in burlesque. This article, therefore,
seeks to document this process through the action-research lens of a performer
working in the field. The contemporary resurgence of the burlesque form began
in earnest in the early 2000s. The manner of training at that time was often from
an oral and corporeal history as a lived experience. This was disseminated by
performers, described by the burgeoning burlesque scene as ‘Living Legends’,
performers who experienced the life of a mid to late 20th century performer. In
more recent years, I have utilised the neutral mask in burlesque training, placing
some elements of burlesque training on the periphery of the wider field of actortraining. This in turn has wider implications for actor-training methods to be
deployed outside of the usual conservatory environment. Through the
performance persona of “Lola The Vamp”, I have had a front-row seat, and also
participatory involvement as both student and mentor in the changing methods
of burlesque training. The challenges of constructing a particular burlesque
persona, while also becoming equipped with the historical movements of
burlesque, make neutral mask actor training a useful apparatus to enhance
performance. Both mask work and burlesque are based within the body. By
starting with this common ground, burlesque performers can effectively expand
expression into the face by training with the neutral mask.

Keywords
Burlesque; Bricoleur; Bricolage; Mask; Mask Training; Neutral Mask; Burlesque
Training; Becoming; Performer
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Becoming burlesque
This article has been born of my experiences in seeking my own differentiation as a
headliner/teacher. I established my own burlesque school, La Lola Salon in the early
2000’s which ran principally in Brisbane and extended to Sydney and Melbourne. This
was innovative and ground-breaking in the genre in Australia.
In 2019, current burlesque training is in a relatively mature stage. This is relative, of
course, to the very recent history of the burlesque revival, or resurgence. I prefer the
term resurgence, because it allows for the complex new expressions of the form we see
today, where revival implies that we are in a repetition of something that happened
before, without the capacity for new directions, nor the capacity to critically examine
the aesthetics of the past, and reconfigure, resignify, as it were, and bring these trails
into the new, and expanding future.
Around 2013, I realised that my existing training choreographies, set to the jazz
standards, that had been the foundation of my own burlesque school, were not offering
anything more than performers were already getting from their now-standard schools.
At this moment in time, burlesque training enacts a more institutionalised system than
we have seen in the last 20 or so years. Indeed, it is a more formalised system of
training than has possibly been seen in burlesque history to date, as we will examine
through a discussion of the various iterations of performer training.

Prologue: The Golden Age
The most recent repetition of burlesque takes a large dose of inspiration from the
iteration directly before it. While burlesque has a very much longer history, we will
focus on some of the history of what is termed the ‘Golden Age’ spanning
approximately the 1920s to the late 1960s, simply because it was the most accessible to
the revival era. Golden Age burlesque peaked around the mid-20th Century, filling
dedicated theatres with headliners with elaborate acts involving costumes and props,
live bands and chorus girls. Headliners would typically travel from theatre to theatre.
The circuit system followed a similar format to Vaudeville, and sometimes even shared
acts, although as noted in Gypsy Rose Lee’s autobiography it was often considered a fall
from grace – even “professional suicide” (Lee 17) – for a respected act to play a
burlesque house, a shift in respectability politics that Lee was able to navigate in her
favour, and to great commercial and creative success. As Rachel Shteir describes,
“Carnival pitchman Fred Bloodgood recalls that, in the 1950s, ‘The minute a guy started
flashing with a girl show, he was no longer a showman’” (5).
In the book, Burlesque: Legendary Stars of the Stage (Briggman 26), performer
Shawna St. Clair describes the on-the-job training experienced by performers of her era
in burlesque. St Clair retired in 1972 and had been a feature act on the circuit. She talks
about the content knowledge acquired from observation, backstage informal tutoring
and the simple act of getting up on stage and doing burlesque. The burlesque performer
of this era was a privileged example of such expectations and conventions.
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First, a real burlesque queen must have the experience of working the
burlesque circuits. That, of course, goes without saying. And she would
have created her act and style, using rhythm and blues, jazz, Dixieland
and the big-band sound, and also swing and ballads from the torch-singer
days. The woman would also have learnt the art of removing her costume,
inch by inch, slowly and sensuously, with smoothness and grace. She
never lost the beat of the music, nor forgot for a moment that she must
appear seductive and completely feminine from every angle, to every
viewer’s eye. She had to make every little movement count. Some dancers
had an aloof style and never seemed to notice the audience. Other dancers
were the personality type and had an intimate rapport with the audience.
(Briggeman 26)
Her words are a testament to the conventions of the form situated within a particular
time and also speak more widely to the expectations on women of that era to conform
to conventional ideals of femininity. Such a performer provided a potent distillation of
conventional ideals and mirrored these back to the audience. Shawna St. Clair refers to
female performers in her use of language, because at that time, burlesque was
predominantly written on a bio-female body. Trans performers did exist also, cutting
the vanguard of gender-performativity and possibility speaking to the performance of
femininity that was prized among performers. This positions burlesque as both a site of
hegemonic ideals, and an uncommon site of celebration of femme-coded signification
within a patriarchal society.
At a moment when male and female ideals seemed to become more distant
from each other, striptease appeared to mark a distinct gender identity for
women. At a time when women were entering the workforce and making
strides in public social life, it is no accident that striptease emerged as a
form of entertainment mostly directed at men. (Shteir, 4)
Multiple conditions that contributed to the dampening of this burlesque era Shteir,
2004 states, “there was no single event that did in striptease.” (324) Some sweeping
social changes in the late 60’s ruptured the continuity of the burlesque form. People
could go to a mainstream Broadway production like Hair and see full nudity in the first
scene. (Shteir 324) A teasing performer carefully removing layer after layer, cloaked in
a boa and likely never going to a full explicit bodily reveal no longer had the cultural
resonance (Shteir 323-326).

Burlesque, difference and repetition through era
and changing values
In the hazy early days of burlesque revival, around the late 90s to 2005, before
YouTube and before Facebook, a generation of young women rediscovered musty old
photographs and reels of the superstar performers of Burlesque’s Golden Age. These
two iterations of bodily display do indeed serve different cultural purposes, and one
cannot easily equate the two, but the point worth making is that the particularity of the
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burlesque iteration of bodily display had lost its impact. Burlesque changed form and
was kept alive in fringes, in stripping and in performance art. Generation X and the
first flush of Millennials – as yet nameless and barely minted as Gen Y – having come
of age in the 1990s and 2000s, were rewriting burlesque into their own bodies. This
process can be understood through the Deleuzian conceptualisation of repetition that
produces not sameness but difference.
For Deleuze, difference – difference in itself – is not to be defined in terms
of the same. We characteristically define difference negatively, as the notsameness of two or more entities. There are, of course, many ways notsameness can occur. Not-sameness can be not identical; the two items are
twins, but they occupy different positions on the space-time continuum.
Not same-ness can be not the same ontological status; a model and its
copy are not the same in this way. Not-sameness can be not the same
qualities, species, values, people, place. (May 144)
Here is a key point to understand the repetition of the burlesque form in the
contemporary era. It is not a direct replica, although it contains strong historicity and
links to the previous stylistics, choreographies and imagery of the previous era’s form.
Resurgent performers approached this with a difference in values. These were young
performers such as fetish icon and former Betty Page emulator Dita Von Teese, and
female-female impersonator The World Famous Bob, who had grown up with feminism
as a given. They saw a different project in burlesque – one that both repeated the
femininities of the past without the sense of catering to a male gaze. The audience for
burlesque was different, because its values had shifted. The signifiers repeated, but the
signification was altered.

Bricolage as burlesque training
How we trained as burlesque actors in the beginning of this resurgent era is interesting
to discuss. If you were in America, or able to travel regularly, you had access to our
Living Legends – the performers of the era before the rupture, the Golden Age, who
were befriended and consulted for their now-enviable expertise. At events such as the
Burlesque Hall of Fame – then called the Miss Exotic World Pageant, held in the
middle of the Mohave Desert, beside a pool on a converted goat ranch – Legends
performed to the adulation and applause of the generation that had grown up without
them. Those who attended the Legend’s Panels at Tease-o-Rama heard direct oral
histories from Golden Age performers (Harris 2003). This generation of burlesque
performers were the ones who based their burlesque from old photographs, from
ephemera and the Irving Klaw “Teaserama” (1955) reels starring Tempest Storm and
pin-up model Bettie Page as card girl and assistant.
The concept of ‘bricolage’ in academic studies has its roots in social research. Claude
Lévi-Strauss, a French anthropologist and ethnologist, defines the term in an
anthropological sense as a spontaneous creative act that uses whatever is available to
reach a desired outcome. “The bricoleur’s ... universe of instruments is closed and the
rules of his game are always to make do with ‘whatever is at hand” (Levi-Strauss 11).
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And make do is precisely what the revival performers did in their excavation of the
information that had managed to survive, and was available at hand. I find Yee and
Bremner’s discussion of bricolage useful to describe the kind of training these
performers undertook,
This relationship between inquiry and method affords...a useful
indeterminacy, where not-knowing becomes a constructive loop that the
bricoleur appears to be exploiting. (2011)
The not-knowing we experienced as fledgling performers seeking out the work of old
afforded us such a useful indeterminacy. This was a productive space for the early
revival years, and was, most certainly, thoroughly exploited.
The concept of the bricolage can also be expanded to refer to both a way of collecting
components of the work being made, and also as a way of describing a flexible approach
to the methods used for performance-making. If we understand early resurgent-era
performers as the designers of new performance works, we are able to understand the
method of cobbling together performances from the remnant ephemera of the Golden
Age.
Before the advent of YouTube, and invested in a form that was not considered
important to keep, collect records of or preserve, the task of revival was that of a
bricoleur. The project was about reinventing the past while still adding your own
personality. We wanted what the old stars wanted – not to be tribute acts forever, but
to have our own place in the pantheon. But in order to do that, we needed to ensure we
were engaging as performers. Many of the early revival, such as Dirty Martini, Julie
Atlas Muz and Tigger!, had extensive theatre training before entering burlesque, and so
were already able to deploy these skills in their performances. As we will examine, this
process became inverted as the teaching of burlesque became more institutionalised.

My own private bricolage
When I entered the world of burlesque, I was such a bricoleur. Many of the reels we had
access to – and this is still true today – were shot without sound, and different music
was overlaid onto their choreography after the fact. This is, in a sense, a disjointed way
to learn a physical and musical form, but it had one large benefit – in the gaps of the
ephemera, we had to imagine how to fill in the blanks. We had to find our own
movement, our own musicality. This was, occasionally, filled by workshops provided by
the living legends, our still-accessible Golden Age performers, and provided a
foundation for my own initial training – New Orleans performers Wild Cherry and
Evangeline the Oyster Girl taught me the foundational moves, and not least, a solid
instruction in the attitude. A defining moment in my performing career was when
Evangeline asked me within her stage direction “You know when you’ve just had an
orgasm?” (Tease-o-Rama: Legends Workshop 2002). I knew I wanted to be like this
woman, in her unabashed expression of deviant female-identifying sexuality.
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Wild Cherry (Tease-o-Rama: Legends Workshop 2002) taught us the burlesque walk (a
quick catwalk gait, where the hips swing, largely influenced by the hobbling effect of
mermaid skirts that functioned as the over costume in as standard golden age act) This
work felt important, it felt vital and it felt underappreciated. We set out to change that.
We put together our interpretations of the stories, photographs and other ephemera we
had, informed by our own training and contemporary experiences as Gen X and
Millennial – predominantly biological woman. We were not exclusively so – there were
male performers and we had stories of transsexual performers of the past. Nor were we
intentionally exclusionary, although we may have not been as overtly inclusive as
segments of burlesque are seen to be today. Burlesque is a predominantly movement
and even dance-based form, utilising costume, choreography and performance skills. It
also predominantly utilises the format of a striptease, although not always. According
to the individual performer’s skill set, it can also involve elements of music, acting,
circus, song, or freak show. Much in the same way that a dancer utilises acting skills to
bring alive a choreography and make it resonant with an audience, burlesque indirectly
engages acting skills. This is not to say they have less use to burlesque, as we shall
examine later, but that attention to acting is usually secondary to the physical and
costuming manifestations integral to the form
Reminiscent of the Art Nouveau style, one of the first acts I made in 2003 was based on
reproductions of some of the sculptures, show posters and written descriptions of Loie
Fuller’s Serpentine Dance (Current & Current 24). As Kisselgoff states, “At a time when
Art Nouveau was all the rage, Fuller burst upon the scene as its living embodiment”,
(Kisselgoff 17).
In two firsts I performed my first act at the Henry Fonda Music Box Theatre in
Hollywood for the festival Tease-o-Rama, which in turn was the first major festival
event of the burlesque resurgence (Tease-o-Rama 2003). Troupes and performers
popped up in most US states, and soon most major cities internationally.

The Schools Era and YouTube
As burlesque grew in the number of participants and began to invade the wider public
consciousness, many performers looked to ways to supplement their meagre
performance earnings and enable themselves to focus more time to burlesque, if not go
full-time. I still remember debates on the Yahoo mailing list about who of us newer
performers really has the mandate to teach? The growing cultural interest in the reemerging form was creating a demand, and performers such as Indigo Blue, Jo Weldon,
Michelle L’amour (Miss Indigo Blue’s Academy of Burlesque 2019, New York School of
Burlesque 2019, and Studio L’amour 2019) and I in Australia, began teaching classes.
Around 2005, I began conducting workshops as I gigged around Australia, based on the
foundational stock movements of burlesque taught to me by the Living Legends. These
are the Bump (a short fairly sharp hip thrust in any direction) , the Grind (a grinding
circle of the hips), the Shimmy (various versions of vibrations of the hips and
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shoulders), and the Burlesque Walk (a particular walk that emphasises the hip swing
and works together with the knee-hobbling nature of a mermaid skirt).
These classes still firmly adhered to the golden age that we had obsessively sought to
revitalise and reinterpret. This historicity purchased us a legitimate in the mainstream,
whilst often playing to respectability politics.
This is the first time in burlesque history that we have seen schools dedicated to the
form. These were taught to the jazz standards of burlesque music, mirroring Wren’s
observation (2019) that jazz standards are predominantly used as educational tools for
the training of musicians.
At the Queensland Conservatorium Griffith University where I teach it is
often not the ambition of the students to become a musician who plays jazz
standards, yet they, and we their teachers, rarely question the
pedagogical validity of using jazz standards as the basis of instruction,
and we are well beyond the point historically where we can claim that the
standard is only useful because they are songs that are in our collective
memory. (Wren 4)
This process is similar in burlesque – an awareness of the past iterations of the form is
seen to inform and deepen a performer’s practice. I worked these movements into
simple choreographies for adult students which were modelled on the dance school
manner of learning a dance piece. As Wren elaborates, in relation to the parallel jazz
training for musicians, “...today’s students are learning standards so that they can
learn jazz…” (4).
After a few years, schools began to notice the difference between the classic and neo
iterations in the ways performers expressed their burlesque. These differences began to
be taught, and this formalised the differences and imposed a format of teaching.
Gradually, different to the performer/bricoleur of the early 2000s, the path of
burlesque training was through attendance and an informal apprenticeship at a
reputable school. The professional profile of the school owner and teacher would confer
this legitimacy within what was now emerging as a burlesque subculture.

Contemporary burlesque performer training
Teaching burlesque now is not confined to teaching the stock movements of the past
Golden Age. As a well-trained student will come through classes that articulate to them
the neo style, how to launch your professional identity and cultural sensitivity and
inclusivity.
At schools like Brisbane’s Bombshells Burlesque and Events, Shimmy Shake Burlesque
or BB Le Buff’s School of Performance, and internationally the Berlin’s Shimmy Shake
Academy (Bombshells Burlesque 2019, Miss BB Le Buff 2019, & Shimmy Shake
Academy 2019) will run on similar structures to most private non-tertiary Australian
dance schools. This includes operating on the structure of children’s and teenagers’
dance classes, which offer weekly classes, divided by terms and running all year round
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and sometimes with additional one on one classes for act development and specialised
workshops. The main exception being that they train adults, due to the nature and
content of the burlesque form itself.
Concurrent with the rise of performer training, has been the rise of festivals. The
festival system is a highly visible plateau of performance, which often gathers
performers from other cities and countries to perform their beloved and best acts at
usually very beautiful, often historic theatres of around 500 capacity, including the
Nalen Theatre in Stockholm, the Art Deco Columbia Theatre in Berlin, and the
Wonderland Spiegeltent in Australia (Bichard 2019, Berlin Burlesque Week 2019,
Australian Burlesque Festival 2019). This offers a different tier to the monthly grind of
the burlesque performer, who performs predominantly in their local area, in smaller
bars, clubs or even theatre environments. Headliners are hired by festivals to both give
accolades to the performer’s standing and creative achievement, as well as position the
festival in terms of both their aesthetics and politics. Headliners bring specialised
workshops with them to these festivals, which augment and further the training of a
performer in the school system. The headliner will often take some element of their
own practice, or creative differentiation, and teach a short, stand-alone class during the
daytime of the festival.
To find this point of difference, I needed to drill down into a concept that was both a
part of my own contribution to burlesque and able to be translated into a short, 2-hour
workshop that would, in some way enhance a performer’s current skills.
Mask work was a clear way in for me. I had always worked from my conceptualisation
that burlesque uses every piece of costuming as a mask. It influences the choreography,
the character portrayed and often is involved in the choice of music. The costumes are
written onto the burlesque body to a greater extent than in any other performance
mode – in that the way a costume’s features, limitations and characteristics will write
onto the body and influence the choreography. Where a ballerina may learn the
choreography in rehearsal clothes and add the tutu in dress rehearsal, the costume
choices of burlesque are integrated from the start. For example, a glove removal needs
to be rehearsed with gloves, and the movements informed by the wearing of a corset are
best achieved by wearing a corset. As Keith Johnstone says in Impro, a renowned
improvisation training text: “These Masks are more extreme, more powerful than
ordinary faces! Don’t be timid…” (Johnstone 167).
I wrote my PhD thesis on burlesque practice during the first flush of the ‘schools era’,
before I had developed this mask workshop, noting the underlying use of masking
principles is always already present in burlesque.
Burlesque – with its history in the working-class music halls,
paradoxically, owes much to traditions once ascribed to high art. The
mask tradition provides opportunity for the body to engage with an object
with a heightened awareness of the aesthetic effect; in this manner the
mask has become important in my work, whether in actuality, or in the
practice of masking the body and the objects of burlesque. (Montgomery
49)
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At the time, I was only conceptualising the burlesque mask in costume and
performance. Later I added the use of the mask to train the acting burlesque body for
performance. Props and costumes are my masks; augmenting and preparing the body
for the stage to the extent that the body becomes another mask. The clearer the
character of the props and costumes, the clearer the performance becomes. The neutral
mask use of mirrors in rehearsal and costuming is integral to this process, and now I
have brought masks themselves into the burlesque training room.
At this time in burlesque performer training, I found that explicit acting skills were
becoming necessary to enhance the use of the burlesque character onstage. Many
schools guide their students to use their faces in performance, and this presented the
opportunity to engage neutral mask and mirror work to enhance this particular
performance skill. Facial communication and expression is vital to the effective
performance of burlesque.
This is where mask training informed the workshop I devised, called ‘Behind the Mask’.
At its base, this workshop aims to encourage an organic engagement of facial
expression in burlesque. As in actor training, often a performer may under- or over
express, both of which risk lowering audience engagement. Following the bricolage
methodology and drawing on the skills available to me, I mobilised my own actor
training used body-centred mask techniques to allow the face to engage a more
naturalistic expression of the costume/music/song/mise en scene. I use a full-face
neutral theatre mask in concert with a mirrored dance room, in order to first connect
with the body and allow the face to find its own expression working from the body up,
rather than from the face down. The full theatre mask removes the capacity to
communicate verbally or by the use of facial expression. The performer is forced to use
their body to communicate all that is needed. This is the base from which I find the
most effective route into accessing believable facial expressions that invite the audience
into the performance.

A poor theatre covered in rhinestones
Jerzy Grotowski’s work on a ‘poor theatre’, with its interests in a stripped back set,
costumes and makeup, may at first seem like it has little to offer the richly decorated
and sparkling world of burlesque, but by employing some of his system, we are able to
centre burlesque within the body of the performance and create more engaging works.
While I do not use Grotowski’s specific movement techniques, the philosophy that;
It is our bodies that express everything about us. Everything we think and
feel is expressed through our bodies and everything we experience is felt
through our bodies. (2019)
Transformation, in the Grotowski system, refers to the use of simple staging in order to
elevate the items available to the performer into symbolic objects, keeping the focus on
the actor’s relationship to the live audience (2019). This offers a couple of flashpoints
with burlesque, in the capacity for intricate signification where each object used refers
to something else, thereby constructing story – and also by pulling the elaborate nature
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of burlesque back to the interaction between performer and audience, working from the
body then outwards. For emerging performers coming into burlesque through the
schools system, sometimes without a theatre background, these elements of actortraining are able to ground the performance into the skill of the performer. They will
not ever fulfil Grotowski’s desire for a poor theatre, but provide a counterpoint to the
excess of burlesque staging. By working from the body outwards, through an awareness
of Grotowski’s methods, and utilising neutral mask techniques we are able to improve
performer-training in burlesque. From the body, to the facial expression, then by
augmenting this base with costume, makeup and props – rather than the other way
around – we are able to improve performer-training.

Let the masked body lead
What follows is a description of this workshop. To give an idea of the range of this
workshop’s reach, it has been taught locally at Brisbane-based Bombshells Burlesque
Academy and Events – itself founded by one of my La Lola Salon students a decade ago
– as well as Far North Queensland at Queen B Burlesque in Townsville, and
internationally at Berlin Burlesque Week (Behind The Mask 2016), with class sizes
ranging from 2 to 20.
Step 1. Guided meditation for approximately eight to ten minutes. I guide performers
to imagine their pre-show routine, from warm-up to makeup to hair/wig, costume and
then entering the stage. This serves two purposes – one to practice the process in a
meditative state to look beyond the nerves and harness the underlying energy, and also
to focus the performer’s concentration into the workshop being conducted.
Step 2. Learn a short choreography. I use simple, stock movements that are known to
the performer from previous training in the schools system, placed together in an easily
accessible way. This is a moment that recognises the previous training of the burlesque
participant and builds upon it. Typically, this is not the first time my audience has
encountered these movements, so they are able to learn them quickly, in order to delve
more deeply into the character and face work that occupies the class. At a festival
environment, it is also likely that other performers from the festival and even
headliners may attend each other’s workshops. They are, in this sense, enacting a
community of practice.
Step 3. The participants, having learnt the choreography, ‘perform’ the sequence to the
mirror. They bring their existing skills in terms of bodily and facial communication. It’s
a moment to examine where the participant is at – what are their habits in performing
the burlesque face? Does the participant feel believable? What tensions are evident in
the body of the performer?
Step 4. Perform the simple sequence to the mirror with low level of engagement and
energy – under-act it. Perform with the bare minimum. This is usually amusing and
can ease any lingering tension and anxiety within the new formation of students. We’ve
all seen undercooked shows, tense faces, and this is a moment to burlesque those.
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Step 5. Perform the simple sequence to the mirror with an over-the-top investment –
overact it. Overdo all elements of the burlesque – the body, the face, push the persona
into the grotesque. Steps 4 and 5 function to find the upper and lower limits of the
burlesque persona for each performer. They are able, in a comfortable way, to
experience it in the whole body
Step 6. The next phase I engage is to then perform the simple sequence with the
neutral white theatre mask. This ‘gives permission’ to the performer to focus on what
they often know best through their previous schools training – the body. The need to
communicate through the face is removed, and in this iteration, the performer’s
physical performance is usually enhanced. Smaller details of movements come to the
fore. Without the requirement to use the face at all, the participant is able to find new
moments in the sequence and learn what parts of the ‘story’ can be told this way. By
engaging the neutrality of this mask, the body is enhanced further, and has to work a
bit harder, but in smaller detail, to communicate to the audience. The participant is
again able to find the limits of what is too much, what is not enough, and keep it
grounded in the body and physicality.
Step 7. The next and final phase is to remove the mask and perform the sequence a
final time. This, without fail, is always the most compelling, organic and integrated
performance. All expressions serve to enhance the whole, face and body are balanced
and communication is enhanced. Each performer has been able to experience the limits
and edges of their own persona in a way that gives permission to grow, build the
experiment without seeking to arrive at a performance-level energy immediately. The
temporal quality of time spent, and the basis in physicality all come together to offer a
natural, organic engagement of the burlesque face. By making the mask of burlesque a
literal, obvious part of the training, the performer is able to engage this even when the
mask is removed. The use of the mirror is integral to this process. It provides an
immediate feedback loop through which the individual performer is able to correct or
alter their face or body immediately, and thus self-regulate the effect they want to
achieve with their burlesque persona. As Johnstone writes in Impro,
Sometimes I say, ‘What you saw in the mirror was right! But you only
showed a shadow of it. Try the Mask again. You’ll never get anywhere if
you aren’t brave. Sometimes I see a person is transformed for just a
moment as they look in the mirror, but then take hold of themselves to
cancel it out. (167)
The performer knows more than anyone else who exactly they are aiming to portray
with their burlesque. This process leaves the control in their hands, while scaffolding
the performance to stage-readiness.

Burlesque: Build the layers, then remove
Each time a mask is worn, the actor builds upon the experiences they have had using
the object before (Johnstone 50). This is a process that is already in operation in the
performer’s use of costume. Each piece of costume serves in some way as a mask, and
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this process of using the neutral mask lays that process bare. The costume of the
burlesque actor writes onto the performing body and alters the way in which it moves
and functions in space – it indeed guides the choreography. Once the burlesque body
moves to the phase of performance, these layers are emblematically stripped on stage
as the costume pieces are removed. Masking, on multiple registers, is the key to
becoming burlesque.
Becoming burlesque is a continuous process, and how a performer goes about receiving
or conducting training in the form varies according to the iterations of the form itself.
In the last two decades alone, burlesque training has varied significantly, but some
constants remain in terms of stage skills and technique. Mask training, in particular the
neutral mask, in conjunction with mirrors, offers a strong and simple way for a
performer to enhance their performance skills, utilising techniques common to actortraining.
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Virtually relevant: AR/VR and the
theatre
Shane Pike 1
Abstract
The relevance of the embodied actor and theatre maker is potentially tested
alongside advances and emergences in performative technology, specifically
Augmented and Virtual Reality (AR and VR). However, the general notion
emerging amongst theorists, practitioners and academics seems to be favouring
an evolutionary collaboration between these somewhat disparate disciplines: the
former emerging from and refined over thousands of years of artistic
development, the latter finding its more recent birth in entertainment and
gaming. Rather than a consumption of art in a gamification of storytelling
through emergent technologies, it is argued that tools of AR and VR will soon be
used to enhance live, embodied narrative through dramatic storytelling and
together these forms will generate a new style and technique of immersive theatre
that takes artists and makers to the next stage of human creativity. Relevance,
then, will be ensured through the consideration of the audience and their place in
the theatrical event, as well as through up- and re-skilling of theatre makers,
performers and actors in this technology in order to democratise its usefulness.
Theatre’s long and proud history of subsuming emergent technologies for its own
purposes also provides a blueprint for adoption of these future technologies.
There are also significant and important opportunities for applied theatre and
socially engaged arts practice to incorporate the technology into its forms,
particularly in support of new and experimental research in healthcare. The
current limitations of AR/VR on the dramatic stage are undeniable, yet by
focusing on the experiential and communal nature of theatre the technology and
the art can be reconciled into a new and innovative expression in the theatre arts.
This new age of making should begin in the conservatory and academy for
multiple reasons but will eventually spread to independent artists. The technician
and theatre maker will combine, enabling a future for the stage that we cannot yet
envisage.
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AR/VR: The natural progression of intermediality
in performance
Theatre is no stranger to inter- and multi- form collaborations in creating hybrid works
of art. Since the Ancient Greek’s – and likely before – dramatic performance has
combined technologies, artforms and creative ideologies to generate works that
incorporate and excite the full spectrum of human creativity. Dance and movement
choreography, singing and music, poetry and prose, visual and materials design have
always been found on the theatrical stage. As technologies have evolved so too have
they found their way into the theatre, as it inherently and seamlessly incorporates
developments in stage and set construction, lighting and sound effects, multimedia and
even pyrotechnics that heighten the audience experience and deepen the theatrical
world, contributing to the narrative spectacle and enlivening opportunities for audience
immersion.
Keeping with theatrical tradition – borrowing and utilising elements from multiple
forms – theatre’s experiments with AR and VR technology are likely to evolve into
permanent accoutrements within the dramaturgical toolkit. A key aim of employing
this technology in theatre is to further the potential of dramatic performance in
becoming an immersive space. Rose Biggin articulates this development in the book
Immersive Theatre and Audience Experience (2017), notably detailing the connection
between the term “immersive” and its roots in VR technology (21). Biggin also
articulates a clear “distinction between a form of theatre and the experience that may
be facilitated by that form of theatre” (22), which is an important distinction given that,
in true theatrical style, while the idea of audience immersion is rooted in VR
technology, performance makers have long understood this notion for the stage and
regularly create immersive works that are entirely void of any kind of AR or VR
technology. The immersivity in these works is achieved through a variety of other
techniques that may include aural soundscapes, mobile performances that move
between highly designed rooms/venues, or invisible-theatre inspired works that make
it near impossible for onlookers to differentiate between the performance and the
public space.
Interestingly, Biggin also indicates that the idea of immersion through AR/VR has
made its way to the theatre via museum instillations, ultimately resulting in an
understanding of immersion where “one feels enveloped in immersive spaces and
strangely affected by a strong sense of the otherness of the virtual world one has
entered, neither fully lost in the experience nor completely in the here and now”
(Griffths in Biggin 21). This is another critical difference in the aims and impact of
immersivity, achieved through AR and/or VR technology, found to exist between
theatre and gaming. It is arguable that gaming lends itself more likely to desire
complete immersion where the participant/player can escape into the designed world
of the technology and away from their very real, ordinarily embodied environment.
Conversely, theatre has at its core the element of a shared experience and the
connection between physical bodies that occurs between audience members and
between performer and audience. With ancient ties to ritual and ceremony, it is
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generally accepted that the community aspect of live dramatic performance is a very
substantial part of its appeal and where its power to reflect and change society is
situated.
With this in mind, it is more desirable and likely that AR/VR technology will become a
part of theatre and performance in a way that supplements and builds on the very
ancient traditions of dramatic storytelling. It is less likely and not as desirable that the
technology will fundamentally change the form(at) of theatre and subsume the artform
itself, just as film, television and other mediated expressions lent themselves to
intermediality in performance, rather than fundamentally replacing performance. It is
defensible to suggest these developments in technology and entertainment have been
consistently subsumed and manipulated by performance, for theatre’s own end, not the
other way around. With this understanding, it is easy to see that AR/VR technology
may simply be the early 21st century iteration of multimedia in performance.

Piscator: Theatre’s past predicts its future
The idea that theatre uses developments and advancements in other areas as tools for
its own end is not a new one. In 1929, dramatist and director Erwin Piscator explained
the usefulness of film to extend the subject matter and scope of his plays (See Sheldrake
11). Importantly, Piscator is proven to have used the technology and novelty that film
brought to enhance the theatrical, rather than replace it. As Pauline Sheldrake writes,
“multimedia elements of projections and film in these performances [of Piscator’s]
expanded the fictional space by illuminating previously passive spaces into the
presentational and fictional space” (11).
In a similar vein, the increasing interest in AR/VR technology by theatre and
performance makers is also aimed at expanding the fictional world of dramatic
narrative and activating traditionally passive elements of the theatrical experience.
While Piscator was concerned with the element of space and how it could be enlivened
and activated by film, it is arguable that AR/VR’s genesis in gaming is concerned with
the activation of the player/participant who is encouraged to enter (immerse
themselves) into a virtual world, even when that world is layered on top of reality.
Following Piscator’s lead, those in theatre may find it more fruitful to utilise the
technology to activate space and not only the bodies within the space, whereby the
audience will become an indelible participant. This way, the virtual world is opened up
to the community of theatre, rather than taking individuals from that community and
narrowing their field of vision and experience to their own limited involvement in a
smaller, screen-sized digital world.
Piscator understood the eclectic traditions and nature of drama. His works combined
the emerging innovations of film and projection at the time with accompanying
advancements in mechanical engineering and hydraulic devices, fusing elements of
each with developing technologies in both optics and acoustics. Combined, this gave
theatre the beginnings of what came to be known as total theatre, “a term derived from
Richard Wagner 's concept of a Gesamtkunstwerk: a total or unified work of art, in
which all elements – music, voice, movement and spectacle – work together for a
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complete and harmonious effect” (Carlson). This understanding of theatre as
“Gesamtkunstwerk” will also be critical for the successful consumption of AR/VR
technology by theatre audiences and makers alike. Theatre is experiential and anything
that enhances/evolves that experience, as opposed to denying it, by complementing
existing theatrical traditions is likely to benefit the artwork and form overall.
On the other hand, elements that dilute or too radically alter the fundamental
experience of the theatre, working independently or even against the central function of
the work, run the risk of alienating audiences and losing appeal. Where an AR/VR
game can be played in isolation, fundamentally theatre cannot. While games such as
Pokémon Go may be seen to take an individual’s gameplay and bring them out into a
community in which they can interact in real time, each individual is still on a quest as
part of their own adventure. A theatre audience should be encouraged to have a shared
experience – that is what elevates the form into art and enables the experience of both
individual and communal catharsis, an ultimate requirement for dramatic narrative
overall.

Audience: The key to success
Ultimately, it will be how the artist/creator treats and positions the audience within
and alongside this technology that will decide its success in the theatre. As Iryna Kuksa
and Mark Childs confirm, “traditionally, live performing arts combine different media
elements and support interaction and connection between the audience and the stage.
In an historical sense, artists have always used impressive immersion tricks, such as
physical surroundings with fake perspective, panoramic views or fresco images, to
immerse the viewer in illusory reality” (51). The key to a successful combination of
forms, then, is in the function of supporting the interaction and connection between the
audience and the onstage action. The effects provided by AR/VR must work with the
traditional elements of theatrical narrative to enrich and enhance the audience
experience, and not simply be viewed as a tool for the artist in articulating their vision.
The technology must exist for the audience in the pursuit of enriching and enlivening
their experience, and not for its own sake, nor solely the artform’s sake itself. At the
forefront of all of this must be the consideration of the audience’s experience.
In the book, Audience as Performer, Caroline Heim discusses in depth the historical
and changing nature of theatre’s audiences. Notably, Heim categorises audiences into
several roles within the performative event, stating “the role of the audience that is
discussed most often in theatre studies is audience as audience… [however] other
roles… include audience as critic, community, consumer and co-creator” (24). It is
conceivable that advances in AR/VR coupled with artificial intelligence (AI) will take
audience as co-creator to the extreme, where digitally embedded elements within the
performance can interact with and respond to live audience input and reactions. This
may work in much the same way as traditional performer-audience interactions work,
interactions dependent in what Heim articulates as the “liminal space between the
auditorium and the stage [where] there is a phenomenon that occurs that charges the
air with electricity so visceral that audience and actors alike often gasp in awe at the
sheer wonder of it” (145). This electricity inherently impacts the performer and
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audience alike, in real time, influencing not only each’s reaction to the moment but also
how the production plays out from that point on. The shared experience that comes
from the liveness of theatre means that every performance is unique – no two instances
of the same production can ever be the same when there is an audience involved. The
question will be, then, what happens to this interaction when elements of pre-recorded
and pre-designed technology are introduced onto the stage? What is the impact of
AR/VR – eventually also infused with AI – on Heim’s very real, very live and very
embodied “electricity”?
The answer will be, again, in the how the theatrical embeds the digital into its already
immersive traditions, from the point of view of the audience. Indeed, given that “any
theatre environment is already a virtual space” (Kuksa and Childs 54) the ability for the
stage to influence and be influenced by the moment is already clear and future
developments in AI will serve only to reconfirm this existing phenomenon. In terms of
the potential for this technology to completely remove the need for actual living
performers, in favour of a purely digital experience, this is always a possibility but I
think unlikely. Just as film and television did not replace live actors on the stage with
pre-recorded projections on a screen the theatre is most likely to maintain its strong
traditions of adopting technology to enhance its practical and poetic functions, rather
than be replaced by it.

Theatre as total artwork: Social interaction is key
A key aspect of theatre’s success as Gesamtkunstwerk is how the audience connects
with the immersiveness that such total-art allows, but this connection must be a shared
experience in order for the interaction to be truly theatrical. While AR/VR gaming is
continuously attempting to improve the social inclusion aspects of the technology,
“even with the release of a number of different social apps for VR, social interaction still
feels like VR’s missing feature” (Mealy 258). Theatre inherently provides the antidote to
this: its very existence facilitating a social, shared experience. This technology in
theatre, then, adds to its totality and makes the event overall about the experience,
rather than the objectives of a game. This fact encourages the artform to resist mere
gamification, supporting the likely subsuming of the tech in a more holistic way.
Theatre takes the virtual connections beyond the current solutions of gaming, where
social interaction is forced by bringing multiple players into the same scenario either
through their collective characters inhabiting the same virtual space or by allowing the
players to talk or text with and to each other. This kind of interaction can be argued to
differentiate the players and their real worlds from the “communal” digital as the
interaction is additional to the virtual experience. The interaction in theatre, however,
is an integral part of the experience.
With this in mind, “social interaction and communication will be an important factor
affecting the future of VR. Although headset manufacturers can find ways to encourage
this interaction among users both co-located and far away, they won’t [sic] be able to
solve the problem alone” (260). While author and technologist Paul Mealy declares app
developers will need to be the ones that help device manufacturers solve the problems
of existing technology around social interaction, artists and theatre makers may also be
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able to play a key role here. It is fine for technicians and developers to generate
products that include interactivity as part of their platform, but the adoption and
consumption of these products by users does not naturally follow. Mealy confirms that
“the true transformative nature of VR is based on just how immersive an experience it
can provide” (254) and it is the transformative nature that largely decides the uptake of
the technology by the general public. This creates a potentially significant problem for
the technology’s evolution:
Everyday consumers may find themselves waiting for the most immersive
VR headsets to come down in cost. Content creators, meanwhile, are
waiting for the most immersive VR headsets to establish a larger audience
base. This can create a feedback loop: The high-end devices have a smaller
market share of users, which leads to fewer applications being developed
for the high end, leading to a smaller market share of users. The loop can
be tricky to escape. (254)
For theatre, this is less of a problem. A single example of the technology can reach
multiple audience members at a time. This may not be appealing to manufacturers of
the technology, who presumably desire every individual to purchase a device and/or
app multiple times over their lifetime in order to generate demand and therefore
profits; however, there is currently potential for a developers and artists in a yet-to-berealised live performance market. While every household must purchase lightbulbs, the
manufacturers who produce the specific lamps, bulbs, desks and racks that
performance venues use are quite another thing. I predict – with the increasing
usefulness and advancements of 3D projectors, movable and robotic screens and the
user-friendliness of animation and programming apps – there will come a specific
market for AR/VR technologies in the live performance space. Again, the theatre will
not be consumed by gaming and its commercial imperatives but will open up the
technology to its long history of audience-centred, experiential narrative based on
social interactions.

Potential in non-commercial theatre
In Virtual, Augmented Reality and Serious Games for Healthcare 1 (Ma et al.), the
editors have gathered a great number of examples of how AR/VR technology is and has
been employed in the health sector. The basis of all of these examples is the
transference of the tech and its place and understanding in the world of gaming into the
medical realm. With discussion on the development of haptics in and alongside the
technology, as well as papers on the importance of multi-sensory considerations when
applying the technology in the clinic, particularly soundscapes/tracks, there is
seemingly much emphasis placed on the idea of a “total” experience and the immersive
potential of AR/VR in terms of its usefulness in a therapeutic context. Putting aside the
obvious connections between a “totally immersive” experience proposed by the writers
in this book for healthcare and the idea of theatre as “total-art” I see a potentially
greater influence for theatre to assist the technology in reaching a higher level of
usefulness in this context. Specifically, forms of applied theatre are seen as likely to
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benefit from this interdisciplinary evolution and provide a solid framework for
continued integration.
Two obvious areas for AR/VR in healthcare is: to provide access to a virtual world that
is otherwise prohibitive of those with an incapacity and prevents them from
experiencing the greater environment; and the ability for the technology to be used by
patients to demonstrate and express their lived experience in a virtual way through
virtual characters. Through narrative, the combination of sound lighting and stage
effects, and the core outcome of social immersion, theatre can heighten and fully realise
a virtual world that is both enticing and cathartic for many of those with certain kinds
of incapacitation or malady.
Furthermore, drawing upon techniques and theories of Theatre of the Oppressed,
forum theatre and playback theatre, there is potential for AR/VR tech to combine with
theatre practice in the areas of therapy and psychology. Through emerging
collaborations between researchers from the Queensland University of Technology’s
School of Creative Practice and Institute of Health and Biomedical Innovation, the
potential for digitally projected and/or augmented characters, alongside real-life
performers, to assist as a therapeutic intervention is being explored. Specifically, trials
involving patients exhibiting signs of alexithymia and/or displaying poor metacognitive
abilities, who are undergoing psychological treatment, will experiment with AR infused
applied theatre scenarios in an effort to assist them to express themselves and their
lived experiences. Potentially, there are certain patients with an inability to express and
explain their feelings, emotions and lived experiences who may benefit from fusing
theatre and technology as part of a treatment designed to enable complex emotional
and psychological expression. Through the proven catharsis of theatre and by
monopolising on established methods of applied performance, the addition of AR/VR
technologies provides an additional level of expressive possibility in a live performance
context. It will be interesting to see the results of these experiments.

Limitations and possibilities
The limitations of AR/VR technology and its usefulness to theatre are very much the
same as its limitations outside of the theatre, generally identified as the reasons behind
its sometimes-slow uptake by the general public and target consumers. These have
been listed as (Kuntz et al.): the limited field of vision offered by wearable devices,
issues with display resolution of devices and projections, arguments and
inconsistencies in the understandings of display frequency and what is best for the
human eye, the immense graphical computing power required to generate the most
convincing of virtual worlds, and the hindrance on mobility currently associated with
devices and projections.
Some propose that the main obstacle for the uptake of AR/VR generally, however, is
the difficulty “of the form in which these two worlds [real and virtual] are overlaid to
give the appearance of a single world” (Casiez et al. 259). And this is also true of its
usefulness to the theatrical stage. Until the technology can literally inhabit the “real”
world – I predict as seamless projections/holograms of digital characters and stage
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elements onstage – then the division of worlds will remain a very large reason behind a
resistance to large-scale and common use in art. A device, wearable or otherwise,
inherently separates users/audiences from the world they inhabit and from each other,
directly conflicting with the human desire and need for connection and socialisation.
While some predict imminent developments in the practicality and applicability of
wearable devices and projection technology will enable a more seamless integration of
technology into a desirable and immersive experience (Arnaldi et al.), it is unlikely the
novelty will overcome the downfalls and it is not until one can inhabit the other to
create a total and seamless experience that the true value of this technology to art can
be realised.
Undeniably, there have been moments of mass-adoption and the future of AR/VR and
its place in our culture and society has looked certain, specifically with the popularity of
games like Pokémon Go (see: Hamari et al.). These have proven to be a flash in the pan,
however, adding further weight to the belief that the best is yet to come.
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Immunity to change? Attending to
symptoms of culture and cultish in the
actor’s training regime
Mark Seton 1
Abstract
Participant observation in places of actor training in Australia has identified
instances of transformative actor training across a spectrum – from healthy
learning cultures to cultish Master-Apprentice training. While cult-like abuse of
power by teachers manifests as perhaps the most transparent mistreatment of
student wellbeing, how do we address resistances in students to new learning
experiences – what psychologist Robert Kegan and educator Lisa Lahey might
describe as “immunity to change” – without undermining the student’s
appropriate rights to self-care and respect? When is resistance apparently
laziness and when is it a sign of something more that needs compassion and
patience? How might both teachers and students participate together in meaningmaking that respects the challenges of transformative change as crucial to
embodied learning?

Keywords
Acting; Education; Abuse; Cults; Culture; Resistance

I have previously suggested in my doctoral research that students of acting and their
teachers profoundly form each other and are formed by each other, through their
embodied interactions, within the institutional processes of actor training.
Furthermore, students and teachers presuppose requisite yet arbitrary forms of
givenness, agency and disposition towards each other. These three forms become
manifest through practice in the classroom and in public performance. I use the term
givenness to refer to how actors presuppose themselves as self-contained, self-sufficient
and self-governing rational agents. Their presumed agency enables them to convey,
transfer or exchange ideas, intentions and emotions with audiences, which are
understood as other self-contained, self-determining entities. Their concurrent
dispositions are understood as the habitual reproduction of techniques that produce
affective aesthetic and social meanings for each other.

 Mark Seton: mc.seton@bigpond.com
1
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However, in this article, I want to deepen my interrogation of the significance of desire
in training and how that might paradoxically both produce formative change and
trigger what Kegan and Lahey refer to as “immunity to change.” This can manifest
especially in training environments that function in varying degrees, across a spectrum
from the culturally divergent to cultishly constrictive, as to what is permitted and what
is excluded or ostracised as being considered disruptive to the pedagogical project.

Background
The following statements are drawn from my doctoral research experiences of
participation in three institutional sites of actor training through which predominantly
young adults are seeking to train as actors. I conducted participant observation in three
acting schools, Ensemble Studios, RE:ACTOR Acting Services and the School of Drama,
Victorian College of the Arts, University of Melbourne and during my participation I
witnessed the following interactions with my fellow student actors where teachers were
advising them on what was best practice:
…if you can affect one person in an audience, you’ve done your job…
actors have that power in front of people … one by one, you actors become
the force that civilises people… (Zika Nester, Ensemble Studios, 2000)
…the only thing that stops you is fear – so take a risk, get over it – get over
the fear of foolishness or failure… (John Mildren, RE:ACTOR Acting
Services, 2000)
… you need focus, concentration, rigour, breath, centre of the moment and
letting it happen to you … the language working on you … be willing to let
anything happen… (Lindy Davies, School of Drama, Victorian College of
the Arts (VCA), 2000)
(Seton, 3)
These statements may be variously interpreted as either expectations of how student
actors should perform, or requests for the student to alter their performance practice,
or even a demand that the student must embody such risk-taking. Yet the intentional
desire, for teachers and students alike, is to do whatever it takes to shape or be shaped
towards particular practices that will be recognised and experienced as affective and
professional acting. This shaping of professional practice is an ethical activity involving
relations of power between teachers and students of acting.
As such, these various formational actor training practices – taking a risk, being willing
to let anything happen even if it is personally confronting or distressing – may be
understood either, as somehow regrettable but necessary, or, as being frankly
problematic as they may seemingly justify a teacher’s over-riding of a student’s seeming
resistance to changing behaviour. Such ethical and aesthetic judgements depend on
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whose interests are seen to be at stake, whether it is the acting teachers, or student
actors, or the training institution, or industry expectations.
The embodied desire of both teachers and students can be interpreted as an agency that
is creative, intentional and productive rather than an agency that must compensate for
a lack of skill, knowledge or recognition. However, such intentional agency on the part
of teachers and students towards each other manifests in particular circulations of
power and resistance. By interrogating in this article certain aspects of social dynamics
of sites of training, through the framing of a spectrum from cultural to cultic, I propose
to offer alternative possibilities of knowing and creating identity as ‘actors’, where
assumptions and judgements of what makes an actor are placed alongside a mutual renegotiation of relations of power between desiring agents.

Bodies on demand
For Maurice Merleau-Ponty, everything in the human body is, at the same time, a
“necessity” and a “contingency” because human existence is the perpetual
transformation of contingency into necessity and the potential dissolution of necessity
into contingency once again (ibid). Carol Bigwood concludes that in everyday life, the
body’s sentience tends to be sufficiently “attuned” only towards “culturally significant”
presence and undervalues the nonhuman element that is also part of the thing’s
presencing (Bigwood, 108). Yet, she observes that
[…] when we linger in a forest or over a work of art, we glimpse this bare
“that it is” of a thing, this aspect of the thing that holds itself aloof from us,
transcending our experience of it (Heidegger, 190) … At such times we
may be struck by wonder at this upsurge of existence beyond our control.
(Bigwood, 111)
Therefore, it is the indeterminate constancy of the body that necessarily misrecognises
its world as a consequence of its variable attunement to what is regarded as socially and
culturally valuable i.e. what constitutes an authentic actor. The necessity of such
misrecognition is indeterminate even though some aspect of the experiential encounter
with the other will always be subject to a kind of blind spot in perception. However, to
account for this absence of experience as a void or lack of presence is also a
misrecognition of what may actually be happening in situ.
The notion of corporeal presence has been often problematised by its apparent
correlate absence, yet as Anthony J. Steinbock (1999) argues, the experience of lack or
absence as commonly understood may indicate a “uniquely saturated, ‘specific’
presence” that makes it inaccessible or unrecognised in the moment (Steinbock, 179).
Steinbock proposes that the concept of “saturated intensity” is implied in the
phenomenological descriptions by Husserl and Merleau-Ponty as an intentionality
characterised by surplus and a type of generative presence (ibid). Just as Deleuze
regards desire as not a lack, but an extension of fullness, so Steinbock regards desiring
consciousness as that which is “satiated and wants more on the basis of plenitude”
(Steinbock, 178). He identifies lived-body intentionality functioning as an “I can” rather
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than an “I think” in that bodily space is given towards a person in an intention to grasp
without being given in an intention to know. The ‘I can’ is the embodied ability to fulfil
its intentionality, not as a sudden acquisition of fulfilment, but as a constant beckoning
to perceive more that is given as available in a situation. In this way, the “intentional
arc” of Merleau-Ponty becomes the “general power of putting ourselves in a situation”
(Steinbock, 183).
In actor training, this embodied ability to fulfil intentionality may be also interpreted as
the desire to form, shape and condition a body to affect and be affected by others,
which is itself a manifestation of vulnerability. This intentionality is quite different to a
judgement that regards education as simply the transmission and acquisition of a set of
skills and knowledges. However, as agents in institutional contexts, how do teachers
and students, in their intentional embodiment, interact with each other in ways that
acting ‘talent’ is reproduced in students and consequently recognised and valued as
evidence that they are, indeed, actors?

Desire and education
The significance of desire for education has a long history, according to Sharon Todd
(1997). The classical notion of learning has been deeply intertwined with the (unsaid)
desire for knowledge. Knowledge holds the promise of fulfilment but only, Todd notes,
for those who “like Plato’s philosophers, place themselves in a position of ‘feeling
want’” (Todd, 2). It seems that a recognition or belief in a lack, absence, or ignorance is
deemed necessary to motivate any search for knowledge. But Todd argues that it may
also be that the offer of education instils the very want, the very love, it proposes to
satiate and so it “creates” desire as it offers the means for its gratification (ibid). She
proposes that this impulse is evident in the erotic relations between teachers and
students as embodied subjects.
In classical Greek education, the relation between love and knowledge is performed
through a homoerotic and pederastic teacher-student economy – an economy in which
the “teacher” is invested with the authority to “instil” desire, or at least the belief in the
necessity for such desire (ibid). Todd cites Jane Gallop’s identification of pederasty as a
useful paradigm for classic Western pedagogy in which
[a] greater man penetrates a lesser man with his knowledge. The student
is an empty receptacle for the phallus; the teacher is the phallic fullness of
knowledge … This structure and its sexual dynamic are explicit in [the
Marquis de] Sade. The student is an innocent, empty receptacle, lacking
his own desires, having desires “introduced to him by the teacher”. (Gallop
in Todd, 2)
Todd draws attention to how pedagogical theories and practices are involved in a
“particular libidinal economy and social imagination” (op. cit). For example, Paulo
Freire has critiqued the banking model of education that advocates that the teacher fills
up the student with knowledge. The student who acquires the desires of the teacher,
displays those knowledge/desires back to the teacher. However, as in the one-
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directional banking model, the teacher nevertheless remains unaffected by the
student’s own thinking, desires, and ways of knowing. It becomes a “necrophilic”,
“exercise in domination,” where the “educator’s role is to regulate the way the world
‘enters into’ the students” (Freire, 58, 57). Todd interprets Freire’s dialogic ‘production’
of knowledge as a shift, in terms of desire, “from the erotic framing of the teacherstudent relationship as penetrative to a more lateral view of desire as an exchange of
mutuality, of fluidity” (Todd, 3). It is this latter model of embodied desire as
productive, mutual, fluid and interdependent, rather than privileging the purportedly
all-knowing teacher, that may prove useful to subsequent phenomenological
interpretations of drama schools as sites of actor formation.
However, Todd observes that there is still an inherent tension in attempts to theorise
desire for pedagogic ends. If, she asks, as Cornelius Castoriadis proposes, desire is not
that which is unrepresented but is simply not representable, what does this say about
attempts to “name” it, “communicate” it, “represent” it or at least “work” with some
notion of it (Todd, 6)? For Todd, attempts to theorise or write about desire reveal
something of a penetrative impulse, to the classical position of love and knowledge that
is purportedly founded in a recognition of lack. Yet, she notes, desire can also be
understood in terms of productive, creative and sometimes violent aspects of social
encounters.
Todd suggests that teachers and students are always far more than the sum of their
schooling performances. The line between what is “learnt” in educational institutions
and what is “learnt” outside cannot always be easily drawn. There is something more to
pedagogy than the spoken word and likewise there is something about desire operating
within, through, and between teaching and learning bodies (Todd, 7). In this sense, we
cannot regard givenness, agency and disposition as abstracted or removed from their
bodily outworkings and interpenetrations. Nor does this mean that the body should
only be understood in terms of its sexualisation. As David Shumway observes in his
discussion of how schooling practices discipline the body:
The body for Foucault is not a euphemism for the sexual, and
desexualizing (emphasis mine) is only one aspect of the way the body is
constructed in schooling. The body is used by Foucault to indicate the fact
that disciplinary controls are not merely memorised or accepted, but
actually form the body itself. One could say that they are habits in the
sense that they work without the conscious choice of an individual but are
ingrained in the very posture and musculature of the body. (Shumway,
227)
Disciplinary control is fundamental to how institutions and their agents, the teachers,
perceive and embody their function as those who directly engage with the desires and
reservations of other agents, the students. It is the students who come to embody,
throughout the course of their training, behaviours implicating vulnerability in order to
be judged and recognised as competent actors.
However, it cannot be presumed that all these intentionalities or desirings between
teachers and students go unchallenged as particular relationships of power. Many of
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the arguments for restructuring what are regarded as more ‘appropriate’ teacherstudent relations of power and desire are premised upon an ontology of stable being or
givenness rather than indeterminate becoming. Such an ontology suggests a correlative
Lacanian interpretation of desire as ’lack’ rather than desire as machinic framed by
Deleuze as the “productive process of life that produces organisms and selves”
(Colebrook, xxii). Is the student desire of, and yet resistance to, the formation nurtured
by teachers, an indication of naïvete and ignorance or a sign of inevitable struggle
between autonomy and interdependency?

Desire and resistance to formation
Much of the literature in contemporary pedagogy regards student resistance to learning
as a response due to a ‘deficiency’ within the student. According to Alexander Reid, the
identification of this purported psycho-emotional and/or material lack within the
student becomes the premise that pedagogy will address (Reid, 4). He argues that
educational institutions tend to define students by their shortcomings through such
“discourses of lack” (a lack of knowledge, experience, or maturity) (Reid, 8). Students
seek entry into educational institutions often with a perception that through the
institution they will gain what they believe they lack. Even positive experiences within
the institution are constructed upon acts of judgement as recognition for ‘getting it
right’. When students resist such judgements these are also interpreted as a lack of
critical understanding or commitment to the task (ibid). Reid suggests that Deleuze and
Guatarri’s critique of psychoanalytic and capitalist practices asserts that the state
processes of subjectification “turn upon the inculcation of a lack” (Reid, 9). Whether
the lack is symbolic (in Lacanian terms) or material (in Marxist terms), student action
through resistance is still located as a reactionary force that is seen as something for a
teacher to overcome. In Deleuzian terms, when students’ actions are termed as
resistance, their actions are recaptured within the machineries of state social
production, and within the order of lack (Reid, 26).
Yet desire is a paradox of human experience. It is desire that enables the perseverance
of the student in the midst of short-term failings or mis-understandings. We applaud
students who pursue, in a disciplined way, their goals and prove their ability to
perform. But it is also desire that can compel students to accept continual abuse and
mistreatment because, using the same premise of self-discipline, they are willing to
undergo maltreatment and suffering in order to get it right.
We may also think that students simply want to learn the profession of acting, but each
also desires to be shaped into someone who is ‘recognised’ and valued as a performer,
an actor, as part of the tribe. For many, the opportunity to train as an actor feels like
coming home even while it potentially sets them further apart from normal people and
‘normal’ lifestyles. Being an outsider can be painful and lonely but it can also veer
towards the romanticism of becoming a martyr, feeling the obligation to suffer for one’s
artistic freedom.
The ethical challenges of educators to nurture transformational change in students
exist on several fronts. Firstly, teachers want to assist students to transform their
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bodies and psyches so they can access physical, psychological and emotional capacities
to affect and be affected by text, imagination, scene partners and audiences. In my own
doctoral research, I have witnessed the symptoms of students sometimes resisting such
invitations to change.
Secondly, teachers want to honour the importance of students’ extra-curricular lives
and wellbeing. They want students to have a life beyond the arts world. Teachers know
it will broaden and empower their student’s artistic expression as well as sustain their
lives. Therefore, many teachers want to inculcate healthy habits of sleep, nutrition,
relationships, good financial management and so on, in them. Logically, students
should want to embrace personal changes that will embody these healthy practices.
However, in my own current teaching of healthy practices for actors I have witnessed
symptoms of both students and professional actors resisting these well-being changes
too.
Psychologist Robert Kegan and educator Lisa Lahey suggest there are often
unconscious personal factors that can inhibit or counteract the new skills that the
person genuinely wants to make a difference. They cite replicated studies showing that
when doctors tell patients, with life-or-death heart conditions, that they will need to
change their lifestyle habits, that only 1 in 7 patients can actually make the changes
(Kegan 2012). If, in a life or death situation, so few can actually change, what does it say
about challenges of genuinely desiring a change about something that isn’t life or death
such as learning an acting skill or getting better nutrition or sleep. This is the so-called
immunity to change that Kegan and Lahey have framed in their book.
Some acting teachers have told me that transformative change can only be achieved by
breaking through or breaking down blocks or resistances of students. Resistance, in this
context, expressed through hesitation is often variously interpreted by teachers as due
to fear of failure, or fear of change, or even apparent laziness. Yet, it is also not
necessarily a conscious intention of teachers to require such unquestioned submission
of students. Many acting teachers have, themselves, been ‘initiated’ into acting by
similar teaching traditions of unquestioning obedience to a Master-Apprentice style
teacher. “If it was good enough for me, it is good enough for them” may become the
default mantra expressed by teachers, rather than inviting actor-teachers to more
consciously interrogate the way they learned how to act, in lieu of more contemporary
awarenesses and sensitivities to pre-training traumatisation that students may
knowingly or unknowingly bring into the acting school environment. Many impactful
acting techniques (such as Strasberg’s approach to affective memory and Morris’
expurgation exercise) have presumed highly stable and healthily self-regulating
students, often already mature in life. Furthermore, many acting teachers believe that
unquestioning submission will provide their student with three important and
interrelated desires: acting ability, industry recognition and both social, and hopefully,
financial reward.
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Actor training as oscillating between cultish and
cultural
How do we distinguish between Master-Apprentice style teaching environments and
more diverse, even divergent teaching environments? Why do Master-Apprentice style
environments tend to become cultish, resulting sometimes in harmful outcomes for its
obedient students? Could more multi-practice teaching environments allow a cultural
rather than cultish space for students to feel OK about hesitating and even manifesting
some resistance to change?
This is where I see potential value in discerning what contributes to a range of
behaviours from the cultish to the cultural. Marc Galanter sees these terms as
functioning along a continuum, rather than as polar opposites. He begins with the
observation that while the public focus on cults is usually on bizarre and often
destructive behaviours, there is an under-recognition that there are meaningful
psychological processes that may account for what is judged as extreme or strange. The
boundaries may blur between groups that are accepted as part of a culture and those
groups that either position themselves or find themselves positioned as marginal,
alternative or counter-cultural. He argues that the psychological forces that mould
intensely affiliated groups cannot be examined adequately through individual
psychological models. Rather they need to be studied as social systems through
dynamics such as group cohesiveness, shared beliefs and altered consciousness. To
avoid the stigma of these groups as cults, he defines them as “charismatic groups” in
terms of systems theory (Galanter, 1,2). So I’m exploring how drama schools may
function along a continuum from cultural to cult-like.
Galanter proposes that the characteristics of any social group may be understood in
terms of four key dynamics: transformation, monitoring, feedback, and boundary
control (Galanter, 92). So, by evaluating the particular patterns and practices of cultish
institutions that produce what is perceived as detrimental both to individuals and the
broader community, Galanter suggests a clarity can emerge between what makes a
system cult-like rather than cultural. This is based on the premise that both are
produced and sustained by the same dynamic principles (Galanter, 79-81).
Firstly, any social systems, it is believed, take from the outside and process it into a
productive outcome. Transformation allows a system to carry out operations essential
to its own continuity or the needs of a larger system to which it belongs (Galanter, 93).
The most significant transformation is that which shapes the system’s particular
identity. Therefore, many components of the social system are oriented towards this
shaping or preventing any disruption of such habit formation. In the case of one drama
school I participated in, there were particular weekly rituals that informed its unique
approach to training. I deliberately describe these as rituals, as distinct from regular,
pragmatic physical and vocal warm-ups, because they served primarily to build a sense
of group identity and cohesion – a regular reminder that we were being ‘set apart’ to
become actors.
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Monitoring is essential to any system to assure the effective implementation of its
transformational orientation (Galanter, 96-97). The social system must have various
apparatus for monitoring the components or dynamics of the system. Monitoring is
most easily implemented when a voluntary collaboration exists between those in
control and those being managed (Galanter, 99). Strong identification with the group
can even be produced when the member’s own safety and wellbeing are jeopardised by
their leadership. In such cases, leaders inflicting distress on the dependent person are
also perceived as those who will provide eventual relief (Galanter, 85-87). I witnessed
this on a regular basis during my doctoral field research. For example, individual
students would be invited onto the stage (all the other students and the teachers would
sit in the place of the audience). The students on stage would be instructed to walk a
variety of steps towards various objects or pieces of furniture on the stage. They might
have to walk to a chair, initially in six steps, and then in eight steps, and then in three
steps. If they failed any of these tasks they would be asked to do it again and again until
they correctly got it. In this way, the teacher would set up many students for initial
failure and discomfort, in such acting tasks, until the moment they ‘got it’. Then there
would be applause and a sense of euphoria/relief that another student has ‘passed’
through this early stage of initiation.
Feedback is one way for a system to obtain information on how well it is carrying out its
primary task. Positive feedback tends to increase the deviations and elaborations of
output, but if negative feedback is either absent or uncontained, the system can lose
self-regulation and experience disruptions at its boundaries (Galanter, 103). In my
research, although feedback was invited in acting classes, it was always clear that the
teacher determined the way things were to be perceived and interpreted. On one
occasion, again in the theatre space, the teacher instructed two students to interact on
the stage while the rest of us observed their interaction. After this, the teacher asked
several students what they saw and confirmed that they saw things correctly. However,
some students, physically seated quite separately, could not observe this same
described interaction. Yet the teacher had already determined that what she observed,
from her viewpoint, was the only way it could be seen. There was no accounting for or
acceptance of differing viewpoints and concurrent diverse interpretations.
Finally, boundary control is identified by Galanter as vital because such socially enacted
control protects a particular social system against other individual and social dynamics
outside of it. This control includes the screening of ideas as these are “a potent
determinant of behaviour” (Galanter, 105). At the same time, because a social system’s
social boundaries are constantly contacting other social system boundaries, there may
be a variety of potential reactions unless there is some attempt to negotiate sustainable
interactions between such systems. In healthy social groups, representing cultural
diversity, this negotiation may include the revision and reshaping of each system’s
transformational intentionality and its formative social customs and ‘norms’.
Galanter argues that if these four social dynamics – transformation, monitoring,
feedback and boundary control – are all tightly constrained by those in power, this is
indicative of a movement towards the cultish or cult-like rather than towards the
cultural side of the spectrum (Galanter, 88-91). Indeed, breaking free of cultish social
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groups can be highly traumatising because identity is so central to feeling included
rather than ostracised (Galanter, 108-109).

Conclusion
I want to propose that there can be a productive place for students feeling the need to
resist the demands of teachers to change, without care and negotiation about such
expectations. Otherwise there may be pressure in a learning community to become
more cult-like through unquestioning loyalty and blind obedience to some ideal of
acting.
I also believe we should take heed of what Kegan and Lahey bring into this
conversation where they observe that there are usually very good and healthy reasons,
albeit often unconscious, for why a person is either fearful or not yet ready for change.
There may be quite profound and personal reasons or feeling states, known or
unknown to the individual student, that prompt in them a reluctance to risk
vulnerability or exposure beyond which they feel safe and supported to explore.
To support a more sensitive and respectful process of change, Kegan and Lahey have
designed a conceptual tool to help individuals discern what may be the unconscious big
assumptions that cause resistance or immunity to change. This discernment empowers
and gives agency to the individual to create and implement SMART tests (i.e. Safe
Modest Actionable Research-supported Testable) – small steps in the direction of
change to see if the ‘big assumptions’ are true or not (Lahey). This is done in
incremental steps so that it allows risk-taking, but with a safety net. Such a tool can also
reveal unconscious assumptions or myths about the acting profession, in broader areas
such as the belief of needing to suffer, like a martyr, for one’s artistic practice. Both
personal and professional myths or big assumptions can, in this way, be incrementally
explored and tested by the student, supported by the teacher.
In such a cultural rather than cult-like dynamic, student actors are thereby empowered
to embrace change towards effective professional choices and healthier lifestyle choices,
without dreading a loss of emergent identity. Therefore, resistance and immunity to
change are actually important productive symptoms of something else unidentified that
may be going on. Whatever that is, both the student and teacher need to have
compassion and care to discern what the student feels appropriately safe and ready to
explore as an emerging creative practitioner, shaping and being shaped through an
acting school.
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Stomp in Australia
Dominique Sweeney 1
Abstract
This article investigates one actor training exercise in order to question what we
are doing as actor trainers. The Stomp is a particularly strenuous repetitive
exercise imported from Japan in the 1990s and still used in Australian actor
training systems like John Nobbs and Jacqui Carroll’s ‘NSP’ and Zen Zen Zo’s
practice. Another much older stomp from traditional public Aboriginal
performance practices exists in styles like wangga and offers knowledges that
provide direct ways of appreciating our connection to country. The awareness
developed through traditional performance practices involves careful and
detailed observation of place. Traditional Aboriginal public performance practices
contain deep knowledges of aesthetic and technical connection to country.
Connection to country reaches beyond abstract performance aesthetics and
physical training. It is a connection to the environment and to the history and
future of places that Aboriginal performers embody while sharing their country
with their audience. The question we need to ask ourselves is, how as actors and
actor trainers do we learn respectfully from the elders of traditional practices that
live, walk and breathe the country to tell our stories not as interloping invaders
but as artists alongside Aboriginal performers and potential future creators? In
negotiation with Traditional Owners Australian Actor Trainers could offer
participant student actors power and the right to work respectfully located and
developed in place. Actor training practices with an awareness of being emplaced
in country is the starting point for representation and connection to ‘play’. Play, a
term used by Jacques Lecoq as “le jeu”, is the basis of all acting. To enhance the
ability to play actor training at Charles Sturt University extends students
imaginations through identification beyond the constricts of the human body and
psychology. Actors explore shape, colour, animals, elements, substances and
poetry in the great themes of existence – the mundane, love, youth, aging, death,
exodus, betrayal, conquest, exaltation, injustice and suffering. Training orients
actors in their local environment as a starting point inseparable from the history,
politics and social context of that place.
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“Preparing them for that moment” Geoffrey Coleman, Head of Acting at
Central School of Speech and Drama. (Colman)
In 2018 Robert Lewis, lecturer in Acting for Stage and Screen, Charles Sturt University,
initiated a conference in Wagga Wagga celebrating the work of Australian Actor
Training teachers in tertiary institutions. This formalised as AusAct. But what for and
why? As Robert’s colleague and co-lecturer I became involved at the outset and
immediately sought to involve Liza-Mare Syron in the first conference because of her
expertise with Actor Training and in particular Indigenous Actor Training (Syron “The
Place of ‘Culture’ in Actor Training for Indigenous Australians”; Syron “Training
Indigenous Actors in Australia”; Syron and Milne). Place and relationship to place is
core to the primary concerns.
For the 2nd AusAct conference in 2019 at QUT the Indigenous AusAct Panel was
powerful but added as a last-minute consideration and was not planned as a major
thread of the conference. I question the overarching discourse that ventured away from
the initial reasons for founding AusAct and why the conversation chose to ignore the
core of what makes Australian Actor Training unique and how we go about analysing,
questioning and developing that.
To provoke discussion, I relate the opening statement by Coleman about what actor
training is to the exercise from Tadashi Suzuki’s training that has been influential in
Australia and other countries. “The Stomp” provides a useful example in order to tease
out questions concerning localised approaches to actor training. The Stomp is a
training means to approach preparedness for acting and is similar to Jacques Lecoq’s
Neutral Mask aesthetic considerations being sought through training.
Before developing this argument, in referring to Coleman it is necessary to dispel any
concept that aligns with the idea he proposes that an actor must experience the stories
that their characters experience. My proposition is that for actor training this is
fundamentally flawed. Coleman says
Becoming an actor is about signing a lifelong contract which does contain
a lifelong clause. And the clause is to go to dark places and light places, to
live, to die, to represent us. It is not just about pretending, it is about
experiencing some of the most challenging stories to be told or to be told in
the future... some of the exercises are repetitious by design, some of the
requirements of training are muscular and to develop muscle takes
months and years. And so there is nothing instant about becoming an
actor. (Colman)
The use of the word ‘pretending’ is the problem. If pretending implies indicating an
intent to an audience, as in charades, we are far from “Play” in the pedagogy of actor
training. Play is not pretending and play is also not experiencing the thing itself. In this
discussion I position that an actor’s role is to not get confused with character and go
beyond play. The reason we train is to increase actor skills; the ability to focus and play.
A notion that it is necessary or part of a contract for an actor to experience the
challenges of the character that they play is a dangerous suggestion. When an actor
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becomes the character, they are no longer acting. We should not train actors to do that.
We do need to train actors to help enliven their play so that audiences believe that their
character experiences the travails the playwright puts the character through. Enlivened
actors require imaginations that convey ideas clearly to their audience and training
helps develop steps to open those channels. Imagination in the way traditional
Aboriginal performers tie their association with country to enliven their performances
is another consideration. This differentiation between ‘acting’ and ‘being’ in other
systems causes problems. In this instance it does not entertain the same confusion
ascribed to “the method”.
As another precursor to the main discussion I take the example of a ‘universal’ training
system to justify ‘the system’ rather than the intended use of the system. Actor training
systems seek ways to strengthen and encourage flexible artists whose technique should
be invisible in performance. Meyerhold’s system of biomechanics is one example of a
training system designed to do this. However, Biomechanics was critiqued by Igor
Ilinsky, Meyerhold’s principle actor and practitioner of the training, precisely for the
excessive use of ballet steps favouring the ‘ballet style’ which Ilinsky decried and he
sought training methods freed from superfluous mannerisms and style boundaries. In
contrast, ardent “biomechanicians” continued to propose mannered systems branding
biomechanics as an end in itself (Cole and Chinoy, p.505).
The 21st century Performance Studies debacle with Philip Auslander plagiarising
Theory for Performance Studies offers a moment of clarity in Judith Butler’s response:
Both the approach to theory as "tool" and as "great thinkers" misses the
fact that theory emerges in a dynamic and crucial relation to the various
disciplinary modes of thinking, popular culture, art, and performance…
theory cannot be "exterior" to what it thinks about; it has its own multiple
histories and trajectories… How does one theorize performance to the side
of the proscenium stage, and how does that come to redefine our
understanding of the stage, of public space, of public movement? What is
the relation of performance and ritual? How do we understand the body,
gesture, movement, and stillness? And how do we understand cultural
action and practice in new ways? (Schechner et al.)
So where/how do we start with an Australian theory of actor training that is neither
plagiarising nor ignoring the practices of our teachers? Anne Marshall explored
working with acting students and central Australian Traditional Owners. She says
Aboriginal performances carry with them a vast range of kinaesthetic,
olfactory and gustatory experiences. Apart from human interaction, this
variety is connected with seasonal changes; location changes; particular
vegetation; topography of the surrounding countryside; altitude; fire and
wood smoke; food; animals, birds and insects; the scent of rain on dry
dust; pollen carried by the wind and the tang of seasonal flowers and
fruits. (Marshall, pp.311-312)
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Marshall provides a launchpad into what we mean by careful and detailed observation
of place describing how non-Aboriginal performer students are awkward learning
traditional performance moves because of their untrained and unattuned bodies.
(Marshall, pp.311-312). Australian actor-training research is located in the place we find
ourselves. We are a continent contingent on many different language speaking groups
and diverse cultural practices. This recognition of who and where we are is the starting
point for research into Australian actor training. We can and do draw on systems
outside of this continent and new technologies as we explore means of representation
however an emplaced awareness is the foundation. Careful and detailed observation of
place must come from appreciating the performance cultures of Australian Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples. Those knowledges come in styles of public
performance practices (theatre) like wangga and mungamunga. Once we have an
understanding, permission and an ability to join in that understanding then we have a
viable position from which to deal with other places. If we start with a sensitivity to
country, we can move away from the brutal colonial dissociative state that continues to
destroy the land and its people. That line prolongates the great Australian silence.
Anthologist William Stanner said 50 years ago that he would hope that our history
begins to address
the other side of the story over which the great Australian silence reigns…
Aborigines have always been looking for two things: a decent union of
their lives with ours but on terms that let them preserve their own identity,
not their inclusion willy-nilly in our scheme of things and a fake identity,
but development within a new way of life that has the imprint of their own
ideas.
It is time that we find a way to recognise that the union that is to all our benefits starts
with the acknowledgement that we have much to learn. And still we look elsewhere for
training to emulate that foreign thing which glitters as ‘the system’ for Australia. I take
this further and suggest that performers stomping the earth needs special attention.
Branding oneself as a practitioner of a particular actor training system brings
associated labelling both negative and positive. In recognition of this I qualify my use of
Jacques Lecoq’s system. The actor training pedagogy based in ‘play’ is a focal point in
my argument. I propose that the point of play must rest in an understanding of the
place from which we enter into play. I draw on references to Jacques Lecoq from his
classes and in private discussion while I attended his school in Paris between 1991 and
1993. In the previous AusAct conference proceedings Robert Lewis and I discussed how
our teachers, in my case Lecoq, recommended that we develop our own creative work
from our country. Lewis quotes from his experience with Butoh trainer Yoshito Ohno
that the significance of place in performance training should be a priority in the actor’s
“ability to be highly flexible, agile and responsive to the performance environment.”
(Sweeney and Lewis). Lewis uses Suzuki’s pedagogy to offer an alternative approach to
Stanislavsky’s Active Analysis in actor training and raises the ‘mystery world’ where
actors have an understanding of the dualities of practice, actors ‘play’ with and within
the ‘mystery’ rather than simply navigate a mapped sequence of psychological actions.
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Lewis extends his non-psychological path interrogating the Suzuki based actor training
of the Nobbs Suzuki Praxis (NSP). John Nobbs recognises this and says that we might
offer an anti-aesthetical vision of Suzuki. The proposition identifies an embodied sense
of the expansive space that the continent holds and is encoded in the movement of
Australian actors. This may offer insights and is similar to the way Lecoq conceived
Australian actors’ embodied awareness on stage. Lecoq explored the embodied
sensibility to place through the neutral mask and was constantly researching the
cultural and physical imprints of movement on bodies. Examples of this research in
Australia are in Liza-Mare Syron’s work on Indigenous actor training (Syron “Artistic
Practice in Contemporary Indigenous Theatre”; Syron “The Place of ‘Culture’ in Actor
Training for Indigenous Australians”; Syron “Training Indigenous Actors in Australia”)
and Rachael Swain’s collaboration with Marrugeku (Swain “Listening to Country:
Indigenous Dance Dramaturgy in Remote Australia”; Swain “Ways of Listening:
Dramaturgy as Deep Mapping in Intercultural-Indigenous Performance”). There are
also developments in works like Belloo Creative’s ‘Sand’ creating a new
Australian/Japanese aesthetic (Belloo Creative).
Australian based Suzuki training opens up actors to exhaust their bodies of the
tendency to be controlled by rigid conscious thought alone. The stomp is a pivotal point
for this inquiry, the primary exercise that trains actors to move in the theatrical space
without clutter. While it offers lower body muscular strength and agility, an aspect of
training many systems demand, there is a martial component and a crowded linearity
implicit in the exercise. Nobbs also suggests that there is a Japanese cultural embodied
sense of the temporal different to the Australian temporal awareness in bodies focused
through this exercise. A colonial Australian historical viewing of non-Aboriginal actors
offers just that but when we look deeper into the cultural practices of the multitude of
traditional Australian performance practices temporal visions in body awareness
change radically.
Nobbs says that the benefits of the stomp are
Focus, Grounding, Self-Definition and History. For us the stomp is not
banging the ground but embracing the ground at high energy. Planting
the weight forcefully but with great sensitivity onto the stage floor. It is
not so much expressing energy out from the body, but actors impressing
energy into the centre of their bodies. (Nobbs)
A stomp brings feet and vital forces into connection with the earth – the connecting
material between us all. This primary movement is the basis of many performance
forms and in Australia and other countries we have seen the growing enthusiasm with
Viewpoints, various Suzuki offshoots and in the 1960s it was part of pop culture. In
1963 an ABC News Magazine piece titled “Should the Stomp be banned?” documented
dance form imported from American surf culture. Resident dance expert Miss Phyllis
Bates described that, while primitive, the stomp was “just a bit of fun that can’t hurt
anyone” (ABC). At the same time as dance floors were shaking across capital cities and
country towns, in the north of Australia traditional theatre styles like, wangga, had for
much longer employed stomping as an aesthetic performance technique. Today, nearly
sixty years later the awareness of this ongoing tradition still lies beyond theatre culture
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and continues in the domains of the practitioners and amongst researchers in
musicology, anthropology and linguistics.

What is the theatrical stomp understood in current
actor training?
With Suzuki, the purpose of his stomp is to enhance neutrality utilising physical
endurance through exhaustion and repetition as well as providing the aesthetic of
moving laterally across the stage – an aesthetic that exists in many of the highly stylised
forms of theatre that Lecoq called the 6th level of theatrical tension. Levels of theatrical
tension in Lecoq’s pedagogy awaken actors to enliven bodies to style. The 6th level of
theatrical tension describes stylised theatrical expressions like Khon, Kabuki, Nō,
Kathakali, Dalag puppeteering and Commedia dell’arte. This also applies to the masked
performance styles of traditional Australian balga and junba.
When I first saw Suzuki’s stomp in Melbourne at the Playbox workshop in 1992 the
endurance aspect puzzled me. I saw the physical effort as a test rather than as a
pathway to a performance aesthetic. It was not clear to me as an observer that the
purpose of the militaristic stomping for an actor was to pass beyond exhaustion into
movement driven action. The mind must let go and disassociate from the exhaustion
while the focus rests on just breathing.
In 2019 participating in an NSP (Carrol and Knobbs) workshop with much stomping I
discovered the current adaptions are made to suit an Australian aesthetic which focus
not on perfection of movement but on a process of revelation of habitual mannerisms
that hinder and hold back an actor. In a Lecoq based pedagogy this is neutral mask.
These devices put the actor on show and reveal very quickly tensions and parts of the
body that respond more or less quickly to imaginative stimuli. NSP constantly
challenges the actor to never rest comfortably and sink back on your haunches. This is
the same ‘ready to go’ state that Neutral Mask demands.
What NSP offers is that you don’t have time to think and therefore your body must
respond without a cluttered head centred mind intervening. Once you give up thinking
through the head and allow the consciousness to be through the entire body then the
learning begins. There is a differentiation between economy of movement which is
what the stomp aims for in the training and the neutral which is the result of that ease
with the strength gained in the lower half of the body able to move into style,
unrestricted smoothly across the performance space. Had we been performing from the
time we could walk, like many Traditional Owners in the north of Australia, this would
be implicit and filled with the relationships to country that enliven minds and bodies.
The following excerpt is my personal experience as a participant in the 2019 NSP
Wagga Wagga workshop written as a flow of consciousness. The point of view of
participant observer considers some insider/outsider actor training implications prior
to discussing how we enter into the public performance practices of Traditional
Owners.
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Spaces in between. Inside the Knobs Suzuki practice as the other.
The other – I am the other and NSP welcomes the other and there is no level of
difficulty which isn’t immediately appropriate for the novice. In NSP not being caught
inside enables the position that’s being asked for, ‘welcoming the other’.
The research is both internal and external.
Here we go – ready to go.
The work is a constant process of pushing the body to its limits so that it releases the
mind, enables the complete being to be ready to go.
Jackie Carroll is instrumental in this process using her dance training as the mode to
inquire into actors’ bodies, touching the face, touching all different parts of the body to
do what has been called ‘release’, activating certain areas to either relax or add
tension and the word soften is used constantly…
so that activation and softening are happening at the same time.
There can be an enormous sense of tension in putting the effort into the work and that
tension needs to be transferred into theatrical tension which includes the softness and
a constant witness of the audience.
The spacing between is like music.
It’s the play, it’s where everything lies so the constant sense of being in between is
where this is that and the question of boundaries is always there
so there are often two contradictory positions
everyone is placed within and the paradox is to keep both of those positions alive
and…
that’s the play.
Miles Davis’s famous adage purports that there’s no wrong note, it’s the note that
follows that shows whether the performer knows where they’re going (Jones).
This is the play, it’s the space in between that is the life.
This space in between is where Gordon Craig’s idea of performance comes to life and
today is reflected in ideas from the St. Petersburg Institute of Performing Arts
Puppetry school who propose that the “most important skill of the future puppeteer is
the ability to ‘comprehend the soul of objects,’ to see a character in any inanimate
object and bring it to life”(Institute of Performing Arts).
There is no separation between the actor and puppeteer – ready to go – ready to
animate in a constant process of being available, listening to the body, looking at
where tension rises and impedes communication
… and yet it’s in that tension – in that struggle that is the very act of play – is the act
of performance.
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Wangga
In the northwest of Australia, the ‘rock and roll’ wangga has many parts to it, one of
which is the public tradition of improvised stomping. The men and women encircle a
dancer who steps forward to show off their improvised stomping accompanied by a
digeridoo with boomerang or clapstick rhythm. The moves tell stories as well as show
off the dancer’s prowess (Sweeney "Masked Corroborees of the Northwest"). This
stomping technique as a theatrical device is used in balga as well. The training that
goes into wangga and balga is inculcated in children from the time they can walk.
These theatrical forms are profound in their dramatic structure and in their meaning.
The following is my summary of the thirty-one Gurirr Gurirr balga songs.
It begins with the woman’s spirit led by Jimpi, another juari (devil devil) spirit and
together they make the journey to Mount House where they approach a big swamp.
From there they pass over Yulunpu on the tablelands northwest of Halls Creek. At a
cave near Elgee Cliffs the two spirits see the half-kangaroo Ngarranggarni and then
at Mount King encounter the shadows of their people burned in a massacre by
Gardiya (white people). They call to the shadows but those spirits don’t answer. Jimpi
accidentally kicks a stone that is the possum Ngarranggarni. They see a shadow move
over the hill in front of them at Bedford Downs. This is certainly the shadow of death
and refers to the massacre of Traditional Owners by Gardiya that features in another
famous balga: Marnem Marnem Dililib Benuwarrenji (Fire Fire Burning Bright).
They see no people there and are confused. At Clara Springs the two spirits argue
about the ownership of the corroboree being sung. They make their way to Bow River
and to Warmun, where the story began with the road accident. They follow the path
the ambulance took with the gravely injured woman to Wyndham and there, at
Mount Cockburn, Jimpi leaves to return to her country. The Gurirr Gurirr spirit then
visits Ngarranggarni sites around Kununurra and finally, looking eastward, sees
Darwin annihilated by Wunggurr through the force of cyclone Tracy (Sweeney
"Masked Corroborees of the Northwest – ‘Stand up in My Head’", p.107).
Here each place is brought to life in the performance through the beat, the words and
melody and the way the feet touch the earth.

Conclusion
The stomp has many manifestations in Australia from pop culture, Japanese martial
actor training to Australian variants of that imported training system. Then there are
the Aboriginal theatre traditions that are much older. The aesthetic in the way
stomping movements offer actor strength and clarity of performance is one
consideration. The stomp provides a microcosm of issues involved in assessing what we
are doing with Australian actor training. Alongside the stomping wangga styles of the
men there are other theatre forms like the women’s mungamunga with their feet
shuffling, making tracks and not leaving the earth, offering a whole other world of
research considerations. The ‘preparation for the moment’ through stylised stomping
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and other movement styles is the beginning of research considerations in Australian
actor training to take us deeper in our connections to how and why we perform.
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The invisible communicator: A vocal
workshop
Angela Punch McGregor 1
Abstract
The human voice is at once visible yet formless. These exercises form part of my
current voice pedagogy. They are examples of an evolving curriculum to treat the
human voice as both a tangible and formless entity. The exercises mapped below
are accompanied by a basic content and delivery style and a brief overview of
perhaps why the activity has proved beneficial. The tangibility of the voice is
observed by watching bodily signals but what happens on the inside is more
mysterious. So how to integrate the physical with the metaphysical into vocal
training? My work as voice coach is constantly attending to this conundrum:
applying the exercises that might address the physical complexities, but also
integrating such work into the larger metaphysical expression of the human
voice. This workshop is an example of some ideas that might support a stronger
link to physical training with psychic release. This ongoing exploration springs
from a desire to better understand the vocal constraints that beset our acting
students towards open free vocal expression.

Keywords
Soul; Foundations; Hidden; Invisibility; Tangibility; Constraints; Catharsis;
Metaphysical; Conundrum; Psychic release; Curriculum; Yoga; Transcendence;
Protective patterns; Intercostal structures

The workshop
These four exercises (shown in Table 1) are not necessarily routine or even frequent
activities but are described as examples of where body and soul and breath can come
together for perhaps a more cathartic practice.

 Angela Punch McGregor: punchmcgregor@hotmail.com
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Table 1: The Voice Transcending
EXERCISE
ON THE
RACK

CONTENT
Lying in supine
position, place the
yoga block under the
upper back.
Lie across the block
with arms
outstretched to
produce maximum
stretch across the
upper thoracic chest
wall and sternum
bone.

WHOLEBODY
RESISTANCE

FOCUSED
REALITY

DELIVERY

PURPOSE

OUTCOMES

Find a shallow rhythm
of breath as you sense
the arched upper back
putting maximum
strain on the sternum
and intercostal
muscles.

These muscles that
separate each rib in
the ribcage are
frequently unreleased
and the sternum
which has flexibility to
expand is often held in
a defensive frozen
position.

The goal of this
remedial posture is to
gently and regularly
stretch all the muscles
originating from the
shoulder girdle and
from the central
sternum bone to
provide a flexible set
of intercostal muscles
both for breath
capacity and
resonance from the
whole thoracic cavity.
This flow of wholebody movement
demands balance and
a floor resistance. It
also allows for the
breathing
musculature to
expand and support
the effort involved.

Stay in this position
for only a couple of
minutes.

Always moving slowly
but with continual
flow the muscles must
realise both a stretch
in a 360 degree and a
counter release from
abducting to
adducting. This will
keep muscles both
strong in resistance
development and
flexible for sound
vocal placement.

Moving into a yoga
sequence or flow of
postures, the
intercostals, muscles
of the ribcage, neck
and pelvis and
shoulder girdles are
all engaged in fully
oxygenated resistance
work.

As the upper body
contains all the major
organs for operation
from the pelvis
upwards, these areas
see the surrounding
muscles maintaining a
tight pattern of
protection.

You find a voice that
comes to you in an ad
lib fashion by talking
directly to an invisible
subject who has
remained problematic
to you in your past or
present life
experiences.

You can position
yourself in front of the
class or away from
their gaze. You talk
randomly to the
“invisible
relationship”, finding
words to speak what
has been unspeakable.

This work must be
approached carefully
when the class has
developed group trust.
They will act as a
witness to this highly
charged, very raw and
honest expression. It
allows for a newfound
confidence.

You decide when and
how to begin and
when and how to
resolve it.

It demonstrates a
breath capacity and an
engagement that the
student might
otherwise have been
unaware of inside
their own body.
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DELIVERY

PURPOSE

OUTCOMES
It should be
introduced as an
optional activity and
never demanded.
The whole class is
present emotionally
and vocally.

YIN
STRETCH

These are well-known
yoga postures that are
useful upon
completion of a class
to bring the energetic
fluids of the body into
the larger joints,
especially the hips,
pelvis and shoulders.

You can perform three
or four postures per
class for
approximately 10
minutes in total.
Hold the postures for
about two minutes
each and always
return to neutral
Shivassana position in
between each posture
to re-route the fluids
of the body. It is more
beneficial at the end of
a workshop as the
physicality is
grounding rather than
energising.

You will feel very
grounded and present
in your mental focus
as a result.
Sound will emanate
from the body with an
integrated resonance
as opposed to sitting
trapped in the upper
half of the body.

Exercise One is an attempt to draw awareness to the sometimes-frozen musculature
that lies between the upper ribs, particularly in the front of the ribcage secured by the
sternum or breast bone. Due to both cultural and psychological interference in our
development there is commonly a foreshortening of the intercostal muscles in this area.
The yoga block will lift the thoracic cavity into a stretch position that extends right
across the breast bone and up into neck and shoulder muscles. By encouraging a
shallow inhale and exhale in this position it further encourages the intercostals to
greater expansion and release.
Exercise Two is designed to incorporate whole body muscle strengthening to support
the breathing structures of the body’s core. By engaging in a flow of muscle activity, the
entire torso will develop a flexibility and isolated strength when the actor’s breath is
called into play. Balance, resistance and cardio strength are required to reinstate the
body’s alignment and to enable strong isolated movements from the actor’s vocal
instrument: in this case, the torso.
Exercise Three – also known as Transcendence – allows the actor to release strong
energetics from their most honest and heartfelt life positions. This exercise needs to
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happen with a group well known to itself and where there sits a safe and trusted
environment. The exercise should always be presented as an optional exploration for
anyone’s ongoing training. The focused vocal delivery that involves qualities of courage
and humility can free a fixed and frozen musculature of the shoulder, chest and pelvic
girdles. This exercise best encapsulates the concept of the invisible voice. This deep
honest place is where all power resides for the actor, yet where all fear and protection
can also abide.
Exercise Four is a traditional yoga practice that will, because of sustained resistance,
open the larger muscles of shoulder, pelvis and hips. During this resistance, because of
holding the postures for several minutes all bodily fluids are damned then released into
a deeper place in the tissues of the body. These body fluids are responsible for
reoxygenation, cleansing and nourishing both bone and surrounding muscle. The actor
will feel very grounded and centred after the exercise and with better mental focus.

Concluding Thoughts
Our personal psychic experiences are all lodged in the muscle memory and the muscle
defence that ensures our survival. These examples of somatic work on the voice ensure
a deepening of resonance and an increase in volume capacity by attending to muscular
dysfunction. I have noticed a greater range in colour and tone in the young voice,
sometimes immediately.
Finally, a word on breath. As a vocal coach I must always return to how sound is
delivered – on a sound wave that is the constant movement of air. The complex
obstacles to why air is not moving freely remains the central matrix of all our teaching
goals. Fortunately, or not, inhaling is an involuntary action. We never have to think
about it. Exhaling, however, is like the forgotten city or tribe. We get so caught up in
life’s distractions and obstacles that we hold onto our last breath as if it’s our last
breath! This is the most fundamental and recurring challenge for the actor. The
muscles must be strong and prepared for the constant recoil of breath needed during
performance. The muscle memory and neural pathways need to erase old protective
patterns that will default under emotional pressure. The speed of activities asked of the
performer under this pressure need the vocal instrument to respond and adapt with
lightning speed.
These exploratory activities will go some way to addressing our teaching challenges.
They can hopefully invite a conversation on the holistic training of the performer’s
speaking voice in both acting and voice pedagogy.
The actor is, consciously or otherwise, seeking a comfortable place to abide within the
realm of the play and the imagination of the role. It follows that this formless part of
the voice – we can call it the soul – wants to lay bare its deepest feelings. This is a tough
challenge as such things will always lie hidden. Luckily this invisible voice is also
seeking a home, a body, that will be built well and with reliable foundations. We have a
place to start!
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View from the bridge: Navigating an
actor training program through
university regulatory frameworks
Mark Radvan 1
Abstract
Contemporary actor training degrees accredited within Australia’s Tertiary
Education Quality Standards Agency (TEQSA) based system, must meet
Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) Level 7 threshold criteria. These
require graduates at this level to have broad and coherent theoretical and
technical knowledge with depth in one or more disciplines or areas of practice. In
terms of skills, they will have well-developed cognitive, technical and
communication skills that can be applied to unpredictable and sometimes
complex problems, and they will be able to transmit their knowledge, skills and
ideas to others. In terms of application, they will demonstrate autonomy, selfdirection, well-developed judgement and responsibility. How can analysis of this
regulatory framework stimulate new thinking for conservatoire-based
curriculum, and in particular, can we refresh thinking around the theory-practice
nexus to enable students to more confidently explore greater autonomy and
judgement in preparation to meet the demands and challenges of seeking acting
careers in film, television and theatre?

Keywords
AQF; TEQSA; Actor Training Curriculum; Syllabus

Part One: Background
It is only in comparatively recent times that Australian conservatoire-based actor
training courses migrated into the undergraduate degree sectors of university
education. The watershed period for Australia being the Dawkins era (1987–1991),
when, under federal Education Minister John Dawkins, a range of universities, colleges
and institutes were amalgamated into a unified university system. Those actor training
courses that had previously flourished inside vocational institutes and colleges at
diploma level, in their new post-amalgamation existence found themselves being
redeveloped as university degrees.
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This has seen the merging of what were previously two mostly separate traditions —
that of actor training, with its roots in theatre and studio traditions, and that of
university degree-level studies, with their quite different cultural and pedagogical
origins. The process of achieving this union has not always been easy and has been
further complicated by new challenges.
As Dawn Bennett (2009, 310) noted, predictably there have been challenges around
funding and resource models for practical studio-based courses that struggle to fit
within the parameters of standard university disciplines. However, what she also
observed were widening disparities between undergraduate curriculum, the career
expectations of students and the rapidly changing conditions of professional practice.
Bennett’s research led her to propose the emergence of a new career norm for most
practicing artists, which she observed, had become an increasingly complex balancing
act of juggling their art with multiple, simultaneous careers as teachers, administrators,
business managers, or indeed in quite unrelated employment fields.
This proposition raises the familiar question of whether current conservatoire-based
actor training curriculum is unrealistically premised on career assumptions that in
reality only a lucky few will enjoy. Peter Zazzali and Jeanne Klein asked a similar
question in a 2015 article examining American Theatre department curricula, and
noted their underlying premise of potential future employment in a regional theatre
sector that in actuality had all but disappeared. A similar concern was voiced by Patrick
Mitchell and echoed by others at the 2019 AusAct conference, when he asked ‘Are we
training too many actors?’ Can these concerns be addressed in a contemporary degree
environment, and if so, how?
This article begins with a simple question — if we were to start with the generic degree
structure legislated by the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF), and then
reverse-engineer an actor training degree pathway — would this stimulate new thinking
that could help us address some of these concerns?
At this point, it may be worth reminding ourselves that our actor-training culture
evolved in very different circumstances to those we experience today. When I reflect on
my own beginnings in Australian actor training, four decades ago, I observe a vibrant
cauldron of approaches and influences, far removed from the language of curriculum
and regulation. These influences came from the resurging Australian theatre world of
the 1970’s and 1980’s (think Jane St, Nimrod, La Mama), meeting with some of the
ferment of American star teachers (think Hagen, Adler, Meisner, Strasberg), with the
tradition of English theatre training, particularly around voice teaching, and with other
influences coming via individuals who sought out non-Anglo-American training
regimes including Le Coq training in Paris and Suzuki training in Japan. It is this
melange of ideas that has provided the chaotic but fertile subsoil for much of today’s
actor training practitioners. Bree Hadley’s 2008 survey of Masters and Doctoral theses
that between 1979 and 2004 investigated actor training techniques and influences,
identified a similar topography.
It’s also noticeable how much the organisation of pre-degree Australian actor training
mirrored the structure of the theatre companies of the day. Schools such as NIDA, were
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in effect mini-production factories. Acting was mainly about theatre, theatre consisted
of plays, and training consisted of selecting and equipping actors with the skills needed
to put on plays. What those skills were, and how they could be taught derived from a
range of English, American and European theatre traditions. In Chris Hays’ (2017)
account of blackface in early NIDA productions, we can see a glimpse of this feverish
training world, where theatre productions were effectively the raison d’etre of the
school, and favourable theatre reviews in the local media perhaps as important to
credentialing the school’s prestige and sustainability, as more academic types of
oversight.
The Diploma or sub-Diploma qualifications offered by these institutes provided a
sympathetic academic structure that allowed tremendous freedom and few constraints
for this type of experiential-based learning, drawing as it did, on a century of rapidly
evolving and often experimental theatre and studio practice. And initially, the change to
degree structures in the 1980’s had only limited impact on this freedom.
However, from the 1990’s onward, the centralisation and quality assurance agendas
across universities and government saw the development of regulatory agencies
charged with defining and auditing qualification standards across Australia, that were
to increasingly put pressure on degree-level tertiary actor training curriculum. The first
of these, the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF), established in 1995, was
charged with creating national standards for each level of qualification, from Certificate
through to Doctorate. The AQF defines the threshold standards for each level,
including, for example, defining the difference between a diploma and a degree. The
Australian Universities Quality Agency (AUQA) set up in 2000, was responsible for
conducting audits of universities and providing them with a report including
commendations and recommendations. AUQA though, was not empowered as a
regulator with the authority to compel recommendations. However, in 2011 it was
replaced by the Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency (TEQSA) whose
function to accredit courses, or indeed, to withdraw accreditation in the event of
unsatisfactory course design or performance, has exactly that authority. It is the TEQSA
five-year cycle of accreditation of curriculum that now essentially licenses what
universities teach and how they teach it, so for that reason alone, curriculum thinking
warrants considerably more attention than it might have before. And this isn’t
necessarily a bad thing.
Indeed, the assertion I make, is that within actor-training we are often trying to fix
problems in the engine room that are better solved on the bridge. Coming as most of us
do from a rich studio tradition, we attend closely to questions around syllabus, which
lists our subjects, topics, techniques and pedagogies, while we overlook the importance
of examining curriculum, which is the global statement of our course aims and
objectives.
One inevitable consequence is syllabus creep. We tend to solve problems in the studio
by adding to the syllabus, so that over time its waistline slowly overgrows its belt. The
same approach occurs at the macro level of course design, when we adopt contentbased solutions as a way to address challenges like the need for career development, or
the acquisition of complementary skills such as entrepreneurship. We add content in
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the form of new units, which in turn means that in making room for them, we sacrifice
some of the very artform-based teaching that attracted our students in the first place,
and we run the risk of fragmenting their learning. Is there another approach?
In the remainder of this article I point to the possibility of other ways of addressing
these kinds of questions. This entails going back to the AQF threshold standards, and
their implicit notion of what a degree actually is. I hope to show that by revisiting how
we think a degree level course works, this in turn will lead us to rethink what we teach
and how we teach it, that may help us address our concerns without diluting the artform training that our students are seeking.

Part Two: The structure of a degree
In considering what a curriculum rather than syllabus focus might look like, let’s
remind ourselves what a degree is, and how it is supposed to work as defined by the
AQF.
In the Ten Step chain of educational being, a Degree is a course of study that sits on
Step 7, just above Advanced Diploma on Level 6, and just below Honours on Level 8,
which in turn sits below Masters on level 9 and Doctoral programs on Level 10. Each
step is defined by a set of threshold standards — the minimum standards of graduate
outcome that have been set for that level.
Each institution then constructs its proposed curriculum to meet those standards. So,
for the purposes of this discussion, we can take the AQF’s outline of a degree as a kind
of genesis curriculum that underpins each university’s local variant.
The first key feature of a degree, as defined by the AQF, is that it is based in one or
more disciplines or areas of practice. When we say ‘based in a discipline’ that can mean
that it sits over a living field of active enquiry, practice and debate, which for
conservatoire acting courses could be around acting and actor training. The liveness of
that field is one of the guarantors of its relevance, liveness being reflected in vigorous
conference attendance and debate, active publishing in journals and books, and a vital
living tradition of creative practice, similar to Webb’s notion of a ‘cultural field’.
A cultural field can be defined as a series of institutions, rules, rituals,
conventions, categories, designations, appointments and titles which
constitute an objective hierarchy, and which produce and authorise
certain discourses and activities. But it is also constituted by, or out of, the
conflict which is involved when groups or individuals attempt to
determine what constitutes capital within that field, and how that capital
is to be distributed. Bourdieu understands the concept of cultural field to
refer to fluid and dynamic, rather than static, entities. Cultural fields, that
is, are made up not simply of institutions and rules, but of the interactions
between institutions, rules and practices. (Webb, Schirato & Danaher
2012, 21)
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A second feature is that the AQF degree is formulated in outcomes-based language and
is characterised by the key terms of ‘knowledge’, ‘understanding’ and ‘skills’ and of the
creative ‘application’ of them to actual problems. These key terms derive from Bloom’s
taxonomy of cognition (Krathwohl & Anderson 2001), still a useful text for
understanding contemporary academic curriculum. When we say outcomes-based, we
mean that the curriculum doesn’t mandate what we teach, which will be listed in our
syllabus documents, but rather mandates what the outcomes will be for our students in
terms of what they will be able to do.
Thirdly, that over its three years, a degree’s program of study advances in complexity
and sophistication of thinking and practice, such that by completion, an accomplished
graduate should be qualified to continue into professional work, or into further study at
Level 8, an honours degree.
Curriculum thinking challenges us to work backwards, starting with a set of knowledge,
skills and application outcomes and backward mapping the content and learning
experiences required to deliver them. In effect, curriculum thinking asks us to chart the
journey (point of view — bridge) rather than to program the motor (point of view —
engine room).
The AQF defines a degree in the following terms:
Summary Graduates at this level will have broad and coherent knowledge and skills
for professional work and/or further learning
Knowledge Graduates at this level will have broad and coherent theoretical and
technical knowledge with depth in one or more disciplines or areas of practice
Skills Graduates at this level will have well-developed cognitive, technical and
communication skills to select and apply methods and technologies to:
• analyse and evaluate information to complete a range of activities
• analyse, generate and transmit solutions to unpredictable and sometimes complex

problems
• transmit knowledge, skills and ideas to others

Application of knowledge and skills
Graduates at this level will apply knowledge and skills to demonstrate autonomy, welldeveloped judgement and responsibility:
• in contexts that require self-directed work and learning
• within broad parameters to provide specialist advice and functions

Figure 1. Australian Qualifications Framework (2013, 47) level 7 criteria.
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Part Three: Asking questions
In this next section, I propose to take each of the three sections of the AQF description
of a degree, Knowledge, Skills and Application, and then suggest one or two key
questions arising from it that might be useful to consider in the context of actor
training.

1: Knowledge
They will have broad and coherent theoretical and technical knowledge with depth in
one or more disciplines or areas of practice.
The first question we can ask is this: If we are to consider Acting as a discipline, distinct
from, though related to, Drama or Performance Studies, then which part of Acting’s
knowledge domain should we be selecting for ‘depth’ and what does an attainment of
‘depth’ look like, as distinct from the attainment of breadth’? We can also ask — what
does ‘coherent’ mean, in the context of “coherent theoretical and technical knowledge?”
We could additionally note that this knowledge base will be applied to an increasing
range of problems, and the developing ability to apply this knowledge productively
constitutes a skill set in its own right.

2: Skills
They will have well-developed cognitive, technical and communication skills to select
and apply methods and technologies to:
-

analyse and evaluate information to complete a range of activities
analyse, generate and transmit solutions to unpredictable and sometimes
complex problems
transmit knowledge, skills and ideas to others

The notion of ‘well-developed technical and communication skills’ if thought of in
acting terms as instrumental skills, is at the centre of much of the conversation,
research and debate in actor training today, and so probably needs little further
questioning. However, the notion of ‘well-developed cognitive skills’ certainly warrants
interrogatory attention:
In the field of Acting, what would the attainment of well-developed cognitive skills look
like as distinct from the technical and communication skills?
What explicit, coherent, codified and discipline-based cognitive skills are we teaching
that enable our acting students to:
-

analyse and evaluate information to complete a range of activities?
analyse, generate and transmit solutions to unpredictable and sometimes
complex problems?
transmit knowledge, skills and ideas to others?
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3: Application of knowledge and skills
Graduates will apply knowledge and skills to demonstrate autonomy, well-developed
judgement and responsibility:
-

in contexts that require self-directed work and learning
within broad parameters to provide specialist advice and functions

Questions we could ask, include — where in our acting degrees do students apply their
accumulated knowledge and skills to exercise their autonomy and their judgements in
self-directed contexts? And by completion do we feel they are sufficiently competent to
provide specialist advice on their discipline to others? How do we develop their
judgement, and how do we evaluate the development of that judgement?

Part Four: Speculative answers
In the last part of this article, I propose to take some of those curriculum-derived
questions and speculate what answers to them might look like. These answers make no
claim to be definitive, they merely serve as an exemplification of a curriculum thinking
process.
Question 1: Which part of Acting’s knowledge domain should we be selecting for
‘depth’ and what does an attainment of ‘depth’ look like, as distinct from the
attainment of breadth’?
Traditionally, actor training courses looking to include theoretical content, turn to
contextual studies in areas such as theatre history. Mostly these achieve breadth rather
than depth, in my experience at least. One reason for this might be that they are less
about historical inquiry, in the sense of studying historical methodology and
philosophy, and tend to be more about the awareness or recall of historical phenomena,
which in Bloom’s Taxonomy is ranked as one of the simpler levels of cognition.
So where is depth both possible and useful? One answer might be in an enhanced study
of dramaturgy, particularly if it were defined as:
-

the study of how dramatic (theatre and film) texts are constructed,
how dramatic texts convey information around dramatic action, character,
theme and purpose,
how dramatic texts interrogate and illuminate the social, political, economic
and ecological worlds we inhabit,
how dramatic texts are interpreted and transformed in their embodiment by
actors in real or imaginary spaces, and
how that textual embodiment is read or interpreted by audiences.

Perhaps dramaturgy, defined this comprehensively, could be studied in depth as the
theoretical core of an acting degree, and also be explored in practice, integrated into the
teaching of acting skills, and applied into an investigation of theatre and film rehearsal
processes. It also offers the potential for ‘coherence’ across its theoretical and practical
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functions, underpinned as it is by an increasing number of theatre scholars and
practitioners working in the field, many of whom are connected with the Translation,
Adaptation and Dramaturgy Working Group within the International Federation for
Theatre Research (IFTR).
The benefit of adopting a coherent and in-depth philosophical core is in the
opportunity to develop in students the elasticity and rigour of thinking, that has the
potential to be subsequently transferred to other knowledge domains.
Question 2: what would the attainment of well-developed cognitive skills look like? As
distinct from technical and communication skills. What explicit, coherent, codified
and discipline-based cognitive skills are we teaching that enable our students to:
-

analyse and evaluate information to complete a range of activities
analyse, generate and transmit solutions to unpredictable and sometimes
complex problems
transmit knowledge, skills and ideas to other?

An essential feature of well-developed cognitive skills might be that they would over
time consolidate into a meta-cognitive framework, enabling students to analyse,
problematise, evaluate and frame their engagement with their knowledge, skills and
application experiences. Such a framework should enable students to more easily
embrace new learning as well as retain previous learning. It also functions as an
important ladder of enquiry, as students progressively engage with more difficult or
complex problems as they advance through their training.
Marzano and Kendall (2007) propose a new taxonomy of educational objectives to
solve problems they identify in Bloom’s original and revised taxonomies. In their
taxonomy they sub-divide higher order thinking into Metacognition and Self-System
Thinking, the latter being a recognition of the role of the self in the act of learning in
terms of motivation, commitment and emotional responses, and in understanding the
importance and efficacy of the learning to the learner themselves. This recognition of
the role that subjectivity plays in learning is particularly of interest in the field of Acting
where subjectivity and objectivity have to be brought into dynamic relationship. The
actor’s interiority and the sensitivity of their responses to the real and imagined texts
they embody in rehearsal and performance is one of the prime materials of
construction from which the performance artefact is assembled. The free flow of this
material requires the development of sophisticated collaborative skills, selfmanagement, confidence and a heightened self-awareness expressed in lexicons that
are poetic or symbolic rather than discursive.
This leads to a suggestion that it may be in the development of acting-specific Reflective
Practice, as a philosophy, as a set of methodologies, and with specific artistic
inflections, that we will find the cognitive skill base to process and make sense of skills
learning.
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The exercise of paying attention to subjectivity (and inter-subjectivity) and developing
a common language for expressing it, surely has to be integral to the development of
the actor’s cognitive skills. It would certainly be critical to their abilities to analyse and
evaluate information to complete a range of activities, to analyse, generate and transmit
solutions to unpredictable and sometimes complex problems, and to transmit
knowledge, skills and ideas to others — which is as good a description of the artistic
endeavour as it is of any other.
The processes whereby subjectivity and objectivity are brought into dynamic
relationship might be further developed by combining dramaturgical approaches and
reflective practice. Both are central to the development of the actor’s artistry, but
teaching them as knowledge and skillsets in their own right, enhances cognitive
development and assists their potential transferability into other contexts.
Third question: Where in our Acting degrees do students apply their accumulated
knowledge and skills to exercise their autonomy, their judgements in self-directed
contexts, and by completion do we feel they are sufficiently competent to provide
specialist advice on their discipline to others?
Though the incorporation of one or two independent projects into actor-training
degrees may seem an obvious answer, from a curriculum perspective the picture is a
little more complicated. It is not the activity of independent work that ticks the box, it’s
that independent work is the culmination of a course of learning that integrates the
application of creativity, problem-solving skills and the exercise of independent
judgement from the start of the course through to the end.
Traditionally actor-training curriculum has been built on an opposite premise — that
the actor serves an industry where the essential skill is to be able to collaborate in
contexts where judgements are made (and power is held) by others. This premise,
explicitly or implicitly, underwrites traditional actor-training course structure and
content, and indeed its very pedagogy. Over three or four years of conventional
training, the actors’ bodies, their instrumental skills and their imaginative capacities
are positioned as canvases to be interrogated, subjugated, and then scribed upon by
others.
However, what if we were able to construct an alternative curriculum, that from its
beginning promoted the autonomous exercise of accumulated knowledge and skills and
the development of personal judgement as the front end of our course experience, as
the core of our pedagogies, and as the leading edge of our graduate outcomes?
When it comes to getting jobs in the acting economy, would our graduates be
disadvantaged by their independence of judgement and their enhanced cognitive skills?
I doubt any of us would answer yes, and I suspect all of us would be thinking about the
uptick in transferability of skills into other areas of employment that such a curriculum
approach might offer. The adoption of dramaturgy as a coherent theoretical framework,
and of reflective practice as a methodology, may well enable us to deconstruct the
traditional approaches to skills training and artistic development we have inherited,
and rebuild them into a degree level program that equips its graduates with the
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knowledge, skills and independent application that can be applied to a range of
outcomes in addition to that of acting.

Part Five: Conclusion
What this discussion hopefully illustrates, is how curriculum thinking, as distinct from
syllabus thinking, stimulated by questions that arise when we closely examine AQF
threshold criteria, might lead us to refreshed ways of thinking about how a degree level
course of actor training could be constructed in order to achieve the desirable trifecta of
uncompromised focus on the development of the actor, compliance with regulatory
frameworks, and enhanced transferability of skills into the multiple career pathways
that Bennet argues is the dominant characteristic of the contemporary arts economy.
Three key questions have been proposed. The first of these is, what constitutes the
depth of our field of knowledge, and how is it coherent? The second is around skills,
and how do we consistently (and even coherently) develop the cognitive skills
associated with acting? The third is related to application, and how do we facilitate the
qualities of autonomy, well-developed judgement and responsibility?
Although the aim of this discussion has been to stimulate the reader to find answers
that fit their own circumstances and contexts, three possible responses are proposed.
The first proposal is that a broadly defined dramaturgical studies would not only
provide depth in the field of knowledge covered by the degree, but could also inform
investigations into practice. The second is that an explicitly investigated methodology
of reflective practice could provide the cognitive skill development needed by actors as
they seek to bring subjectivity and objectivity into productive relationship. It’s possible
to imagine these two methodological approaches serving the agenda of the third
proposal, which is that capstone experiences in independent practice need to be
supported by the development of creativity, problem-solving skills and the exercise of
independent judgement from the beginning of the course onwards.
Viewed from the bridge, this seems an achievable journey, that provides graduates with
the meta-cognitive and creative development that while serving their career
aspirations, equally enhances the transferability of their skills to applications both
within the broader industry and further afield. How the course will be plotted, and how
down in the engine room its content can be delivered, will need to be the subject of
further discussion.
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